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The objective of Risk Management 2015 is to inform shareholders and other  
stakeholders of Danske Bank Group’s risk management, including policies,  
methodologies and practices.

Additional Pillar III disclosures required under Regulation (EU) No. 575/2013 of the 
European Parliament and of the Council of 26 June 2013 (CRR) and the Danish  
Executive Order on Calculation of Risk Exposure, Own Funds and Solvency Need can be 
downloaded from www.danskebank.com/ir.
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2015 in brief

1.



In 2015, the economic conditions in Danske Bank’s home markets were benign, but they necessitated frequent ad-
justments to address negative short-term interest rates, an uncertain European polit ical and economic outlook, and 
a sharp decline in commodity prices against the backdrop of a highly dynamic, multi-speed global economy. Danske 
Bank’s financial results for 2015 were the culmination of a two-year ef fort to transform and de-risk the balance 
sheet, among other things. We continued to strengthen our risk profile while maintaining a solid capital and liquidity 
position, and with our customer-centric focus, we emphasised banking serv ices that are not interest-rate sensitive in 
order to lower earnings volatility.

The negative short-term interest rates af fected our net interest income adversely. On the other hand, the low interest 
rate env ironment and improved economic conditions in the past few years have resulted in improved asset quality 
and reduced impairment charges.

Moreover, the improved economic env ironment has allowed us to meaningfully reduce our non-performing assets. 
We have actively reduced our Non-core portfolio (9% in 2015) and announced the sale of a large part of the Baltic 
Personal Banking portfolio. We expect the sale to be completed in the first half of 2016, pending the approval of local 
authorities.

The init iatives to focus on our core activ it ies have contributed to stronger capital ratios, improved asset quality and 
sound earnings, all of which helped improve our external ratings, which rose to A/A/A2 (S&P/Fitch/Moody’s) in July 
2015 in accordance with our rating goal. We achieved this despite a change in methodology by the rating agencies 
to exclude any government support af ter the June 2015 implementation of the Banking Resolution and Recovery 
Directive (BRRD) in Denmark. 

In 2015, we made several changes to our risk organisation. In April 2015, Gilbert Kohnke joined Danske Bank as 
chief risk officer (CRO) and member of the Executive Board. We reorganised and strengthened the risk and compli-
ance organisations to ensure a better alignment between the business units and the geographic regions. We con-
tinued to refine the Risk Management Framework and corporate governance practices in order to ensure that our 
risk-taking activ it ies remain fully aligned with our risk appetite statements, changing economic conditions and the 
rapidly evolv ing regulatory env ironment.

In 2015, we received approval from the Danish Financial Superv isory Authority (the FSA) to use the foundation 
internal ratings-based (F-IRB) approach for our Finnish corporate portfolio. The FSA also approved an extension of our 
internal market risk model (IMM) to include bond spread risk and company-specific equity risk (i.e., specific market 
risk). Our incremental risk model was approved by the FSA as well. The rev ised model framework resulted in reduced 
trading exposure and trading limits in our corporate and institutional client segments. The framework will also  
improve our risk management capabilit ies, g iv ing us less volatile earnings and ensuring more efficient use of risk- 
adjusted capital. 

With the main risk areas improv ing significantly, we also increased our attention on internal control processes and 
compliance. In January 2015, we centralised a number of functions in Group Compliance in order to ensure integrity 
and a better alignment in our compliance processes. We launched several init iatives across the Group in an ongoing 
ef fort to promote and ensure compliance with regulation and industry standards. Notably, we increased our resourc-
es in the anti–money laundering (AML) area. Our ef forts in the compliance area will support a better customer experi-
ence, lead to greater efficiency, and reduce operational and reputational risks. 
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In order to diversif y across our Nordic footprint, we are pursuing a selective growth strategy on the Norwegian and 
Swedish markets. We share the general concerns about housing price developments in Sweden and broadly across 
the Nordics that reflect increased risks from accelerated asset price growth because of low interest rates and ample 
financing capacity. In the Personal Banking segment, we are targeting low-risk, mass-affluent customers in these mar-
kets. The partnership agreements that we established with large professional unions in Norway and Sweden in 2015 
support this strategy. 

In the coming years, the changing banking landscape and our ambition to more closely align our strategy and our 
financial targets with our risk targets will keep us focused on strengthening and optimising our risk governance 
framework. 
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2.1 Risk organisation

Danske Bank’s rules of procedure for the Board of Directors and rules of procedure for the Executive Board specif y 
the responsibilit ies of the two boards and the div ision of responsibilit ies between them. The two-tier management 
structure and the rules of procedure, which were developed in accordance with Danish law, regulations and relevant 
corporate governance recommendations, are central to the organisation of risk management and the delegation of 
authorities in the Group. 

Danske Bank operates in accordance with statutory requirements governing listed Danish companies in general and 
financial institutions in particular, for example the requirements set forth in the Danish Executive Order on Manage-
ment and Control of Banks etc. issued by the Danish Financial Superv isory Authority (the FSA). Danske Bank also 
follows relevant recommendations for ef fective corporate governance.

The Group’s management structure reflects the statutory requirements governing listed Danish companies in general 
and financial institutions in particular, including the Executive Order on Management and Control of Banks issued by 
the Danish FSA. The executive order specifies the obligations of boards of directors as presented in the Danish Finan-
cial Business Act and sets forth requirements for ef fective corporate governance.

The heads of the business units, operations areas and serv ice areas are responsible for all business-related risks. 
The segment-based organisation allows risk management processes to be tailored to the various customer seg-
ments and to be aligned across borders.

Risk organisation: Two-tier management structure with three lines of defence 

Model & Parameter Committee

Group Liquidity Risk Committee

Operational Risk Committee

Nomination Committee

Remuneration Committee

All Risk Committee

Board of Directors

Third line of defence

Second line of defenceFirst line of defence

Executive Board

Group Internal Audit

Local risk 
committees

Operational risk
 officers
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risk officers

Local lending
officers

Capital 
Management

Group 
Compliance

Treasury Risk Analytics

Market Risk

Head of credits

Credit Risk 
Management

Liquidity Risk

Credit Quality
Assurance

Operational Risk

COO area Group Risk ManagementCFO areaBusiness units

Credit & Risk Committee

Audit Committee

Group Credit Committee

Portfolio Committee

Risk organisation
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2.1.1 Board of Directors 
The Board of Directors ensures that the Group is organised properly. As part of this duty, it appoints the members of 
the Executive Board, the Group chief audit executive (CAE) and the secretary to the Board of Directors.

In accordance with its rules of procedure, the Board of Directors approves the overall business model, risk profile and 
strategy. In addition, the Board receives regular reporting on and monitors the main risks and rev iews the largest 
credit facilit ies. The Board reconsiders risk appetites, policies, instructions and delegated risk mandates at least 
once a year.

Regular reporting enables the Board of Directors to monitor whether the risk appetites, policies, instructions and 
mandates are being complied with and whether they are appropriate, g iven Group’s business model, risk profile and 
strategy. In addition, the Board regularly rev iews reports analysing the Group’s portfolios, including information on 
concentrations.

The Board of Directors consists of six to ten members elected by the general meeting and a number of employee 
representatives as stipulated by Danish statutory rules. At the end of 2015, the Board consisted of 12 members, 
including four employee representatives. 

The Board meets about 12 times a year, in accordance with a schedule that is set for each calendar year. Once a 
year, the Board holds an extended two-day strategy seminar to discuss the Group’s strategy.

The CAE, who is the head of the Group Internal Audit department, reports directly to the Board of Directors. The 
primary role of Group Internal Audit is to help the Board of Directors and the Executive Board protect the assets, 
reputation and sustainability of Danske Bank Group. The scope of Group Internal Audit’s work is unrestricted. The 
CAE prepares an audit plan for the year that is rev iewed by the Audit Committee and the Board of Directors and is 
approved by the latter.  

The Board of Directors of Danske Bank A/S has decided that the CAE will not issue an auditors’ report on the Annual 
Report.

2.1.2 Executive Board
The Executive Board is responsible for the day-to-day management of the Group as stated in its rules of procedure. 
The Executive Board defines specific risk instructions, superv ises the Group’s risk management practices, approves 
credit applications up to a defined limit, and ensures that bookkeeping and asset management are sound and in 
accordance with business model, strategy plan, policies, instructions and guidelines established by the Board of 
Directors and applicable legislation. 

Three Executive Board members are the heads of the three banking business units. The risk, financial and serv ices/IT 
areas are also represented on the Executive Board. 

2.2 Risk monitoring

On the basis of risk policies and appetites defined by the Board of Directors, specific risk instructions are prepared 
by the Executive Board for each business unit. These instructions are the foundation for the business and control 
procedures of the business units and for system development in the Group.

The Board of Directors sets forth risk appetites for credit risk, market risk and liquidity risk. Each risk appetite spec-
ifies the risk types and risk amounts that the Board of Directors is willing to accept in pursuit of the Group’s strategic 
goals. Relevant KPIs are incorporated in regular risk reporting, and this enables the Group to monitor whether the 
risk profile stays in line with the risk appetite formulated. Please see the sections on the various risk types for further 
details.

The Board of Directors determines what risks Danske Bank may assume, the size of such risks, the limits on Danske 
Bank’s significant activ it ies, and the principles for calculating and measuring such risks. The risk profile covers the 
following: 

• Credit risk, including counterparty credit risk
• Market risk
• Liquidity risk
• Operational risk
• Insurance risk
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The Executive Board has established a committee – the All Risk Committee – that has overall responsibility for risk 
management within the framework determined by the Board of Directors. 

In addition to the All Risk Committee, the Executive Board has established two committees to perform duties related 
specifically to credit risk management:

1. The Group Credit Committee sets a venue and allocates time for the rev iew of credit applications referred by 
business units to the Executive Board for approval. The committee consists of Executive Board members.

2. The Portfolio Committee oversees, discusses and acts on developments in the credit port folio to ensure that the 
credit risk profile is in accordance with the credit policy and credit risk appetite statements.

Credit & Risk Committee

Convenes at least 
four times a year

The Credit & Risk Committee operates as a preparatory committee for the Board of 
Directors with respect to Danske Bank’s risk management and related matters. 

The committee adv ises the Board of Directors on Danske Bank’s risk profile, risk culture, 
risk appetite, risk strategy and risk management framework.

The committee therefore rev iews and submits recommendations to the Board of 
Directors regarding Danske Bank’s risk appetites, risk policies, risk instructions, capital, 
leverage, liquidity, solvency need, recovery requirements, business continuity plans, im-
pairment levels, products and serv ices from a risk perspective, and loan portfolio credit 
quality. Furthermore, the Credit & Risk Committee rev iews the use of internal models, 
the adequacy of staf f resources in the risk management control function, and incentive 
programmes from a risk perspective. 

Remuneration Committee

Convenes at least 
twice a year

The Remuneration Committee operates as a preparatory committee for the Board of 
Directors with respect to matters concerning remuneration, with a special focus on the 
remuneration of members of the Board of Directors, the Executive Board, material risk 
takers, key employees and executives in charge of control and internal audit functions, 
and incentive programmes. 

The committee rev iews and submits recommendations to the Board of Directors re-
garding remuneration policies and practices and developments in remuneration levels, 
including variable remuneration. The committee monitors the incentive programmes to 
ensure that they promote ongoing, long-term shareholder value creation and that they 
comply with the Remuneration Policy.

Nomination Committee

Convenes at least 
twice a year

The Nomination Committee operates as a preparatory committee for the Board of 
Directors with respect to the nomination and appointment of candidates to the Executive 
Board and to the Board of Directors and to the evaluation of the work and performance of 
the Executive Board, the Board of Directors and its indiv idual members. 

The committee also submits proposals to the Board of Directors on policies on succes-
sion planning and diversity and inclusion.

Audit Committee

Convenes at least 
four times a year

The Audit Committee operates as a preparatory committee for the Board of Directors 
with respect to accounting and auditing matters, including related risk matters. The 
committee rev iews and submits recommendations to the Board of Directors regarding 
financial reports and the assessment of the related risks, key accounting principles and 
procedures, internal controls, reports from both internal and external audit, whistleblow-
ing, compliance and anti–money laundering activ ities.

Committees established by the Board of Directors

At the business unit level, new product approval procedures are based on instructions prov ided by the Executive 
Board to the heads of the business units. Materiality criteria determine whether the approval of new products is 
escalated to the Group’s chief risk officer and possibly to the Executive Board and whether the new products need to 
be rev iewed by the Board of Directors.

2.3 Risk committees

The Board of Directors has established four committees to superv ise specific areas and to prepare topics for consid-
eration by the complete Board. Under Danish law, board committees have no independent decision-making authority 
but solely a consulting role. The role of each committee is described in the table below.

Risk organisation
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Portfolio Committee

Consists of industry experts, risk 
management representatives and 
business unit representatives.

Convenes once a month

Responsibilities:
• Proposing industries for risk 

mitigation based on a scorecard, 
tailored analytics as well as expert 
knowledge 

• Proposing limits to the Executive 
Board and giving input to the annual 
Credit Risk Appetite process

All Risk Committee

Consists of the members of Executive 
Board and senior staf f from selected 
business areas.

Convenes once a month

Responsibilities:
• Managing the balance sheet 

structure and development
• Defining the overall funding  

structure
• Defining the general principles for 

measuring and managing risks
• Monitoring ef fects of regulation
• Ensuring a robust and well-function-

ing risk management structure

Group Credit Committee

Consists of the members of 
Executive Board.

Convenes once a week

Discusses and approves credit  
applications from business units

Group Liquidity Risk Committee

Convenes at least eight times a year

Operational Risk Committee

Convenes at least four times a year

Model & Parameter Committee

Convenes at least four times a year

Committees established by the Executive Board 

Three sub-committees report to the All Risk Committee

The All Risk Committee has established three sub-committees to ensure that adequate time and attention are g iven 
to the specific risk management areas. These sub-committees consist of representatives from the All Risk Commit-
tee and senior staf f from relevant risk management functions. 

The roles of the committees are described in the table below.

In general, the committees assist the Board of Directors and the Executive Board in ensuring strict risk management 
within the Group and in ensuring that risk management and risk reporting are always compliant with statutory regu-
lations and the Group’s general principles for such practices.

2.4 Risk management

The Group’s risk management practices are organised according to the principles of three lines of defence. The three 
lines of defence segregate duties between (1) units that enter into business transactions with customers or other-
wise expose the Group to risk, (2) units in charge of risk oversight and control and (3) the internal audit function.

The first line of defence is represented by the business units and the operations and serv ice organisations. Each unit 
operates in accordance with the risk policies and delegated mandates. The units are responsible for hav ing adequate 
skills, operating procedures, systems and controls in place to comply with policies and mandates and to exercise 
sound risk management.

The second line of defence is represented by group-wide functions that monitor whether the business units and the 
operations and serv ice organisations adhere to the general policies and mandates. These functions are located in 
Group Risk Management.

The third line of defence is represented by Internal Audit, as described above in the section on the Board of Directors.

2.4.1 Business units
Each business unit is headed by a member of the Executive Board. 
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The business units’ mandate to orig inate credit applications for the Group is regulated by risk policies, instructions 
and limits. The Group strives to cultivate a corporate culture that supports and enforces the organisation’s objective 
to undertake selected risks according to guidelines that have been agreed upon.

Responsibility for all business-related risks is placed with the heads of the business units and the heads of the op-
erations and serv ices areas. Their responsibilit ies extend across national borders. Lending authorities for specific 
customer segments and products are granted to each of the heads of credit, who delegate lending authorities further 
within their units. While the business units are responsible for risk assessment, credit oversight functions headed by 
the heads of credit monitor whether the credit decisions are within the defined credit policy and credit risk appetite. 
Credit decisions exceeding the delegated authorities are submitted to the Group Credit Committee and to the Board 
of Directors.

The business units carry out the fundamental tasks required for sound risk management and controls. These tasks 
include updating the information about customers that is used in risk management tools and models as well as main-
taining and following up on customer relationships.

Each business unit is responsible for preparing documentation before undertaking business transactions and for 
recording the transactions properly. Each unit is also required to update information on customer relationships and 
other topics as necessary.

The business units must also ensure that all risk exposures stay within the specific risk limits and comply with the 
Group’s other guidelines.

2.4.2 Group Risk Management
Group Risk Management serves as the Group’s second line of defence. It has overall responsibility for setting and 
monitoring the Group’s risk appetite and policies and for following up and reporting on risk issues across risk types 
and organisational units. Group Risk Management also serves as a resource for referrals from local risk committees.

The department is headed by the Group’s chief risk officer (CRO), who is a member of the Executive Board. On 1 April 
2015, Gilbert Kohnke was appointed CRO.

The Group CRO reports to the Board of Directors in cooperation with the Group CEO. The CRO has the authority to 
veto any credit proposal. The following terms also apply to the CRO position:

1. The CRO cannot be removed from office without the express approval of the Board of Directors.
2. The CRO is the only Executive Board member who is a permanent member of the Credit & Risk Committee.
3. The CRO is also responsible for the credit risk reports that are submitted to the Board of Directors, the Board 

Credit & Risk Committee, the Executive Board, and the All Risk Committee. These reports do not require prior 
approval from the CEO.

Group Risk Management oversees the risk management framework and practices across the organisation. It serves 
as secretariat for the All Risk Committee, the Group Credit Committee and the Portfolio Committee. Senior staf f from 
the department also chair the Group Liquidity Risk Committee, which oversees liquidity management and funding 
activ it ies; the Model & Parameter Committee, which monitors the Group’s use of risk models and the results of para-
meter validation; and the Operational Risk Committee, which evaluates the management of the Group’s key operation-
al risks.

Heads of credit who report directly to the CRO have a seat on the management teams of the three business units. 
They are responsible for delegating credit risk mandates and oversee the day-to-day risk management in the first line 
of defence. Within Group Risk Management, sub-departments are dedicated to oversee management of the Group’s 
main risk types.

Credit risk management is organised in multiple departments that are responsible for setting the group-wide credit 
risk appetite and policies, rev iewing the approval and follow-up processes in the business units’ lending books, facili-
tating the quarterly process of calculating and consolidating the impairment of credit exposures, and monitoring and 
reporting on the Group’s consolidated credit port folio, including the determination of portfolio limits for specific indus-
tries and countries. Other departments develop credit rating and valuation models and ensure that they are available 
for day-to-day credit processing at the business units and that they meet statutory requirements. A separate unit is 
responsible for validating credit risk parameters in collaboration with the business units.

Certain risk areas, such as market risk and liquidity risk, are managed centrally at the group level.
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Country managers and regional chief risk officers are responsible for ensuring compliance with local rules and regu-
lations. Local risk committees as well as asset and liability management committees are established where they are 
relevant. The Group has established a dual reporting matrix organisation in which regional chief risk officers now also 
report to the heads of risk areas in Group Risk Management regarding specific risk events. 

Risk appetite, policy setting, monitoring, controlling and reporting for market risk, liquidity risk and operational risk 
are also performed by dedicated departments within Group Risk Management. Group Risk Management conducts 
internal liquidity adequacy assessments (ILAA) annually.

2.4.3 CFO Area
The CFO Area is headed by the Group’s chief financial officer (CFO), who is a member of the Executive Board. The de-
partment oversees the Group’s financial reporting, budgeting and strategic business analysis, including the tools used 
by the business units for performance follow-up.

The department is also in charge of the Group’s investor relations; relations with international rating agencies; legal, 
regulatory and corporate matters; and compliance and anti–money laundering activ it ies.

It is responsible for the Group’s capital management, including the compilation of the total risk exposure amount (REA), 
the Group’s internal capital adequacy assessment process (ICAAP) and the internal capital allocation to business 
units.

Within the CFO Area, Group Treasury is responsible for executing the funding plan, managing the Group’s liquidity 
plan and monitoring liquidity needs. Group Treasury also ensures that the Group’s structural liquidity profile enables 
the Group to comply with the limits and meet the targets set by the Board of Directors and the All Risk Committee as 
well as regulatory and prudential requirements. Furthermore, Group Treasury is responsible for asset liability man-
agement, private equity activ it ies and long-term funding activ it ies.

2.5 Reporting

The Group allocates considerable resources to risk monitoring and to ensuring ongoing compliance with the ap-
proved risk limits. It has procedures for reporting to relevant management bodies and committees, including the 
Board of Directors and the Executive Board, on developments in risks, liquidity, the credit port folio and non-perform-
ing loans. among other things.

The Board of Directors receives risk reports, including ICAAP and ILAA reports, at regular intervals (see the tables 
below). The Group’s ICAAP report is submitted to the Board of Directors quarterly and in an expanded annual version 
that is supplemented with a detailed rev iew of the Group’s risk profile (Annual Risk Rev iew). 

Annual and quarterly risk reporting

Risk management framework

Risk policies Rev iew of risk policies, risk instructions and risk appetite. Submitted at least once a year. 

Annual Risk Rev iew Rev iew of the Group’s risk profile and risk management framework. Submitted annually. 

Risk Framework Overv iew Comprehensive description of the risk management framework for all risk types. Submitted annually as 
part of the Annual Risk Rev iew. 

Risk profile

Risk profile reports Analyses of selected credit port folios (industries and customer segments). Submitted annually. 

Credit port folio reports Quarterly analysis of the current credit risk profile and the trends in the credit risk profiles at the business 
units and of selected sub-portfolios, industries and products. Overv iew of exposures equal to or exceeding 
10% of the Group’s total capital.

Impairment Overv iew Quarterly report on the trends in collective and indiv idual impairments.

Market risk reports Quarterly analyses of the Group’s losses caused by changes in the market value of the Group’s assets, lia-
bilit ies and derivatives resulting from changes in market prices or rates as well as follow-up on delegated 
risk mandates.

Liquidity risk reports Quarterly analyses of liquidity risk, including liquidity coverage ratio, 12-month liquidity risk, structural 
liquidity risk and stress testing.
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Risk mitigation

ICAAP report Rev iew of the adequacy of the Group’s capital resources. Presents conclusions drawn from stress testing, 
including the ef fects of various scenarios on expected losses and capital needs. Submitted annually.

Quarterly ICAAP report Quarterly rev iew of the adequacy of the Group’s capital resources in a more abbrev iated form than the 
preceding report. 

ILAA report Evaluation of the liquidity situation and liquidity management, including the Group’s funding profile and 
plan. The report also assesses liquidity risk by liquidity stress testing and similar analyses and presents a 
conclusion on the minimum amount of liquidity reserves required. Submitted annually.

Risk resilience

Contingency planning Contingency plans describing options available to the Group to improve its capital and liquidity under 
stressed conditions. Updated annually.

Recovery planning Identifies possible options under a g iven recovery plan for various stressed scenarios. Updated annually.

Recovery Dashboard Key risk indicators for severe stress. Updated quarterly.

The All Risk Committee (or in some cases, the Executive Board) evaluates risk reports to be submitted to the Board 
of Directors or one of the Board’s committees. It also receives periodic reports on the Group’s liquidity and solvency 
and monitors risk trends at the group level and at the business units.

2.6 Management declaration

The Group adjusts the risk management framework regularly to take into account new regulatory requirements, to ex-
pand risk capabilit ies and to improve efficiency. The adjustments are reported in the Annual Risk Rev iew, which along 
with other reporting serves as a basis for Board of Directors to assess the adequacy of the risk management frame-
work. The Management Declaration of its assessment of current framework is included in the appendix, section 12.1.  
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The main purposes of Danske Bank Group’s capital management policies and practices are to support its 
business strategy and to ensure that it is sufficiently capitalised to withstand even severe macroeconomic downturns.

With substantial capital in excess of the regulatory requirements, the Group considers itself well capitalised. In 
accordance with its business strategy, the Group has set capital targets: a total capital ratio of at least 17% and a 
common equity t ier 1 (CET1) capital ratio of at least 13%. The Group has met these targets since the end of 2012. It 
is the Group’s objective to maintain a level of capital sufficient to support its business strategy and to meet the regu-
latory capital requirements at all t imes. It is also the Group’s ambition to have a capital level that rating agencies and 
investors consider robust. In the current low-growth env ironment, the Group considers a CET1 capital ratio of around 
14% and a total capital ratio well above 17% as appropriate levels. The capital structure will be adjusted if excess 
capital is available af ter div idends have been paid out and the capital targets have been met. 

In 2015, the Group optimised its capital structure through retained earnings, capital issuance and a share buy-back 
programme. The Group issued DKK 5.6 billion of additional t ier 1 capital and redeemed tier 2 instruments in the 
amount of DKK 5.1 billion. Danica Pension issued Solvency II–compliant t ier 2 capital in the amount of DKK 3.7 billion. 

In 2015, the Group also expanded the use of internal models for the calculation of its total risk exposure amount 
(REA). In June, the Group received approval from the Danish FSA to implement an internal model method (IMM) for 
the calculation of counterparty risk and approval to use an expanded Value-at-Risk model (VaR model) for market 
risk. The Group’s subsidiary Danske Bank Plc (Finland) as well as the Group also obtained approval to use the F-IRB 
approach for its corporate segment in Finland.

The results of both internal and regulatory stress tests confirmed the Group’s substantial capitalisation. Stress tests 
are performed to verif y that the Group is sufficiently capitalised to withstand adverse events caused by material 
risks arising from its business strategy at present and in future. 

Under a share buy-back programme of DKK 5.0 billion in 2015, the Group purchased 24.9 million shares. 

Regarding new regulation, we expect a minimum requirement for own funds and elig ible liabilit ies (MREL) to be set for 
Danske Bank in 2016. The Group, which at the end of 2015 held own funds and elig ible liabilit ies of DKK 250 billion, 
is well prepared for the new capital requirement. 

Furthermore, 2016 is expected to bring more clarity on Basel IV, which will contain an extensive rev iew of the 
risk-weighted capital framework by the Basel Committee on Banking Superv ision (BCBS). The rev iew includes a 
rev ision of the various methods for calculating the REA and introduces a permanent capital floor, among other things. 
Danske Bank is monitoring the BCBS process closely, but the timeline for the EU is unknown at the moment. 

3.1 Total capital

On 31 December 2015, Danske Bank’s CET1 capital amounted to DKK 134 billion, or 16.1% of the total REA, and 
tier 1 capital amounted to DKK 155 billion, or 18.5% of the total REA. Total capital amounted to DKK175 billion and 
the total capital ratio was 21.0%.

The high-level components of total capital are shown in the table below (a more detailed breakdown can be found in 
Danske Bank’s Annual Report 2015). The figures reflect the capital subject to the transitional rules according to the 
CRR on 31 December 2015. 
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Danske Bank Group’s total capital and ratios

(DKK millions)
31 Dec.

2015
31 Dec.

2014

Total equity  160,830  152,384 

Adjustment to total equity  3,714  3,806 

Total equity calculated according to the rules of the Danish FSA  164,544  156,190 

Additional t ier 1 (AT1) instruments included in total equity  -11,177  -5,597 

Adjustments for accrued interest and tax ef fect on AT 1 capital  -119  -60 

Common equity tier 1 (CET1) instruments  153,248  150,533 

Deductions from CET1 capital  -18,890  -20,130 

Portion from goodwill  -6,426  -11,169 

Portion from statutory deductions for insurance subsidiaries  -2,885  -1,850 

CET1 capital  134,358  130,403 

AT1 capital  22,338  17,434 

Deductions from AT1  -2,171  -3,711 

Portion from statutory deductions for insurance subsidiaries  -2,164  -3,701 

Tier 1 capital  154,525  144,126 

Tier 2 instruments  22,782  26,310 

Deductions from tier 2  -2,171  -3,711 

Portion from statutory deductions for insurance subsidiaries  -2,164  -3,701 

Total capital  175,136  166,725 

Total risk exposure amount  833,594  865,086 

Common equity t ier 1 capital ratio 16.1% 15.1%

Tier 1 capital ratio 18.5% 16.7%

Total capital rat io 21.0% 19.3%

Change in total capital ratio, 2014 to 2015
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The Group makes a full internal allocation of its total equity across business units on the basis of each unit’s contri-
bution to the Group’s total risk as estimated by means of regulatory and internal risk models. The Group is constantly 
improv ing its capital allocation framework in order to reflect the ef fects of new regulation and the risk entailed in its 
business activ it ies as closely as possible. In the first quarter of 2016, we will change the principles for allocating 
capital across the business units so that they are fully aligned with the regulatory requirements and our CET1 capital 
ratio target of around 14%.  
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3.1.1 Consolidation methods
The consolidation of the Group’s financial statements is based on IFRSs, whereas the prudential consolidation in the 
statement of capital is based on the rules of the Danish FSA and the CRR. The main dif ference is that under IFRSs, 
Danica Pension is consolidated line by line, whereas under the rules of the Danish FSA, it is treated as a (net) invest-
ment in a subsidiary in accordance with the equity method.

In addition, the Group consolidates Danmarks Skibskredit A/S and LR Realkredit A/S on a pro rata basis in the state-
ment of capital, whereas, in the IFRS financial statements, the two companies are accounted for under the equity meth-
od and thus treated as (net) investments in associates. The Group has ownership shares of 24% and 31%, respective-
ly, in the two companies. Danmarks Skibskredit A/S of fers loans to ship-owners and other shipping companies secured 
by mortgages on vessels. At the end of June 2015, the company had total assets of DKK 73.4 billion and a total capital 
ratio of 16.5%. LR Realkredit A/S prov ides mortgage loans primarily for subsidised housing and other subsidised 
properties. On the same date, the company had total assets of DKK 20.1 billion and a total capital ratio of 21.4%. 

In December 2013, the Danish FSA designated the Group as a financial conglomerate because of its ownership of 
Danica Pension. The Group is therefore subject to supplementary superv ision as a financial conglomerate (at the 
group level). For this reason, the Group’s solvency calculations are treated according to the deduction method de-
scribed in section 3.1.3.

In rare circumstances, companies taken over by the Group because they have failed to meet their obligations are 
consolidated in the financial statements and are sold as soon as they are marketable. They are not included in the cal-
culation of the total capital, but the holdings are included in the calculation of the total REA. The table below shows the 
dif ferences between the ordinary consolidation principles used in the financial statements and those used in solvency 
calculations for subsidiaries and associated credit institutions.

Consolidation principles for subsidiaries and other holdings of Danske Bank A/S

Consolidation  
of solvency calculations

Consolidation in  
IFRS accounts

Subsidiaries and other holdings of Danske Bank A/S Full Pro rata
Capital 

deduction Full One line

Credit institutions • •
Associated credit institutions • •
Insurance operations (consolidated according to  
capital deduction method) • •
Investment and real property operations • •
Foreclosed companies (risk-weighted) •

3.1.2 Common equity tier 1 capital
Starting with the Group’s total equity under IFRSs, the Group makes a number of adjustments in order to determine 
its CET1 capital.

In accordance with IFRSs and the Danish FSA’s accounting rules, total equity is subject to the following adjustments:

• Revaluation of domicile property is recognised at estimated fair value. Revaluation to a value above the cost of 
acquisition is recognised as CET1 capital.

• Special reserve funds totalling DKK 3.0 billion stemming from LR Realkredit A/S and Danmarks Skibskredit A/S 
are consolidated on a pro rata basis. These reserve funds cannot be distributed but can be used to cover any 
losses at the companies af ter their other reserves. 

• The new CRR-compliant additional t ier 1 instruments issued in March 2014 and February 2015 count as equity 
according to accounting rules, but do not qualif y as equity according to capital and solvency rules. The additional 
instruments are therefore excluded from CET1 capital instruments and instead categorised as additional t ier 1 
capital.

In addition to the adjustment listed above, total equity is also subject to certain deductions to determine CET1 capital 
in accordance with the CRR and the Danish Executive Order on Calculation of Risk Exposure, Own Funds and Sol-
vency need. 



These are the main deductions:
• Proposed div idend
• Carry ing amounts of intangible assets, including goodwill
• Deferred tax assets
• Defined benefit pension fund assets
• Statutory deduction for insurance subsidiaries (see also section 3.1.3)
• Prudential filters 
• Adjustment to elig ible capital instruments

The phase-in of the CRR increases the level of deductions from CET1 capital until 2018. The increase comes mainly 
from the transfer of current deduction elements from tier 1 and tier 2 capital to CET1 capital.

The Group estimates that the CET1 capital ratio will decline by around 0.7 of a percentage point from the level on 
31 December 2015 (16.1%) when it is calculated on the basis of the CRR with fully loaded capital deductions (fully 
phased-in rules by 2018).

The Group estimates that 0.5 of a percentage point of the decline in the CET1 capital ratio af ter the rules are fully 
phased in will derive from deductions for Danica Pension. 

3.1.3 Statutory deductions for insurance companies and significant investments
The statutory deductions for insurance companies were prev iously div ided equally between tier 1 and tier 2 capital. 
According to the transitional rules of the CRR, these deductions will gradually be phased out and moved to CET1 
capital by 2018.

As a financial conglomerate, Danske Bank has obtained approval to use the Danish FSA’s deduction method for insur-
ance subsidiaries. Since 2014, the deduction has been based on Danica Pension’s solvency need; prev iously, it had 
been based on the minimum capital requirement. The modification is being phased in linearly until 2016. 

Danske Bank’s statutory deductions for insurance subsidiaries and other statutory deductions from the total capital 
in 2015 were as follows:

• Danica Pension’s solvency need less the dif ference between Danica Pension’s total capital and the carry ing 
amount of Danske Bank’s capital holdings in Danica Pension. This method ensures that the Group’s total capital is 
reduced fully by deductions made from Danica Pension’s total capital, among other things. 

• Capital holdings in other credit and financial institutions that represent more than 10% of the share capital of 
such institutions, excluding capital holdings in subsidiaries. The deduction will be phased out since the position is 
lower than the threshold defined in the CRR. Instead, the position will be risk-weighted at 250%.

Total capital deductions for insurance subsidiaries  and other deductions 

31 Dec.  
2015

31 Dec.  
2014(DKK millions)

Capital requirement at Danica 7,865 8,432

Add-on for positive dif ference between solvency need and capital requirement (transitional) 1,593 649

Less the dif ference between

  Danica’s capital base 17,686 17,469

  Danske Bank’s capital holdings 15,752 18,087

Danica’s holding of Danske Bank shares etc. 311 447

Deduction for insurance subsidiaries 7,213 9,252

Deduction for holdings in other credit institutions 14 25

Total deductions, divided equally between tier 1 and tier 2 capital 7,227 9,277

Total deductions from common equity tier 1 capital 2,885 1,850
 
Note: The carry ing amount of Danske Bank’s capital holdings in Danica less the total deduction for Danica from the Group’s total capital is 
included in the total REA calculations at a 100% weight. Danske Bank’s capital holding in Danica at the end of 2015 reflects the deduction of 
a proposed div idend from Danica.
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3.1.4 Additional tier 1 capital and tier 2 capital
At the end of 2015, the Group’s additional t ier 1 capital (including old hybrid capital issues) amounted to DKK 22.3 
billion, or 2.7 percentage points of the total capital ratio. On the same date, the Group’s t ier 2 capital amounted to 
DKK 22.8 billion, or 2.7 percentage points of the total capital ratio.

In February 2015, Danske Bank issued its second set of CRR-compliant additional t ier 1 instruments in the amount 
of EUR 750 million (DKK 5.6 billion), g iv ing the Group total CRR-compliant additional t ier 1 capital of DKK 11.2 bil-
lion. In order to qualif y as tier 1 capital under the CRR, the instruments must fulfil a number of requirements. These 
requirements include the Group’s capacity, at its discretion, to cancel coupon payments and to write down (perma-
nently or temporarily) the principal or convert it to equity if a certain CET1 level is breached. In the Group’s issue of 
CRR-compliant additional t ier 1 instruments, the level at which a temporary write-down would take place is set at 
7%. The issue is perpetual, with the first call option in April 2020. Early redemption requires the prior approval of 
the Danish FSA.

Danica Pension issued Solvency II–compliant t ier 2 capital in the amount of DKK 3.7 billion, which reduced Danske 
Bank’s statutory deductions for its holdings in Danica. 

The phase-in of the CRR will af fect the way outstanding additional t ier 1 instruments and tier 2 instruments will be 
incorporated in total capital. Outstanding old hybrid t ier 1 instruments and tier 2 instruments not elig ible under the 
CRR requirements will be phased out over a period that started in 2014. All of the Group’s issues of additional t ier 1 
instruments and tier 2 instruments since September 2013 are fully CRR-compliant. 

For a description of the conditions of the Group’s outstanding issues of indiv idual additional t ier 1 instruments and 
tier 2 instruments, see note 21 in Annual Report 2015.

3.2 Capital requirements and solvency need

The Group’s management of its total capital is based on the Internal Capital Adequacy Assessment Process (ICAAP). 
The Group’s ICAAP, including the ICAAPs of its subsidiaries, g ives a clear picture of the Group’s capital and risks.

As part of the ICAAP, management identifies the risks to which the Group is exposed in order to assess its risk profile. 
The Group also determines its solvency need (Pillar II) on the basis of the minimum capital requirement (Pillar I) and 
conducts stress tests to ensure that it always has sufficient excess capital to support its business strategy, among 
other things.

The Group assumes risks as a normal part of its business activ it ies and expects to incur some financial losses as a 
consequence of these risks. Under normal circumstances, it expects such losses to be well covered by its earnings. If 
earnings are not sufficient to cover the losses, they are covered by the Group’s capital.

The Group is involved in a broad range of business activ it ies. These activ it ies can be div ided into five segments for 
the purpose of risk identification: banking, market, asset management, insurance and group-wide activ it ies. The 
latter category covers management activ it ies that are not specific to any of the first four business segments but 
broadly support them all. Each of these activ it ies entails various risks, which fall into the seven main categories of 
the Group’s risk management framework.



Risk identification across activities

Danske Bank Group’s risk categories

Activ it ies

Banking activ ities √ √ √ √ √

Market activ ities √ √ √  √ √

Asset management  √   √

Insurance (Danica)    √  

Group-wide activ ities  √ √  √ √
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Af ter identif y ing the risks, the Group determines how and to what extent it will mitigate them. Mitigation usually 
takes place by means of business procedures and controls, contingency plans and other measures. Finally, the Group 
determines what risks will be covered by capital. The Group thus ensures that it has sufficient excess capital to cover 
the risks associated with its business activ it ies. It uses models and expert assessments to monitor all significant 
risks.

The Group’s ICAAP also forms the basis for the Superv isory Rev iew and Evaluation Process (SREP), which is a 
dialogue between an institution and the financial superv isory authorities on the institution’s risks and capital needs. 
The outcome of the latest SREP was that the superv isory colleges, led by the Danish FSA, considered the Group 
adequately capitalised. 

3.2.1 Minimum capital requirement
The regulatory minimum capital requirement under Pillar I of the CRR is defined as 8% of the risk exposure amounts 
for credit risk (including counterparty credit risk), market risk and operational risk.

Credit risk  amounted to 77.6% of the total REA, making it Danske Bank’s largest risk type. In collaboration with other 
national financial superv isory authorities, the Danish FSA has approved Danske Bank’s use of the A-IRB approach for 
the calculation of credit risk. 

The Danish FSA has granted the Group an exemption from the A-IRB approach for exposures to government bonds 
and equities, among other things. The exemption also applies to exposures at the legal entit ies Danske Bank Lim-
ited (Northern Ireland) and Danske Bank International (Luxembourg) as well as to retail exposures at Danske Bank 
Plc (Finland) and Danske Bank Ireland. For these exposures, the Group currently uses the standardised approach. 
In 2015, the Group obtained approval to use the F-IRB approach for credit risk exposure to corporate customers at 
Danske Bank Plc.

Counterparty credit risk, including central clearing counterparty (CCP) and CVA risk charges, amounted to 5.0% of 
the total REA. In 2015, the Group obtained approval to use an IMM to calculate REA for counterparty credit risk.

Market risk amounted to 8.7% of the total REA. The Group uses an internal VaR model for market risk on items in the 
trading book and for foreign exchange risk on items outside the trading book. In 2015, the Danish FSA approved an 
extension of the internal VaR model and also approved the Group’s incremental risk model for calculating the REA for 
market risk.

Operational risk amounted to 8.7% of the total REA. The Group uses the standardised approach for the calculation of 
operational risk.
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Risk exposure amount and risk weights

At 31 December (DKK millions)

2015 2014

REA Avg. risk weights REA Avg. risk weights

Credit risk

IRB approach:

Institutions 7,618 24% 8,409 24%

Corporates 314,065 39% 308,250 39%

Exposures secured by real property 89,547 14% 93,765 15%

Other retail 29,005 22% 30,674 23%

Other assets 16,013 69% 20,468 74%

IRB approach, total 456,249 28% 461,566 29%

FIRB Corporate 33,512 56%

Standardised approach, total 156,972 24% 196,498 34%

Credit risk, total 646,733 658,064

Counterparty credit risk 31,271 45,874

CCP default risk 1,404 7,358

CVA risk charge 9,282 21,436

Counterparty credit risk (incl. CCP and CVA) 41,957 74,668

Market risk, total 72,172 59,089

Operational risk, total 72,732 74,001

Total risk exposure amount 833,594 865,822

From 2014 to 2015, the total REA declined DKK 32 billion to DKK 834 billion. In 2015, we continued to lower our 
risks in selected areas when market conditions were unfavourable. 

The REA for credit risk fell DKK 11 billion. The winding-up of Non-core activ it ies accounted for a DKK 16 billion 
reduction of the REA, and lending growth in our core markets and other portfolio changes contributed an increase 
in the REA of DKK 24 billion. Finally, we implemented the F-IRB approach for corporates in Finland, and this led to a 
reduction of the REA of DKK 19 billion. 

The REA for market risk and counterparty risk fell DKK 20 billion. The implementation of an IMM for counterpar-
ty risk and the expansion of the VaR model for market risk led to a reduction of the REA of DKK 6 billion. Portfolio 
changes, including the diversification strategy at Corporates & Institutions, led to lower positions and a reduction of 
the REA of DKK 14 billion. 

The REA for operational risk decreased slightly by DKK 1 billion.



Change in the total risk exposure amount, 2014 to 2015
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3.2.2 Internal assessment of the solvency need
The Group must meet the regulatory minimum capital requirement. As part of the ICAAP under Pillar II, the solvency 
need is determined on the basis of an internal assessment of the Group’s risk profile in relation to the minimum capi-
tal requirement. The solvency need is the amount of capital that is adequate in terms of size and composition to cover 
the risks to which a financial institution is exposed. According to Danish law, the solvency need ratio is the solvency 
need div ided by the total REA determined under Pillar I.

An important part of the process of determining the solvency need is evaluating whether the calculation takes into 
account all material risks to which the Group is exposed. The Group uses its internal models, combined with expert 
judgement and [Danish FSA] benchmark models, to quantif y whether the regulatory framework indicates that addi-
t ional capital is needed. The table below shows the approaches used under Pillar I and Pillar II for each risk type.

 Risk type Regulatory framework Internal framework

Pillar I 
r isks

Credit risk Internal model Internal model

Assumes granular portfolio Takes into account concentrations and  
country-specific factors

One-factor model

Market risk Internal model for general risk;  
standardised approach for specific  
risk and commodity risk

Internal model for general risk;  
standardised approach for specific  
risk and commodity risk

Operational risk Standardised approach

Other  
risks

Pension risk Internal model

Insurance risk Included in credit risk Internal model

Business risk Internal model

Interest rate risk out-
side the trading book

Internal model Part of market risk

Capital add-ons are quantified on the basis of input from internal experts. When determining the solvency need on the 
basis of the minimum capital requirement, if the results of the model calculations do not appear sufficiently conser-
vative, the Group evaluates whether there is a need for capital add-ons. This may be the case, for example, if the 
Group believes that the result of the regulatory approach is not conservative enough or if macroeconomic uncertainty 
raises similar doubts. The capital add-ons are additive, although they may overlap, and the process thus represents a 
conservative and careful assessment of the Group’s solvency need.

In addition to determining the solvency need, the Group uses the Basel I transitional rules as a “backstop” measure to 
determine the adequacy of its total capital. That is, the transitional rules determine the minimum level of total capital 
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needed if they indicate an amount that is larger than the solvency need plus the phased-in regulatory buf fer require-
ments. The regulatory buf fer requirements are described in further detail in section 3.2.3. 

The Group does not set aside capital to cover liquidity risk but rather mitigates such risk by means of its funding 
strategy, contingency plans, stress test analyses and other measures. The Group recognises, however, that a strong 
capital position and good ratings are necessary for maintaining a strong liquidity and funding position.

At the end of 2015, the Group’s solvency need was DKK 88.9 billion, or 10.7% of the total REA, and its total capital 
was DKK 175.1 billion, or 21.0% of the total REA. The Group’s capital in excess of the solvency need and combined 
buf fer requirement as described in section 3.2.3 was DKK 78.9 billion.

The solvency need declined DKK 3.2 billion, or 0.1 of a percentage point, from the level at the end of 2014. 

For information about the general methods of calculating the solvency need and solvency need ratio, see the ICAAP 
report, which is updated quarterly and published along with the Group’s quarterly and annual reports at danskebank.
com/ir.

3.2.3 Combined buf fer requirement
CRD IV introduced a combined buf fer requirement that will be phased in for Danske Bank from 2015 to 2019. 
This requirement applies in addition to the solvency need. The combined buf fer requirement consists of regulatory 
requirements for three separate buf fers: the capital conservation buf fer, the countercyclical capital buf fer and a sys-
temic risk buf fer. When a financial institution fails to maintain the combined buf fer requirement, it will be restricted 
from making discretionary distributions. At the end of 2015, the combined buf fer requirement was 0.9%, consisting 
of a 0.3% countercyclical buf fer and a 0.6% SIFI buf fer requirement. In 2015, the capital conservation buf fer was 
0%.

In accordance with Danish law , the capital conservation buf fer (2.5% of CET1 capital) and the countercyclical capital 
buf fer (up to 2.5% of CET1 capital) will be phased in in the period through 2019. The Group will be subject to coun-
tercyclical buf fer requirements set in every country where it has exposure. The countercyclical buf fers in Norway 
and Sweden are currently 1% but will increase to 1.5% in Q2 2016. On the basis of the country-specific countercycli-
cal buf fer requirements at the end of 2015, the Group’s total countercyclical buf fer requirement is 0.3%.

In Denmark, the systemic risk buf fer is used primarily for the implementation of the capital buf fers for systemically 
important financial institutions (SIFIs). Danske Bank was designated as a SIFI in Denmark in 2014. This means that 
the Group is subject to stricter requirements than non-SIFI banks. Danske Bank’s SIFI buf fer requirement is set at an 
additional 3% above the CRR requirement for CET1 capital. The SIFI buf fer requirement phase-in began on 1 January 
2015 and will be completed by 2019. As stated above, at the end of 2015, the Group’s SIFI buf fer requirement was 
0.6%.

Solvency need, combined buffer requirement and total capital ratio, end-2015
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3.3 Capital planning

The Group ensures that its total capital is sufficient to meet the regulatory capital requirements at all t imes and 
that it maintains access to the funding markets under all market conditions. The Group’s capital planning takes into 
account both short-term and long-term horizons in order to g ive the Board of Directors a comprehensive v iew of 
current and future capital levels. The capital plan includes a forecast of the expected capital performance and a 
scenario analysis of the ef fect of adverse conditions on its capital level. The short-term scenarios are based on the 
ef fects that changes in business and possible capital challenges have on earnings. The long-term scenarios evaluate 
the ability of the Group to comply with regulatory capital requirements and maintain appropriate excess capital. The 
Group identifies possible negative ef fects and then takes appropriate action to maintain efficient capital consumption 
at an early stage. 

To ensure that the Group maintains an appropriate level of capital above the regulatory capital requirements, the 
Board of Directors has set specific capital targets for the Group: a total capital ratio of at least 17% and a CET1 
capital ratio of at least 13%. The Group’s capital considerations are based on the rules on the transition from current 
regulations, the phase-in of CRR/CRD IV rules, and the SIFI requirements. It is the Group’s objective to maintain a 
level of capital sufficient to support its business strategy and to meet the regulatory capital requirements at all t imes. 
It is also the Group’s ambition to have a capital level that rating agencies and investors consider robust. In the current 
low-growth env ironment, the Group considers a CET1 capital ratio of around 14% and a total capital ratio well above 
17% as appropriate levels. The Group rev ises its capital policy at least once a year.

3.3.1 Stress tests
Danske Bank uses macroeconomic stress tests in the ICAAP for the purpose of projecting its solvency need and ac-
tual capital level in various unfavourable scenarios. Stress tests are an important means of analysing the risk profile 
since they g ive management a better understanding of how the Group’s portfolios are af fected by macroeconomic 
changes, including the ef fects of negative events on the Group’s total capital. The stress tests support the Group’s 
internal capital planning and its compliance with the regulatory capital requirements.

When the Group uses stress tests in capital planning, stress is applied to risks, income and the cost structure. 
Stressing income and costs af fects the Group’s total capital, while stressing risk exposures af fects the solvency need. 
The stress test methodology consists of four steps.

Ef fects of stress test scenarios on earnings and risk

Step 1 Step 2 Step 3 Step 4 

Net trading income

Net interest income

Funding costs

Net income from
Insurance business

Credit losses

Credit risk

Market risk

Operational risk

Other types of risk

                        Scenario

   

                    GDP

Output gap                          Share prices

                        Unemployment

Exchange rates               Interest rates

Inflation                                 Commodity prices

                        Property prices

P/L

Risk

Total capital

Solvency need

Stress
test
result
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The first step is to define and prepare the internal stress test scenarios. Each scenario consists of a set of macroeco-
nomic variables. The scenarios are generally used both at the group level and for subsidiaries. Specific scenarios are 
also developed for subsidiaries. The scenarios are submitted to the Board of Directors for approval.

Danske Bank’s most important stress test scenarios

Scenario Duration Description

Mild recession 3 years A mild slowdown in the global economy reduces exports, private consumption and GDP while 
increasing unemployment. Interest rates are kept low, and property prices decline. This scenario 
assumes a slight economic contraction in the first year, followed by a slow recovery.

Severe recession 3 years A sharp slowdown in the global economy reduces exports, private consumption and GDP while in-
creasing unemployment. This scenario assumes a significant setback in property prices because of 
weak consumer confidence, high unemployment and tight credit policies. There is no recovery within 
the 3-year duration of this scenario.

Extreme recession 3 years A very sharp slowdown in the global economy reduces exports, private consumption and GDP while 
increasing unemployment. This scenario assumes deflation in most economies and a very sharp 
drop in property prices.

Regulatory scenarios 2 years Danish FSA: Base case and stress scenarios.

The second step is to determine the ef fects of the scenarios on the various risk types. For credit risk, the Group uses 
statistical models that transform the macroeconomic scenarios into loss levels and thus the ef fects on risk, income 
and the cost structure.

In the third step, the Group calculates its solvency need, combined buf fer requirement and total capital under each 
scenario. Finally, the results and the methodology are evaluated and discussed by management as well as the Group’s 
specialists in various risk types in order to ensure consistency and reliability.

Danske Bank uses a “mild recession” scenario to determine whether the solvency need should be supplemented by 
an add-on for business cycle fluctuations. If a negative macroeconomic trend indicates that the Group will incur a loss 
for the year, an add-on is included in the calculation of the solvency need.

In its capital planning, the Group uses a “severe recession” scenario to determine whether the capital level is satis-
factory. If it concludes that its excess capital is too small in the scenario’s worst year, it will consider changing the 
risk profile or raising capital.

In its crisis management (recovery planning), the Group uses an “extreme recession” scenario to ensure the credi-
bility and ef fectiveness of its capital and liquidity contingency plans. If the current combination of elements in the con-
tingency plans does not improve the Group’s capital and liquidity situation sufficiently, the Group will consider actions 
to increase the ef fectiveness of the contingency plans.

Besides these three main scenarios, Danske Bank also uses various specialised scenarios that g ive management an 
understanding of how the Group will be af fected by specific events. 

The stress test framework shows that the Group is robust in the event of unfavourable economic developments in the 
selected stress test scenarios. 

Reverse stress test
A reverse stress test is a risk management tool that complements the standard risk framework. The idea behind a 
reverse stress test is to identif y an extreme event (or combination of events) that could bring the Group into a recov-
ery state and then to determine the likelihood of the events. The Group can then judge whether it is comfortable with 
the probability that the events will occur in relation to the implications of their occurrence.

Along with the results from the various stress tests in the ICAAP, the reverse sensitiv ity analysis shows that the 
Group has a comfortable level of capital in excess of its solvency need – even when heav ily stressed income is com-
bined with unprecedented impairments, trading losses, operational losses and funding costs.



3.4 Leverage ratio

Since January 2014, the CRR/CRD IV rules have required credit institutions to calculate, report and monitor their 
leverage ratios, defined as tier 1 capital as a percentage of total exposure. The leverage ratio will be assessed under 
Pillar II pending a polit ical decision in the EU on whether it should be included as a Pillar 1 requirement beginning in 
2018. The leverage ratio represents a non-risk-adjusted capital requirement, and it will be introduced as a “back-
stop” measure for risk-based capital.

The Group’s overall monitoring of leverage risk is done in the ICAAP. The ICAAP also includes an assessment of 
changes in the leverage ratio under stressed scenarios. The leverage ratio is determined and monitored monthly. To 
ensure sound monitoring, the Group has set forth policies for the management and control of each component that 
contributes to leverage risk.

The determination of t ier 1 capital and the estimated fully phased-in t ier 1 capital is explained in subsection 3.1 
above. For the purpose of calculating the leverage ratio, the total exposure is DKK 3,293 billion. 

Leverage ratio

At 31 December (DKK billions) 2015 2014

Total assets according to IFRSs 3,292.9 3,453.0

Adjustments in scope of consolidation (IFRSs to DK GAAP)

   Insurance assets (Danica)  -297.5  -295.0

   Other 21.3 20.7

Total assets according to DK GAAP* 3,016.7 3,178.7

Derivatives (accounting asset value) -335.6 -412.9

Derivatives (exposure to counterparty credit risk ex collateral) 170.2 235.1

Securities-financing transactions (exposure to counterparty credit risk) 6.0 25.5

Undrawn committed and uncommitted facilit ies, guarantees and loan of fers 431.4 554.6

Other 6.6

Tier 1 capital deductions (intangibles, deferred tax assets, etc.) -21.6 -24.4

Total exposure for leverage ratio calculation 3,273.7 3,562.5

Reported tier 1 capital  (transitional rules) 154.5 144.9

Tier 1 capital (fully phased-in rules) 139.0 126.7

Leverage ratio (transitional rules) 4.7% 4.1%

Leverage ratio (fully phased-in rules) 4.2% 3.6%

*Total assets include SFTs on the balance sheet.

At the end of 2015, the leverage ratio was 4.7% under the transitional rules. This represents an increase of 0.6 of 
a percentage point from the end of 2014. The change was caused mainly by a decline in the balance sheet and an 
increase in t ier 1 capital. The definition of the leverage ratio was also rev ised in 2015, and this had a minor ef fect 
on the calculated exposure to securities-financing transactions and derivatives. The fully phased-in leverage ratio 
increased from 3.6% to 4.2%.The dif ference between transitional and fully phased-in measures is the treatment of 
grandfathered capital, which is not included in the fully phased-in leverage ratio. 

In November 2015, a group of experts on the leverage ratio appointed by the Danish government published a report 
with recommendations that may serve as a basis for the government’s position in future EU negotiations on leverage 
ratio requirements. The group emphasised that risk-based capital requirements should continue to be the backbone 
of capital regulation and therefore be the binding capital requirements for credit institutions. The group recommend-
ed that the government endorse an EU-harmonised leverage ratio requirement of 3% under Pillar I beginning in 
2018 and that the implementation of a leverage ratio requirement in Denmark await the outcome of the EU negotia-
tions. 
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3.5 Minimum requirement for own funds and eligible liabilities

Since the implementation of the Bank Recovery and Resolution Directive (BRRD) in Denmark, the Danish FSA is 
required to set a minimum requirement for own funds and elig ible liabilit ies (MREL) for Danish banks af ter consulting 
with Finansiel Stabilitet A/S. The general objective of introducing the MREL is to ensure that banks hold a sufficient 
amount of bail-in-able liabilit ies to absorb losses equal to the capital requirements and restore their crit ical functions 
without support from public funds. The MREL is expected to be set in 2016 and to take ef fect on 1 January 2017.
   
At the end of 2015, Danske Bank Group’s MREL resources amounted to DKK 250 billion. 

In November 2015, the Financial Stability Board (FSB) issued the final total loss-absorbing capacity (TLAC) stand-
ard for the 30 banks identified as global systemically important banks (G-SIBs). The TLAC requirement contains two 
conditions that need to be fulfilled in a two step-approach. By 1 January 2019, the minimum TLAC must be equivalent 
to at least 16% of the total REA and 6% of the Basel III leverage ratio exposure measure. By 1 January 2022, the 
minimum TLAC must be equivalent to at least 18% of the total REA and 6.75% of the Basel III leverage ratio expo-
sure measure.

Going forward, the European Commission is expected to consider how to relate the MREL to the TLAC and whether it 
will seek to apply the TLAC requirement to all EU banks, as in the BRRD, or only to EU-domiciled G-SIBs. Danske Bank 
will monitor the developments in the discussions about TLAC implementation in the EU.

3.6 Basel IV

Af ter the implementation of the Basel III standards, the Basel Committee on Banking Superv ision (BCBS) began con-
ducting a rev iew of the risk-weighted capital framework. This comprehensive rev iew, which has been named Basel 
IV by market participants, includes a rev ision of the various methods of calculating the total REA (i.e., standardised 
approaches and internal models) as well as the introduction of a permanent risk-weighted capital floor and a rev iew 
of interest rate risk in the banking book. The BCBS intends to issue the final standards covering the outstanding rev i-
sions to the regulatory framework by the end of 2016, and the EU implementation process will begin subsequently. 
Danske Bank will follow the BCBS rev iew and EU implementation process closely, but the timeline is still unknown.  
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Danske Bank Group’s total credit exposure is defined as balance sheet items and of f-balance-sheet items that carry 
credit risk. At the end of 2015, the Group’s total credit exposure for accounting purposes was DKK 3,600 billion 
(2014: DKK 3,722 billion).

Breakdown of exposure (carrying amounts)

(DKK billions)

Customer-funded
investments

Trading
and investment
securities

Counterparty
credit risk
(derivatives)

CoreTotal credit 
exposure

Non-core

Lending activities

3,600 2,323

331

560

358

29

Credit exposure from lending activ it ies accounts for most of the Group’s credit exposure and is the focus of this 
section. 

At the end of 2015, credit exposure from core lending activ it ies amounted to DKK 2,323 billion (2014: DKK 2,269 
billion). Credit exposure from Non-core lending activ it ies amounted to DKK 28.6 billion (2014: DKK 31.3 billion). 
Credit exposure from lending activ it ies includes amounts due from credit institutions and central banks, loans, guar-
antees and irrevocable loan commitments. The exposure is measured net of accumulated impairment charges and 
includes repo loans.

From section 4.1 onwards, credit exposure from lending activ it ies (referred to as “credit exposure”) excludes Non-
core exposure (unless otherwise stated). Non-core exposure is described separately in section 4.10. 

At the end of 2015, counterparty credit risk amounted to DKK 331 billion (before close-out netting and collateral 
reduction). This type of risk is explained in section 5. 

Credit exposure from trading and investment securities arises from securities positions taken by the Group’s trading 
and investment units, and it also entails credit risk. This type of risk is explained in the credit risk notes to Danske 
Bank’s annual accounts.

The Group’s exposure to the credit risk on some balance sheet items is limited. This is the case for assets in cus-
tomer-funded investment pools, unit-linked investment contracts and insurance contracts (customer-funded invest-
ments). The risk on assets under pooled schemes and unit-linked investment contracts is assumed solely by the 
customers, while the risk on assets under insurance contracts is assumed primarily by the customers. The credit 
risk on customer-funded investments and insurance contracts is explained in the notes on credit risk and insurance 
contracts in Danske Bank’s annual accounts.

At the end of 2015, some 77.6% of the total REA related to credit risk, excluding counterparty credit risk. 
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Credit exposure from lending activities 
Lending at Personal Banking, which accounted for the largest share of the exposure (35%), consisted mainly of mort-
gage products in the Nordic countries. The commercial port folios at Business Banking and C&I are diversified across 
various industries. 

Breakdown of net credit exposure by business unit, lending activities

35

3

33

28

1

35

1

31

31

1

Personal Banking
Business Banking
C&I
Non-core
Other*

End-2015 End-2014

* Other includes Danske Capital and other entit ies.

Business unit Credit exposure  
(DKK billions)

NPL  
exposure (%)

Developments in  
2015

Personal Banking 828 1.9% Credit quality improved in most markets and there was 
a significant decline in indiv idual impairments. NPL (%) 
declined.

Business Banking 766 3.6% Credit quality improved across markets. There was a 
significant drop in indiv idual impairments, primarily in 
Denmark and the commercial property sector. NPL (%) 
declined.

Corporates & Institutions 667 0.6% Credit quality remained strong and indiv idual impairments 
declined significantly. NPL (%) declined.

4.1 Credit risk profile and credit risk appetite 

Improv ing macroeconomic conditions and managerial ef forts to contain credit risk and enhance underwriting had 
positive ef fects on the credit risk profile in 2015. Overall credit quality improved, and impairment charges decreased. 
The credit risk profile also reflects the Group’s position as a leading Danish mortgage finance prov ider, with 32% of 
total exposure related to Realkredit Danmark A/S.

The credit risk profile is monitored and strengthened in accordance with the Credit Risk Appetite, which encompass-
es credit quality (expected loss) and credit risk concentration (limits on single names, industries and geographical 
regions).

Regular risk reporting enables the ongoing monitoring of the Group’s credit risk position relative to its risk appetite.

The Group Credit Risk Appetite statements are converted by the business units to their specific key performance 
indicators (KPIs) in collaboration with Group Risk Management. Monitoring functions determine whether credit facil-
it ies are granted in accordance with the risk appetite. Group Risk Management monitors and challenges the perfor-
mance and reports the progress to the Executive Board and the Board of Directors.
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4.2 Governance and responsibilities

The Executive Board approves the Credit Risk Framework, which prov ides the overall structure that supports ef fec-
tive governance of the Group’s credit risk. The objectives of the Credit Risk Framework are as follows:

• To ensure the execution of credit risk responsibilit ies that are delegated by the Board of Directors to the Execu-
tive Board and to management 

• To ensure efficient credit processes, robust decision making and a strong culture of credit risk management
• To support the Group’s performance in accordance with strategic objectives
• To ensure compliance with legal and regulatory requirements related to credit risk 

Danske Bank Group’s credit risk framework

Group Internal Audit
• Controlling

Board of Directors 
(incl. Board Credit & Risk Committee)
• Credit Risk Appetite
• Concentration Framework
• Credit Risk Instructions
• Credit Policy
• Monitoring and evaluation

Executive Board
• Delegation of lending authorities
• Credit policies
• Monitoring and evaluation
• Reporting

Group Risk Management
• Delegation of lending authorities
• Credit Risk Framework
• Credit policies

Group Risk Management
• Controlling
• Reporting
• Follow-up

Business units
• Business procedures
• Follow-up

The Executive Board ensures that the risk organisation is structured in such a way that the execution of tasks is sep-
arated from the control of the same tasks. The Group meets this requirement by organising its credit controls along 
three lines of defence.

Since 1 January 2015, the heads of credit have reported directly to the Group CRO. Over the past year, the risk 
organisation and the governance structure were strengthened by consolidating the second line credit approval func-
tions and enhancing Group Risk Management’s oversight of international operations in alignment with best interna-
tional practices.

4.3 IRB framework and model development

In 2008, the Danish FSA approved the Group’s application to use the advanced internal ratings-based (A-IRB) 
approach for calculating the total risk exposure amount (REA). At the end of 2015, the Group reported DKK 2,350 
billion of exposure at default (EAD), with 69% calculated according to the A-IRB approach, 3% according to the foun-
dation approach (F-IRB), and 28% according to the standardised approach.

In 2015, the Group received approval to use the F-IRB approach for corporate asset class exposure at Danske Bank 
Plc (Finland). As the table below shows, the percentage of EAD covered by the standardised approach rose because 
of a rebalancing of our liquidity buf fer portfolio and an increase in sovereign bonds.



EAD broken down by credit risk measurement approach
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The Group is awaiting approval to calculate the REA at Danske Bank Plc (Finland) according to the F-IRB approach for 
the institutions asset class and according to the A-IRB approach for the retail asset class. Approval to use the A-IRB 
approach for the retail asset class is expected in 2016. 

Monitoring of the IRB framework
Group Risk Management rev iews and follows up on compliance with the minimum IRB requirements in CRR/CRD IV. 
This annual process includes reporting to the Executive Board and Internal Audit. The IRB governance structure and 
the modelling framework are evaluated regularly. 

In June 2013, the Group received a number of orders from the Danish FSA related to the IRB framework. In Septem-
ber 2013, the Group implemented a temporary increase in risk weights of 10 percentage points through a loss g iven 
default (LGD) add-on because of the orders. From 2013 to 2015, Group Risk Management redeveloped a number of 
models to improve their performance and adapt them better to both business needs and regulatory requirements. 
The applications for these model changes were sent to the Danish FSA in 2014 in order to permanently resolve the 
issues in the orders. The FSA gave its approval on 4 January 2016, with implementation in the first half of 2016. 

IRB exemptions
The Danish FSA has granted the Group exemptions for the following exposures:

• Exposure to the sovereigns asset class
• Exposure to regional and local authorities (when the Group has treated them as part of the institutions asset 

class) 
• Exposure to equities
• Exposure to purchased receivables
• Intragroup exposures
• Exposure through branches in Estonia, Latv ia and Lithuania
• Exposure to the retail asset class through branches in the Republic of Ireland
• Exposure to the retail and institutions asset classes in Danske Bank Plc (Finland) (application for IRB pending)
• Exposures at the legal entit ies Danske Bank Limited (Northern Ireland) and Danske Bank International (Luxem-

bourg)
• Exposure to covered bonds
• Selected other minor portfolios

For these exposures, the Group currently uses the standardised approach.
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4.4 Reporting and monitoring

The Group has a number of systems for measuring and controlling credit risk. Among the most important are the 
Credit System (including the Delegated Lending Authorities System), the Collateral System, the Rating/Scoring Sys-
tem and a number of follow-up systems. Several controls are incorporated in these systems to ensure the following:

• Accurate classification of customers
• Timely registration and accurate valuation of collateral
• Granting of credit facilit ies according to delegated lending authorities
• Formalised monitoring and follow-up procedures

The Credit System is the foundation of an efficient and ef fective credit process that g ives access to all relevant de-
tails about credit facilit ies, financial circumstances and customer relations. The system is used for all customer seg-
ments and products across all sales channels. It ensures that the basis for decision making, including file comments 
and credit exposure, is created and stored. 

The Group closely monitors changes in customers’ financial conditions in order to determine whether the basis for 
granting credit facilit ies has changed. The facilit ies should adhere to the Group’s Credit Policy, including the Prin-
ciples of Responsible Lending. The Principles of Responsible Lending focus on the customer’s understanding of the 
consequences of borrowing; the assessment of the customer’s needs and ability to repay; and possible conflicts with 
the Group’s env ironmental, social and governance guidelines. The Delegated Lending Authorities System ensures the 
efficient administration and control of lending authorities. If a delegated lending authority is exceeded, a report or a 
request for verification will be sent to the relevant manager or local credit office.

Group Risk Management oversees the Group’s credit activ it ies and reports on developments in the credit port folios. 
Portfolio reports are produced for the Executive Board and the All Risk Committee on a monthly basis and for the 
Credit & Risk Committee and the Board of Directors on a quarterly basis.

4.5 Credit risk concentrations

As part of the Risk Appetite Framework, the Group has implemented a set of frameworks to manage credit risk con-
centrations. The frameworks cover the following concentrations:

• Single-name concentrations 
• Industry concentrations 
• Geographical concentrations 

The following sections explain the breakdown of the Group’s credit exposure across single names and industries.

Single-name concentrations
Single-name concentrations are managed according to two frameworks:

1. Large exposures framework: This framework is based on the regulatory definition of large exposures specified 
in article 395 of the CRR (Regulation (EU) No. 575/2013). At the end of 2015, The Group was well within the 
regulatory limits for large exposures. The Group has also defined stricter internal limits for managing single-name 
concentrations, including the following:

• absolute limit on single-name exposures
• the sum of single-name exposures larger than 10% of the total adjusted capital may not exceed a portfolio 

limit of 95% of the total adjusted capital (at the end of 2015, no exposures exceeded 10%)
• the sum of single-name exposures equal to 5% to 10% of the total adjusted capital may not exceed 150% of 

the total adjusted capital (at the end of 2015, this segment represented 29% of the total adjusted capital)

2. Single-name concentration framework: The Group has also implemented a risk-sensitive internal framework that 
sets limits on exposure, expected loss (EL) and LGD in order to limit losses on single-name exposures. 

The largest single-name exposures are monitored daily under the large exposures framework and are reported on a 
monthly basis to the All Risk Committee and the Credit & Risk Committee. Large exposures are reported on a month-
ly basis to the All Risk Committee and the Credit & Risk Committee and on a quarterly basis to the Board of Directors.

Credit risk



The Group has reduced single-name exposures substantially in recent years.

Industry concentrations
The Industry Concentration Framework outlines the principles of managing industry exposures. A portfolio commit-
tee consisting of industry experts, risk representatives and business unit representatives proposes industry limits 
based on a scorecard, tailored analytics and expert knowledge. The committee then submits the proposed limits to 
the Executive Board as well as input to the annual Credit Risk Appetite process.

At the end of 2015, exposure to personal customers, which consisted mostly of home financing secured on real prop-
erty, represented the largest share of total exposure (37%). The remainder of the exposure, which related mainly to 
commercial customers, was diversified across various industries. Of these industries, commercial property repre-
sented the largest exposure, at 12% of total exposure.

Breakdown of industry net credit exposure
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Geographical concentrations
Credit reporting includes a breakdown by region. Limits are set on exposures outside the Group’s home markets 
(sovereigns, financial institutions and counterparties in derivatives trading). A country portfolio committee proposes 
country limits based on expected business volume and an assessment of the specific country risk. 

4.6 Credit risk assessment

The Group uses credit risk models to assess the risk associated with its customers. The calculations, which are 
made in accordance with the IRB framework, take into account the likelihood of default and the estimated loss if a 
customer defaults. 
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The Group classifies customers by means of probability of default (PD) models on a regular basis. The main objec-
tives of risk classification are to quantif y risk at the customer level and to estimate the probability of default of each 
customer. 

The Group uses loss g iven default (LGD) models to estimate the loss on facilit ies in case of default. The LGD models 
are based on historical data, and the primary factors are collateral and cure probability. The conversion factor (CF) 
models express a conservative estimate of the exposure at default (EAD). 

In the credit risk management process, the Group uses point-in-time (PIT) PD estimates for risk classification, PIT 
LGDs and PIT CFs. The PIT PD estimates are based on inputs that are sensitive to the current macroeconomic condi-
t ions, and the PIT PD estimates thus change over a business cycle. Since the PD bands of the overall scale are fixed, 
the percentage of customers within each PD band will vary over a business cycle. During a downturn, a customer’s 
PIT PD may increase, and the customer may migrate to a lower rating category. 

For regulatory (REA) purposes, PIT PDs from most models are converted to through-the-cycle (TTC) PD levels by 
means of a scaling mechanism that ensures fixed-target levels while preserv ing the customer rankings. A small num-
ber of models use a hybrid PD approach in which PDs are not scaled to fixed-target levels. For regulatory purposes, 
downturn LGDs and CFs are used – with regulatory floors and additional prudential margins. 

Rating and scoring
The Group uses a number of PD models to assess the probability of default of customers in various segments. Large 
business and financial customers (generally customers with an exposure exceeding DKK 2 million and customer 
groups with an exposure exceeding DKK 7 million) are classified by rating models, while small business customers 
and personal customers are classified by scoring models. Group Risk Management is responsible for the rating and 
scoring models and processes.

Corporate and financial customers are rated by models in which the primary factor is the customer’s financial state-
ments. The customer’s prospects and qualitative information, such as the earnings outlook for the industry, are also 
assessed. Relationship managers and customer adv isers can prov ide factual information in the process but have no 
influence on the outcome. On the basis of this input, the model proposes a rating. The final rating takes into account 
input from expert assessments by rating officers. 

The Bank rates sovereign counterparties and central banks by consulting external ratings from international rat-
ing agencies in combination with internal assessment. Local authorities and regions in the Nordic countries are 
assigned the same rating as the country. External ratings of local authorities in other countries are limited, so the 
customer ratings are based on expert assessment.

The rating of customers is performed by Group Risk Management. The process includes a manual control insofar as 
two employees are involved in most of the rating decisions: a rating officer who recommends the rating and a senior 
rating officer with authority to approve the rating. 

Ratings are assessed regularly, at a frequency based on materiality (at least annually), or when new information be-
comes available. The reassessments are based on new information, including financial statements, budgets and other 
information, that af fects a customer’s creditworthiness.

The Bank assigns credit scores to customers that are not rated. These customers include personal customers and 
small business customers. Scoring models are statistically based PD models. Since the accessibility of data on 
personal and small business customers varies from country to country depending on the local legislative and busi-
ness env ironment, the Group has developed models for each market in which it operates. A score is based on either 
application data or behav ioural data. Af ter the statistical calculation, a score may be downgraded if a risk event is 
registered for the customer. Risk events are registered either automatically or by adv isers.

Credit scores are updated monthly in an automated process. The updated scores are subject to a number of automat-
ed controls at the model level, and the automated controls are rev iewed periodically. 

Risk classification distribution
The Group’s classification scale consists of 11 main categories, with category 11 containing customers in default. 
Most of the categories are div ided into two or three subcategories, making a total of 26 classification categories. 
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Scoring and rating are integral parts of the credit approval process and the overall credit risk management process. 
In the following sections, the term “rating categories” refers to the 11 main categories of the scale, which covers 
both ratings and credit scores.

At the end of 2015, the overall credit quality of the Group’s portfolio remained stable since 97% of total credit expo-
sure had a rating classification from 1 to 8 (2014: 97%). At Personal Banking, credit exposure in rating categories 
1-8 accounted for 97% of total exposure. At Business Banking and C&I, exposure in rating categories 1-8 accounted 
for 95% and 99% of credit exposure, respectively.

Rating category breakdown

At 31 December 
Rating category

PD scale (%)
Net credit exposure  

(DKK billions)

Upper Lower End-2015 End-2014

1 0.00 0.01  99  69 

2 0.01 0.03  248  185 

3 0.03 0.06  382  394 

4 0.06 0.14  459  447 

5 0.14 0.31  494  510 

6 0.31 0.63  302  289 

7 0.63 1.90  196  213 

8 1.90 7.98  70  82 

9 7.98 25.70  16  22 

10 25.70 99.99  37  38 

11 100 100  19  18 

Total  2,323  2,268 

The internal PD rating scale can be compared with the rating scales used by the international rating agencies. Rat-
ings 1 to 5 are comparable to investment grades; ratings 9 and 10 designate highly vulnerable customers; and rating 
11 represents customers in default. The Group’s internal ratings are based on PIT parameters, which means that the 
ratings reflect the probability of default within a year. Since Standard & Poor’s and Moody’s use TTC parameters, the 
rating scales are not 100% comparable. 

Validation of credit risk models
In accordance with the CRR requirements, the Group has an internal validation process aimed at ensuring and im-
prov ing the performance of models, processes and systems. The models are validated annually, independently of the 
business units and the team that develops the models. The validation process plays an important role in the adjust-
ment and further development of the models. 

PD validation
The accuracy of the rating, the rating age, distribution, overrides and rating events are monitored by the credit 
departments and centrally by Group Risk Management. The PD models are validated centrally by Group Risk 
Management.

LGD and CF validation
The accuracy of the LGD models is validated centrally by Group Risk Management, which compares the estimat-
ed losses with the observed losses on customers in default. For the validation of the CFs, the estimated EAD is 
compared with the observed EAD.

Validation includes both a quantitative and a qualitative aspect. The quantitative aspect covers the models’ ability to 
rank customers and their ability to predict observed parameters. The qualitative validation is a broad assessment of 
the model framework that includes the implementation of the model, model usage and data quality. The annual valida-
tions of the credit risk models are rev iewed by the Model & Parameter Committee.

Underwriting for profitability
In 2015, Group Risk Management init iated two strategic programmes with the overall objective of improv ing cus-
tomer experience and credit risk management. The programmes are cross-functional, involv ing a broad collaborative 
ef fort across Group Risk Management, the COO area and the business units. 
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Personal Banking Credit and Business Banking Credit manage the programmes, and their functional scopes include 
improvements in the analytics, processes and models that the Group uses in its retail underwriting activ it ies. The 
targeted business outcomes include more consistent, better informed and faster credit decisions that result in a bet-
ter customer experience as well as reduced losses and processing costs because decisions are based on analytical 
intelligence and automated to a greater degree. 

4.7 Credit risk mitigation and collateral management

The Group uses a number of measures to mitigate credit risk, including collateral, guarantees and covenants. The 
main method is obtaining collateral.

The market value of collateral is monitored and re-evaluated by adv isers, internal or external assessors, or automatic 
valuation models. Automatic valuation models are validated annually and are monitored quarterly. The Group regu-
larly evaluates the validity of the external inputs on which the valuation models are based. The Collateral System sup-
ports the process of reassessing the market value to ensure that the Group complies with regulatory requirements.

The market value of collateral is subject to a haircut. A haircut reflects the risk that the Group will not be able to 
obtain the estimated market value upon the sale of an asset in a distressed situation. The haircut applied depends on 
collateral type. For regulatory purposes, the Group also applies a downturn haircut.

The most important collateral types, measured by volume, are real property as well as custody accounts and secur-
it ies (financial assets in the form of shares and bonds). Personal customers’ real property accounts for 48% of the 
total collateral base (af ter haircuts).

Collateral value by type (after haircuts)

(DKK billions)

Personal Banking Business Banking C&I Other Total

End-
2015

End-
2014

End-
2015

End-
2014

End-
2015

End-
2014

End-
2015

End-
2014

End-
2015

End- 
2014

Real property  705  667  443  417  24  29  0  0  1,173  1,113 

 - Personal  704  665  16  24  0  0  0  0  721  690 

 - Commercial  1  2  381  347  22  26  0  0  404  375 

 - Agricultural  0  0  46  45  2  2  -    -    48  47 

Bank accounts  1  1  1  1  0  0  0  0  1  2 

Custody accounts & 
securities  7  6  6  6  190  282  4  3  207  297 

Vehicles  2  2  15  12  0  0  0  0  17  15 

Equipment  0  0  22  21  1  1  0  0  24  21 

Vessels and aircraf t  0  0  3  2  25  21  -    -    28  23 

Guarantees  4  4  3  3  6  3  -    -    13  9 

Amounts due  0  0  5  5  0  1  0  0  5  6 

Other assets  0  0  30  25  6  4  0  -    36  29 

Total collateral  720  681  526  490  254  339  4  3  1,504  1,515 

4.8 Impairment charges and non-performing loans

The Group conducts impairment tests, assessing all credit facilit ies for objective ev idence of impairment (OEI) in 
accordance with IFRSs and guidelines set out in the Executive Order on Financial Reports for Credit Institutions from 
the Danish FSA. 

Impairment charges are based on discounted cash flows. The Bank’s systems calculate impairment charges for small 
loans automatically, taking into account the discounted market value of the collateral af ter the deduction of the costs 
of realising the assets (a haircut, according to IAS 39). Impairment charges for all medium and large exposures with 
OEI are assessed by senior credit officers. The accumulated impairment charges constitute the allowance account.
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Individual impairment charges
When OEI exists for a facility, the Group applies it to all the customer’s facilit ies and calculates the impairment 
charge on the basis of the total customer exposure. Under certain conditions, OEI for one customer may be applied to 
other customers when the customers have a “financial relationship”; for example, if they are part of the same custom-
er group. 

All customers with OEI are downgraded to rating category 10 or 11. 

Customers in default and not in default
Customers are designated as being in default when they have a material credit facility that is 90 days past due or 
when the Group assesses that they are unlikely to comply with their payment obligations to the Bank.

Customers in default (with the probability of default set at 100%) are downgraded to rating category 11 even if collat-
eral values or other means of recovery exceed the exposure and, consequently, no impairment charges are booked 
against it. 

Impairment charges against facilit ies granted to customers in rating category 11 are based on the exposure less the 
present value of the expected proceeds from realising collateral and other assets. The collateral values are calculated 
as the estimated realisation value within a six-month time horizon less a haircut to cover the estimated realisation 
costs.

Customers with OEI that are not in default are automatically downgraded to rating category 10. These customers are 
deemed to be in significant financial difficulties even though they are not yet in default; for example, their cash flows 
may be insufficient to serv ice their future obligations over a realistic period, their capital situation is unsatisfactory, 
or a return to sustainable earnings and capital levels cannot be expected. 

The calculation of impairment charges against facilit ies granted to customers that are in significant financial difficul-
t ies (in rating category 10) is based on an expectation of either financial restructuring or bankruptcy. In the restruc-
turing scenario, the Group assumes that the customer is a going concern, although the debt is too high in relation to 
the cash flow. The credit officer’s best estimate of the amount of debt that the borrower will be able to serv ice in a 
future financial restructuring serves as a basis for the impairment charge. If restructuring is judged to be impossible, 
the credit officer assumes that bankruptcy will occur with an estimated probability, and the impairment charge is 
based on the exposure less the present value of the expected proceeds from realising the collateral and other assets. 

During the collection process, the Group may determine that a loss is unavoidable, and the loan in question will be 
written of f, either partly or fully. If the Group later arranges a payment agreement for a loan that has been written 
of f, the loan is recognised on the balance sheet as a new loan at a value equal to the present value of the payment 
agreement. 

Collective impairment charges
Loans without OEI are included in a pool for collective assessment of the need for impairment charges. Collective 
impairment charges are calculated for loans with similar credit characteristics, for example when the expected cash 
flow from a customer group deteriorates but no corresponding adjustment has been made to the earnings margin. 
The charges are based on changes in customers’ rating classifications over time. 

When external market information indicates that an impairment event has occurred, even though it has not yet 
caused a change in ratings, the Group registers an “early event” impairment charge. Early events represent an ex-
pected rating change because of deteriorating market conditions in an industry. If a rating downgrade does not occur 
as expected, the charge is reversed.

Non-performing loans
The Group defines non-performing loans (NPL) as facilit ies with objective ev idence of impairment and for which 
indiv idual impairment charges have been booked.1  For non-retail exposures to customers with any NPLs, the entire 
amount of the customer’s exposure is considered to be non-performing. For retail exposures, only impaired facilit ies 
are included in NPLs. 

Impairment charges, allowance account and non-performing loans 
In 2015, impairment charges declined to DKK 0.1 billion (2014: 2.8 billion), or 0 bps (2014: 15 bps) of loans and guar-
antees. Indiv idual impairment charges fell across all business units, reflecting improv ing macroeconomic conditions.

1  The Group’s definit ion of non-performing loans dif fers from the EBA’s definit ion by excluding fully covered exposures to customers in de-
fault and prev iously forborne exposures that are now performing and are under probation.
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Net NPL exposure decreased to DKK 24.7 billion at the end of 2015 (2014: DKK 29.4 billion). The decrease came 
mainly from a few single-name customers.

NPL  and impairment charges broken down by industry

2015 2014

At 31 December 
(DKK millions) Gross NPL

Acc. 
indiv idual 

impairment 
charges

Net NPL 
exposure

Net NPL  
exposure, ex  

collateral Gross NPL

Acc. 
indiv idual 

impairment 
charges

Net NPL 
exposure

Net NPL  
exposure, ex  

collateral

Public institutions  1  1  1  1  1  1  1  1 

Banks  142  142 0 0  246  91  155  155 

Credit institutions  -    -    -    -    -    -    -    -   

Insurance  30  9  21  0  30  12  18 0 

Investment funds  604  434  170  74  1,574  462  1,112  0 

Other financials  25  9  16  0  142  142 0  0 

Agriculture  3,845  2,733  1,111  591  3,434  2,529  906  377 

Commercial property  10,756  4,763  5,993  421  16,714  7,386  9,328  850 

Construction &  
building products  1,990  1,378  612  119  2,744  2,135  608  186 

Consumer  
discretionary  3,005  1,891  1,114  187  3,799  2,463  1,337  169 

Consumer staples  384  220  164  39  712  386  325  119 

Energy & utilit ies  288  145  144  8  596  171  425  374 

Health care  128  75  53  10  129  91  38  1 

Industrial serv ices, 
supplies & machinery  2,515  1,332  1,184  304  2,559  1,491  1,068  383 

IT & telecom  216  151  66  15  247  206  41  0 

Materials  1,744  1,144  600  209  1,849  1,304  545  68 

Non-profits &  
associations  2,441  945  1,497  190  3,808  1,237  2,571 0 

Other commercials  303  253  50  3  336  336 0  0 

Shipping  2,816  1,134  1,682  0  4,486  1,797  2,689  794 

Transportation  312  186  126  12  362  241  121  0 

Personal customers  16,273  6,207  10,066  2,639  14,671  6,569  8,102  1,191 

Total  47,820  23,151  24,670  4,822  58,439  29,049  29,390  4,668 

The stock of impairments is reduced by write-of fs and reversals of charges.

The Group engages in work-out processes with customers in order to minimise losses and help v iable customers 
through their financial difficulties. Because of the length of the work-out processes, the Group is likely to maintain 
impairments for these customers for years.

Some impairments are held against assets with a non-linear repayment profile such as interest-only home loans. 
Customers with such loans are able to make their current payments but have an increased risk of default when the 
interest-only period expires. Impairments held against such assets are likely to be maintained until a default occurs 
and a loss is deemed to be inev itable or until the customer’s financial situation changes.
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4.9 Customers subject to forbearance and repossessed assets 

The Group adopts forbearance plans to assist customers in financial difficulty. Concessions granted to customers 
include interest-reduction schedules, interest-only schedules, temporary payment holidays, term extensions, cancel-
lation of outstanding fees, waiver of covenant enforcement and settlements. 

Forbearance plans must comply with the Group’s Credit Policy. They are used as an instrument to maintain long-term 
customer relationships during economic downturns if there is a realistic possibility that the customer will be able to 
meet obligations again and are used for minimising loss in the event of default.

If it proves impossible to improve the customer’s financial situation by forbearance measures, the Group will consider 
whether to subject the customer’s assets to a forced sale or whether the assets could be realised later at higher net 
proceeds. At the end of 2015, the Group recognised properties taken over in Denmark at a carry ing amount of DKK 
76 million (2014: DKK 106 million) and properties taken over in other countries at DKK 388 million (2014: DKK 
520 million).

Forbearance leads to OEI, and impairments relating to forborne exposures are handled according to the principles de-
scribed in the Group’s basis of preparation for the measurement of loans (more details can be found in Danske Bank’s 
Annual Report 2015).

The Group implemented the European Banking Authority’s (the EBA’s) definition of loans subject to forbearance 
measures at the end of 2014. The table below is based on the EBA’s definition, which states that a minimum two-year 
probation period must pass from the date forborne exposures are considered to be performing again. Such expo-
sures are included in the Under Probation category. Exposures with forbearance measures are div ided into perform-
ing and non-performing loans.

Exposures subject to forbearance measures

2015 2014

(DKK millions) Performing Non-performing Performing Non-performing

Modification  36  1,347  163  1,394 

Refinancing  1,848  9,150  789  3,884 

Under probation  5,312  -    2,657  -   

Total  7,196  10,497  3,609  5,278 

The increase in forborne exposures in 2015 was attributable primarily to two factors:

1. In 2015, the Group continued to focus on forbearance af ter the system-wide implementation of the EBA defini-
t ion. This led to additional forbearance registrations.

2. The benign economic env ironment allowed the Group to of fer forbearance measures to customers in financial 
difficulties, and this lowered future expected losses for the customers and the Group.

4.10 Trends in selected portfolios

This section describes the trends in the credit quality of selected lending portfolios. These portfolios either have an 
increased credit risk or represent a significant portion of the Group’s total lending portfolio.
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Personal customers

1

64

13

9

11

2

81

2

7

2
6

Personal customers The rest Denmark FinlandSweden

Gross credit exposure 
by country (%)

37

63

Gross credit exposure to personal 
customers as % of total portfolio

Individual allowance account 
by country (%)

Norway

2

Northern Ireland Other

Measured by gross credit exposure, the personal customer portfolio is the Group’s largest portfolio. At the end of 
2015, gross credit exposure amounted to DKK 857 billion, with DKK 426 billion at Realkredit Danmark. The expo-
sure to personal customers covers loans secured on customers’ assets, consumer loans and fully or partly secured 
credit facilit ies. Mortgage loans represent by far most of the exposure to personal customers (87%).

Developments in the personal customer portfolio

Key f igures NPL

(DKK millions)

Gross 
credit  

exposure*

Allowance 
account, 

indiv idual Write-of fs

Impairment 
charges 

(bp)

Collateral 
(af ter  

haircut)
Gross  

exposure**

Share of total 
segment  

exposure (%) 
Coverage  
rat io (%) 

End-2014  847,584  6,569  1,862  23  707,416  14,671 1.7% 85%

End-2015  857,410  6,207  1,571  6  740,383  16,273 1.9% 70%

* Gross credit exposure excludes accumulated collective impairment charges.

** The way facility level data from a subsidiary are aggregated in the Group’s non-performing loan data was improved in 2015. This af fected 
primarily Personal Banking Denmark. Comparative figures have not been restated.

The total exposure increased somewhat in 2015, mainly because of new mortgage lending in Norway and Sweden. 
The credit quality of the personal customer portfolio benefited from the low interest rate env ironment and more 
favourable macroeconomic conditions. 

The main risks in the personal customer portfolio relate to the following:

• Interest-only loans, Denmark: The exposure to interest-only loans with high LTV ratios that will be reset before the 
end of 2020 is limited to DKK 14.9 billion, and the vast majority of these customers have strong credit quality. 
The Group considers the current level of impairments to be sufficient. The Credit Risk Appetite includes a KPI for 
interest-only loans as a percentage of approvals of new lending, and the Group g ives incentives for fixed rate loans 
and amortisation.

• Potential asset price bubbles: Rapid growth in house prices on some markets poses a potential risk. A focused 
underwriting strategy and a strict regulatory framework entailing low LTV ratios, among other things, mitigate the 
risk. In addition, Danske Bank encourages borrowing with fixed rate loans and amortisation. 
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Commercial property

1

8

46

11

26

5

3

61

4

1

1

28

Commercial property The rest Denmark Finland Sweden

Gross credit exposure by 
country of residence (%)

12

88

Gross credit exposure to commercial 
property as % of total portfolio

Individual allowance account by 
country of residence (%)

Norway

5

Northern Ireland C&I Other

0

The commercial property portfolio consists primarily of secured property financing exposure to owners of property 
that is let to a third party. It also includes exposures in which the property owner and the property user are separate 
legal entit ies within the same group.

At the end of 2015, gross credit exposure amounted to DKK 289 billion. The indiv idual allowance account for the 
portfolio, which amounted to DKK 4.8 billion, represented 2% of gross credit exposure. 

Most of the Group’s commercial property customers are managed by specialist teams for customer relationships 
and credit management.

Developments in the commercial property portfolio

Key f igures NPL

(DKK millions)

Gross 
credit  

exposure*

Allowance 
account, 

indiv idual Write-of fs

Impairment 
charges 

(bp)

Collateral 
(af ter  

haircut)
Gross 

exposure**

Share of total  
segment  

exposure (%) 
Coverage 
 rat io (%)

End-2014  268,626  7,386  903  -0  211,808  16,714 6.2% 90%

End-2015  289,055  4,763  1,823  -47  232,631  10,756 3.7% 92%

* Gross credit exposure excludes accumulated collective impairment charges.
** The way facility level data from a subsidiary are aggregated in the Group’s non-performing loan data was improved in 2015. This af fected 
primarily Personal Banking Denmark. Comparative figures have not been restated.

The credit quality of the commercial property portfolio improved slightly in 2015, mainly because of increased expo-
sure to highly rated customers and the low interest rate env ironment.
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Agriculture

31

27
20

21

15

8

35

42

Agriculture The rest Growing of crops, cereals Dairy Pig breeding

Gross credit exposure 
by segment (%)

3

97

Gross credit exposure to agriculture 
as % of total portfolio

Individual allowance account 
by segment (%)

Mixed operations 

The agriculture portfolio includes customers within traditional agricultural segments such as dairy, pigs, cereals and 
other crops and also customers within related activ it ies such as the manufacture and wholesale distribution of feed 
and seed products. Exposure to agricultural customers includes loans and credit facilit ies.

At the end of 2015, gross credit exposure amounted to DKK 66.4 billion, compared with DKK 65.8 billion at the end 
of 2014. Denmark accounted for 78% of the portfolio’s gross exposure and 90% of accumulated indiv idual impair-
ment charges. Of the Danish agricultural port folio, Realkredit Danmark accounted for 83% of the gross exposure and 
5% of accumulated indiv idual impairment charges. Credit quality remained weakest among pig producers and dairy 
farmers.

Market conditions for dairy farmers and pig farmers were dominated by the continuing Russian embargo and lower 
demand from China. As a consequence, indiv idual impairment charges increased, especially in the second half of the 
year. 

Overall, high indebtedness and a very high proportion of variable interest rate loans remained major risks in 2015.

The Group’s agricultural exposure is managed by specialist teams for customer relationships and credit manage-
ment.

Developments in the agriculture portfolio

Key f igures NPL

(DKK millions)

Gross 
credit  

exposure*

Allowance 
account, 

indiv idual Write-of fs

Impairment 
charges 

(bp)

Collateral 
(af ter  

haircut)
Gross 

exposure**

Share of total  
segment 

exposure (%)
Coverage 
rat io (%)

End-2014  65,805  2,529  219  53  50,217  3,434 5.2% 87%

End-2015  66,387  2,733  125  75  51,106  3,845 5.8% 82%

* Gross credit exposure excludes accumulated collective impairment charges.
** The way facility level data from a subsidiary are aggregated in the Group’s non-performing loan data was improved in 2015. This af fected 
primarily Personal Banking Denmark. Comparative figures have not been restated.
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Shipping

17

17

19

4

27

10

7

57
3

3

Shipping The rest Tank LNG/LPG Offshore

Gross credit exposure by 
segment (%)

2

98

Gross credit exposure to shipping
as % of total portfolio

Individual allowance account by 
segment (%)

Car carriers Container Dry bulk Other

37

The shipping portfolio includes customers in standard segments such as container, tank, bulk and gas freight and also 
of fshore-related activ it ies. Exposure to shipping customers relates primarily to vessel financing secured by vessel or 
fleet mortgages.

At the end of 2015, gross credit exposure amounted to DKK 44.5 billion, compared with DKK 39.3 billion at the end 
of 2014. Market conditions are still difficult and continue to af fect the portfolio’s credit quality.

Developments in the shipping portfolio

Key f igures NPL

(DKK millions)

Gross  
credit  

exposure*

Allowance 
account, 

indiv idual Write-of fs

Impairment 
charges 

(bp)

Collateral 
(af ter  

haircut)
Gross 

exposure

Share of total 
segment  

exposure (%)
Coverage 
rat io (%)

End-2014  39,338  1,797  356  25  19,598  4,486 11.4% 69%

End-2015  44,541  1,134  763  -8  24,237  2,816 6.3% 100%

* Gross credit exposure excludes accumulated collective impairment charges.

In addition to exposure to the of fshore shipping segment, direct exposure to oil-related industries (mainly oil serv ice 
and oil majors, which are part of the energy and utilit ies portfolio) amounted to DKK 11.9 billion at the end of 2015.2  
So far, there have been few indiv idual impairments because of low oil prices. 

The Group’s shipping exposure and most of the direct oil-related exposure are managed by specialist teams for cus-
tomer relationships and credit management. 

Non-core
In 2015, the Group continued to focus on the controlled winding-up of the loan portfolio that is no longer considered 
part of Danske Bank’s core activ it ies. The reduction of loan volume progressed as expected over the year.

The Non-core portfolio is managed separately by a work-out team. The portfolio is div ided into two parts: Non-core 
Banking (which includes Non-core Ireland and Non-core Baltics) and Non-core conduits etc.

2  The increase in exposure in 2015 followed an in-depth rev iew of the Group’s customer base that highlighted customers that are sensit ive 
to persistently low oil prices.
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Non-core Banking

Developments in the Non-core Banking portfolio

Key f igures NPL

(DKK millions)

Gross 
credit  

exposure*

Allowance 
account, 

indiv idual Write-of fs

Impairment 
charges 

(bp)

Collateral 
(af ter  

haircut)
Gross 

exposure

Share of total 
segment 

exposure (%) 
Coverage  
rat io (%)

End-2014  27,062  6,840  4,098  244  17,162  12,154 45% 99%

End-2015**  23,378  2,808  3,678  -42  19,465  7,469 32% 90%

* Gross credit exposure excludes accumulated collective impairment charges.
**  Non-core Banking encompasses Non-core Balt ics (personal customers in the Balt ics) and Non-core Ireland. Non-core Balt ics is included 
in Non-core banking from 1 January 2015. Comparative figures for 2014 have not been restated.

Non-core Ireland
At the end of 2015, gross credit exposure to Non-core Ireland fell to DKK 19.2 billion, or 0.8% of the Group’s total 
gross credit exposure, compared with DKK 27.1 billion at the end of 2014. The indiv idual allowance account amount-
ed to DKK 2.8 billion, or 11% of the Group’s total indiv idual allowance account. The winding-up of the Non-core Ireland 
portfolio is proceeding according to plan.

The Non-core Ireland portfolio includes two sub-portfolios:

• Personal mortgages: Net exposure of DKK 15.9 billion to personal customers’ home mortgage loans will amortise 
according to the terms of the loans. The management of these loans was outsourced to a third party. 

• Commercial port folio: Most of the commercial property portfolio has now been sold. 

Non-core Baltics
Non-core Baltics has been part of the Non-core banking unit since 1 January 2015. It consists of the personal cus-
tomer segment in the Baltics that the Group is in the process of exit ing.

In the third quarter of 2015, the Group entered into an agreement to sell a residential mortgage loan portfolio 
relating to the Group’s Non-core mass personal customer business in Lithuania and Latv ia. Pending approval by the 
Lithuanian competition authorities, the transaction is expected to be completed in the first half of 2016. For account-
ing purposes, the portfolio has been recognised under Assets held for sale and therefore not under credit exposure 
since the third quarter of 2015.

At the end of 2015, gross credit exposure to Non-core Baltics was DKK 4.2 billion.

Non-core conduits etc.

Developments in the Non-core conduits etc. portfolio

Key f igures NPL

(DKK millions)

Gross 
credit 

 exposure*

Allowance 
account, 

indiv idual Write-of fs

Impairment 
charges  

(bp)

Collateral 
(af ter  

haircut)
Gross 

exposure

Share of total 
segment  

exposure (%) 
Coverage 
rat io (%)

End-2014  11,362  259  157  157  8,246  1.410 12.4% 28%

End-2015  8,235  243  59  -    4,884  893 10.8% 27%

* Gross credit exposure excludes accumulated collective impairment charges.

The portfolio represents 0.5% of the Group’s total gross credit exposure and consists mainly of liquidity facilit ies for 
conduits. The Group orig inated its entire portfolio in the period 2001-07, and the gross credit exposure at the end of 
2008 amounted to DKK 56.5 billion. The Group’s strategy was to acquire bonds or enter into facilit ies for securitisa-
tion assets that were either structurally senior or were expected to obtain a triple-A rating from one or more of the 
major rating agencies. At the end of 2015, the Group had reduced the portfolio to DKK 8.2 billion.

The key risk on the portfolio relates primarily to the liquidity position on the underly ing securitisation transactions. 
These transactions consist mainly of commercial mortgage loans that orig inated in the UK and Germany and residen-
tial mortgage loans that orig inated in the UK.

Credit risk
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Danske Bank Group enters into transactions involv ing derivatives and securities-financing instruments (SFTs), for ex-
ample repurchase (repo) and reverse repo agreements, and thus takes on counterparty credit risk. SFTs are treated 
as loans against collateral. Most counterparty credit risk is related to interest rate and foreign exchange contracts. 
Some 5% of the Group’s total risk exposure amount (REA) stems from counterparty credit risk, including central 
clearing counterparty (CCP) and CVA risk charges.

Counterparty credit risk framework

Governance and
organisation

Methodologies and 
models

Active risk
management

Monitoring and
reporting

Data and systems

• Risk appetite
• Line framework
• Risk identification
• Risk mitigation
• Close-out netting

• Collateral management
• Pre-deal line check

• Exposure measures 
(PFE, EPE)
• Models and 

methodologies
• Backtesting

• Stress testing 

• Controls and monitoring, 
including intraday
surveillance
• Credit line excesses
• Management information  

and reporting
• Ad-hoc analysis

• IT systems
• Performance and consistency of systems and data models
• System integration
• Data quality, reconciliation and rectification

• Board and committees
• Credit Risk Policy
• Counterparty Risk Policy
• Organisation

5.1 Governance and organisation

The Counterparty Credit Risk Policy is approved by the All Risk Committee and forms part of the overall credit gov-
ernance described in the Credit Risk section.

Group Risk Management is responsible for the consolidated counterparty credit risk management, risk modelling 
and reporting. Counterparty credit risk models are validated by an independent risk model validation team. The credit 
department is responsible for the day-to-day management of counterparty credit risk.

5.2 Methodologies and models

For risk management purposes, counterparty credit risk is measured as potential future exposure (PFE) at the 
97.5% percentile at a set of future time horizons. All transactions are assumed to be held to maturity. 

The Group uses a simulation model to calculate counterparty credit risk exposure. The model simulates potential 
future market values of each counterparty portfolio of transactions. Close-out netting agreements and collateral 
management agreements are reflected in the simulation model. About 90% of all transactions are included in the 
simulation model.

For transactions not included in the simulation model, the potential change in market value is determined as a per-
centage (add-on) of the nominal principal amount. The add-on represents a conservative margin in comparison with 
the risk that the simulation model would have calculated if the trades had been covered by the model.

Internal models and regulatory capital 
In June 2015, the Danish FSA approved the internal simulation model for calculating the regulatory capital require-
ment for counterparty credit risk (IMM approval). Since the Group received approval for specific market risk at the 
same time, it now uses the advanced method to calculate the CVA risk charge.
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5.3 Active risk management

In accordance with the Counterparty Credit Risk Policy, the credit department sets a credit line for counterparty 
credit risk on each counterparty. Counterparty credit risk is managed by PFE lines on a set of maturity buckets. Pre-
deal line checks are performed prior to trading.

The Group has set limitations on trades entailing specific wrong way risk (SWWR). The limitations cover product 
range, counterparty rating and the rating of the underly ing securities. 

To mitigate counterparty risk, the Group generally requires close-out netting agreements. Collateral management 
agreements are of ten attached to the master agreements in order to reduce the counterparty credit risk on the net-
ted market values. The Group’s policy is to promote the use of close-out netting agreements and collateral manage-
ment agreements with an increasing number of products and counterparties in order to reduce counterparty risk.

5.4 Monitoring and reporting

The Group carries out counterparty credit risk measurement and monitoring as well as intraday line utilisation moni-
toring on a daily basis.

Consolidated counterparty credit risk exposure is reported to senior management. Trades entailing SWWR are moni-
tored daily and reported to senior management on a regular basis.

The internal model is subject to quarterly backtests of underly ing risk factors and resulting exposures. It is also sub-
ject to an annual validation performed by an independent validation team.  

5.5 Data and systems

The Group has an integrated system covering all aspects of counterparty credit risk management. The system is 
integrated in all the trading systems, the master agreement management system, the collateral management system 
and market data systems. 

Internal management and monitoring of counterparty credit risk are performed in the Group’s line system. The 
system covers all aspects of the internal counterparty credit risk management process, including the assignment of 
lines, monitoring and control of line utilisations, registration of master agreements, measurement and management 
reporting.

5.6 Counterparty credit risk exposure

This section g ives an overv iew of the Group’s counterparty credit risk that arises from derivatives and SFTs, includ-
ing the risk arising from exposure to CCPs.

At the end of 2015, the current exposure (af ter close-out netting and collateral reduction) of the Group’s bilateral 
over-the-counter (OTC) transactions totalled DKK 44 billion. Of this amount, DKK 34 billion was exposure to counter-
parties with no collateral agreement. 

In 2015, trading volume for both SFT products and derivatives declined. This was caused by lower activ ity and trade 
compression with CCPs. 

At the end of 2015, some 55% of the trading volume of derivatives was cleared through CCPs. Of the total notion-
al amount of OTC derivatives transactions that were not cleared through a CCP, 94% was supported by collateral 
management agreements. At the end of 2015, some 83% of the Group’s collateral management agreement holdings 
consisted of cash. The remainder consisted of Danish and Swedish mortgage bonds and government bonds issued by 
Denmark, France, Germany, the Netherlands, Norway, Sweden and the United States.

Current exposure declined in 2015. This was owing to lower trading volume and changes in market values.
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Exposure at default (EAD) declined in 2015. This occurred because of lower trading volume and also because the 
calculation principle for reported EAD has changed since 2014. EAD in 2015 is based on the internal simulation 
model for calculating the regulatory capital requirement for counterparty credit risk. In 2014, EAD was based on the 
standardised approach.  

Most of the exposure is to real estate companies, financial institutions and production companies. 

The OTC derivatives in the portfolio had a mixture of maturities – both short-dated transactions and very long-dated 
(up to 60-year) transactions. About 50% of the exposure was shorter than one year.

The table below shows the ef fect of netting and collateral on current exposure:

Current exposure after netting and collateral 

At December 31 (DKK millions) 2015 2014

Total Derivatives SFTs Total Derivatives SFTs

Current gross exposure 1,127,129 512,717 855,475 2,024,910 791,000 1,233,909

Current exposure af ter netting 708,412 94,001 855,475 1,343,146 109,236 1,233,909

Current exposure af ter netting and collateral 49,884 43,699 6,184 67,976 58,159 9,817

The next tables show a breakdown of current exposure and EAD by exposure class, af ter both netting and collateral:

Current exposure after netting and collateral by exposure class

At December 31 (DKK millions) 2015 2014

Total Derivatives SFTs Total Derivatives SFTs

Central governments and central banks 6,273 4,308 1,965 8,894 5,774 3,119

Institutions 10,471 7,316 3,155 16,580 12,207  4,373 

Corporates 33,060 31,996 1,064 42,401 40,076 2,325

Retail  80  80  -    101  101  -   

Total 49,884 43,699 6,184 67,976 58,159 9,817

Exposure at default after netting and collateral by exposure class

At December 31 (DKK millions) 2015 2014

Total Derivatives SFTs Total Derivatives SFTs

Central governments and central banks 56,964 10,625 46,339 62,865 12,542 50,324

Institutions 48,908 41,212 7,696 115,915 102,704 13,211

Corporates 59,356 57,027 2,328 74,218 67,686 6,531

Retail  154  154  -    159  159  -   

Total 165,382 109,019 56,363 253,157 183,091 70,066

Counterparty credit risk
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Most of the Group’s counterparties in derivatives trading have high ratings, as shown in the table below.

Exposure at default after netting and collateral by rating category

At December 31 (DKK millions) 2015 2014

Total Derivatives SFTs Total Derivatives SFTs

1 60,882 15,207 45,675 68,893 16,817 52,076

2 18,971 15,713 3,258 29,829 23,555 6,274

3 36,517 30,046 6,471 93,920 85,146 8,774

4 21,619 20,956 663 31,468 29,632 1,836

5 18,164 18,039 124 19,798 18,722 1,076

6 5,336 5,169 167 4,630 4,630 0

7 2,058 2,053 4 2,804 2,774 30

8 879 879 0 788 788 0

9 233 233 0 178 178 0

10 467 467 0 469 469 0

11 256 256 0 381 381 0

Total EAD after netting and collateral 165,382 109,019 56,363 253,157 183,091 70,066

Counterparty credit risk
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Market risk is the risk of losses or gains caused by changes in the market values of the Group’s financial assets, lia-
bilit ies and of f-balance-sheet items resulting from changes in market prices or rates. Market risk af fects the Group’s 
financial statements through the valuation of the balance sheet items; some of the Group’s financial instruments are 
valued by means of market prices, while others are valued on the basis of pricing models developed by the Group. In 
addition, net interest income at Personal Banking and Business Banking is influenced by the level of interest rates.

The Group’s market risk orig inates from trading-related positions at C&I or as part of treasury management at Group 
Treasury. Market risk associated with activ it ies at Personal Banking and Business Banking is either hedged by C&I 
or managed as part of Group Treasury’s market risk positions.

Market risk at Danica Pension and in the Group’s defined benefit pension plans is managed separately. For further 
information, please see section 9, Insurance risk, and section 10, Pension risk.

The Group’s market risk management is designed to ensure proper oversight of all market risks, both trading-related 
market risk and non-trading-related market risk. It is anchored in a framework designed to systematically identif y, 
assess, execute, monitor and report market risk.

Danske bank’s framework for market risk management

Governance and 
organisation

Methodologies and models Active risk management Monitoring and reporting

Data and systems

• Risk appetite
• Limit framework
• Risk identification
• Risk mitigation, including 

trading and hedging 

• Measurement, including 
VaR and sVaR, 
sensitivit ies, stress 
testing
• Models and 

methodologies
• Model validation

• Controls and monitoring, 
including intraday 
surveillance
• Limit excesses
• Management information 

and reporting
• Ad hoc analysis

• IT systems
• Performance and consistency of systems and data models
• System integration
• Data quality, reconciliation and rectification

• Board and committees
• Organisation
• Three lines of defence
• Segregation of duties
• Market risk policy
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6.1 Governance and organisation

The governance framework for market risk in relation to the risk organisation, including the roles and responsibilit ies 
of the Board of Directors and committees and general risk management principles such as three lines of defence and 
the segregation of duties, follows the Group’s overall governance framework, which is described in section 2.

The Market Risk Policy set by the Board of Directors lays out the overall framework for market risk management and 
identifies the boundaries within which the Group’s market risk profile and business strategy are defined. The Mar-
ket Risk Policy is supported by the Market Risk Instructions, which defines the overall limits for various market risk 
factors and additional boundaries within which the trading activ it ies operate. The Market Risk Policy and the Market 
Risk Instructions form the basis of written business procedures and daily control procedures for the Group’s market 
risk management.

6.2 Methodologies and models

The Group uses a range of measures to create a framework that captures the material market risks to which the 
Group is exposed. Both conventional risk measures, such as sensitiv it ies and market value, and mathematical and 
statistical measures, such as Value-at-Risk (VaR), are used in the daily market risk management.

The Group also develops and maintains internal models that are used for the pricing and risk management of financial 
products that cannot be valued directly or risk-managed on the basis of quoted market prices.

6.2.1 Value-at-Risk
The Group uses VaR to calculate and manage market risk at the portfolio level in day-to-day risk management. VaR is 
a quantitative measure that shows, with a certain probability, the maximum potential loss that the Group will suf fer 
at the calculation date within a specified horizon. 

The following risk types are included in the Group’s internal VaR model: interest rate, bond spread, interest rate 
options, inflation rate, foreign exchange, equity market and company-specific equity risks. In the day-to-day risk man-
agement of trading-related positions, the internal VaR model estimates the maximum potential loss from changes in 
market risk factors at a confidence level of 95%, assuming unchanged positions for one day.

The Group uses a historical simulation model to estimate VaR on the basis of two years’ historical market data. The 
main advantage of this method is that it makes no assumptions regarding loss distribution. The simulation uses one 
thousand scenarios to generate the loss distribution. To construct the scenarios, independent drawings are made 
from a data set of two years’ historical daily returns. The drawings are generated at random, and 70% of the sce-
narios are based on the latest year of historical market data. Each outcome contains all the risk factors so that the 
correlation is maintained. The constructed scenarios are used to calculate the market value of the trading portfolio 
through a full revaluation of each position. Consequently, the model incorporates both linear and non-linear ef fects.

In general, a VaR model enables an estimation of a portfolio’s aggregate market risk by incorporating a range of risk 
factors and assets. As a result, the VaR measure takes portfolio diversification or hedging activ it ies into account. 
VaR has well-known limitations, including the following:

• Past changes in market risk factors may not be good predictors of the distributions and correlations of future 
market movements.

• The VaR calculation may not capture the market risk of positions that cannot be liquidated or hedged within the 
chosen horizon.

• VaR does not capture the level of potential losses beyond the chosen confidence level (e.g., 95%).

The Group has a comprehensive stress testing framework in place to mitigate these limitations of VaR.

6.2.2 Incremental risk
For regulatory purposes, the Group has a separate internal model designed to measure incremental risk. The in-
cremental risk model captures the potential loss resulting from downgrading (or upgrading for short positions) and 
defaults of bond issuers and underly ing securities in CDSs.

The incremental risk model is a Monte Carlo simulation model featuring correlations between the underly ing issuers. 
The correlations are introduced into the model by means of a Gaussian copula with one systemic factor and one 
idiosyncratic factor. Key inputs to the model are default and migration probabilit ies, recovery rates, asset correla-
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tions and scenario spread changes. The liquidity horizon is fixed at one year for all asset classes, imply ing a one-year 
constant position approach.

In the Group’s day-to-day risk management, rating migration risk is captured in VaR and supplemented by limits on 
rating categories, whereas default risk is limited by indiv idual credit assessments and credit lines for bond holdings 
and CDS positions.

6.2.3 Stress testing
As a supplement to the daily calculation of VaR and more conventional risk measures, the Group performs stress 
tests and sensitiv ity analyses on a regular basis. Some of these tests are part of the daily limit control, while others 
are performed weekly or quarterly.

Stress test scenarios feature changes in interest rates, exchange rates, equity prices, volatilit ies and bond spreads. 
Such changes af fect the Group’s earnings directly through value adjustments. The scenarios are of ten based on large 
changes in a single risk factor or on conditions that reflect historical periods of economic or financial crisis, combined 
with large changes in risk factors relevant to the current positions and market conditions.

The Group’s stress testing framework also includes scenarios with extreme market developments, such as hypothet-
ical scenarios involv ing extreme financial or macroeconomic events. This includes scenarios periodically defined by 
the European Banking Authority (EBA) or the Danish FSA as well.

6.2.4 Regulatory capital for market risk
The internal VaR model is used to measure the regulatory capital for market risk in the Group’s trading book. For reg-
ulatory capital purposes, VaR is calculated at a confidence level of 99% with a 10-day horizon. The 10-day scenarios 
used for generating the loss distribution are generated by means of a so-called bootstrap method. To construct a 10-
day scenario, 10 independent drawings are made from a data set of two years’ historical daily returns similar to the 
scenario construction process used in the day-to-day risk management. 

The internal VaR model is also used to calculate the stressed VaR capital charge. The stressed VaR is calculated for 
current positions and historical market data from September 2008 to August 2009, which represents a period of 
significant financial stress for the current positions in the Group’s trading book.

Incremental risks, such as default and rating migration risks on bond issuers and CDS names, are estimated in the 
incremental risk model.

Regulatory capital for the Group’s minor exposures to commodity risk and collective investment undertakings are 
calculated according to the standardised approach.

Approval of internal models for regulatory capital

In 2007, the Danish FSA approved the Group’s internal VaR model for the calculation of regulatory capital for general 
market risk.

In June 2015, the Danish FSA approved an extension of the internal VaR model to include bond spread risk and compa-
ny-specific equity risk (i.e., specific market risk) and also approved the Group’s incremental risk model.

6.2.5 Model validation
The Group conducts a variety of activ it ies to maintain a healthy model apparatus in the market risk area. The activ-
it ies can be div ided into validation of pricing models used in daily risk management and validation of internal models 
used to calculate regulatory capital.

Group Risk Management is responsible for validating pricing models independently of the development process. A 
model must be validated before the trading unit can trade in any new type of product that is priced or risk -managed 
according to a model. The purpose of the validation process is to evaluate, independently of the business unit, 
whether the stability and quality of the model are sufficient to enable the Group to price and risk-manage the financial 
products in question in a satisfactory manner.
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To supplement the init ial validation of pricing models, Group Risk Management has established an ongoing monitor-
ing process in which the crossing of specific thresholds (such as indications of a deterioration in model quality or an 
increase in the magnitude of risk involved) calls for additional validation activ it ies.

An independent validation unit carries out the validation of internal models used for the regulatory capital calcula-
tions, including the validation of material changes to existing internal models and recurring validations of the major 
model assumptions. The standards for these validations are set forth in a validation policy for internal risk models. 
As with pricing models, these guidelines are in line with best practices presented in the US Office of the Comptroller 
of the Currency (OCC) guidelines.

In addition, the Group conducts a number of activ it ies to continually monitor the internal VaR model, including an 
annual rev iew of the model in accordance with regulatory requirements, quarterly risk factor rev iews, and daily back-
testing of the model. The quarterly risk factor rev iews include an assessment of the materiality of risk factors that 
are not included in the model. Currently, the internal VaR model contains all significant risk factors.

6.3 Active risk management

6.3.1 Market risk appetite
The Group operates with a market risk appetite for its trading-related activ it ies. The market risk appetite is ex-
pressed as a risk mandate assessment that is based on the business strategy and the market env ironment expected 
in the near future. The purpose of the risk mandate assessment is to measure the ef fect of proposed limits by quanti-
f y ing the expected upside of using the limits (that is, expected earnings) and the potential downside (that is, the poten-
tial loss if the expectations do not materialise). The market risk appetite for trading-related activ it ies is approved by 
the Board of Directors and reassessed at least once a year.

The Group’s exposure to non-trading-related market risks is managed under selected limits and operational targets 
that govern and control the market risk on these activ it ies in relation to specific capital, liquidity, operational and 
earnings objectives.

6.3.2 Limit framework
Market risk limits are established on various metrics so that activ it ies subject to market risk are covered from 
several perspectives. The Group operates with three levels in the limit hierarchy for market risk (encompassing trad-
ing-related and non-trading-related market risks):

1. Board limits
2. All Risk Committee limits
3. Detailed operational limits

Board limits are set by the Board of Directors in the Market Risk Instructions, in which overall limits are defined for 
specific major risk factors and are supplemented by an overall VaR limit. The All Risk Committee delegates the Board 
limits to the business areas (C&I and Group Treasury) and assigns additional limits for less significant risk factors. 
Detailed operational limits are set at the desk level for relevant risk categories and metrics. The operational limit 
structure is sufficiently granular to facilitate ef fective control of market risk and to prov ide a continuous overv iew 
and understanding of activ it ies undertaken by the various business units.

6.3.3 Risk identification
The Group markets, trades and takes positions in products entailing a variety of market risk components. Most of the 
Group’s market risks involve relatively simple products. The Group does not take on risk exposure to complex securi-
t isation instruments for which it cannot measure and monitor the embedded market risks. 

New init iatives and products are systematically rev iewed in relation to the current product and market risk models. 
New products and business proposals are evaluated with regard to current risk management practices and IT sys-
tems (that is, how risks are measured, managed and reported). New metrics are then added to the limit framework, if 
necessary.

Furthermore, the Group may identif y a need to take into account new risk factors through a rev iew of the strategy. If 
the Group wants to expand its business into specific product or instruments, there may be a need for additional met-
rics and limits. Additionally, changes in market conditions may entail new risk factors, such as basis risk, which was 
added af ter the financial crisis in 2008.
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6.3.4 Risk management and mitigation
The Group actively manages market risk in its trading in financial markets. Most notably, C&I hedges market risk by 
taking positions in financial assets that of fset the market risk produced by market-making activ it ies with customers.

 
6.4 Monitoring and reporting

The Group carries out market risk controlling and reporting on a daily basis. The controlling process is embedded 
in continuous intraday monitoring of limit utilisations performed with a full port folio update every 30 minutes. The 
monitoring system is linked directly to front office trading systems and automatically flags limit excesses. Business 
units must comply with limits at all t imes. In the event of a limit excess, the business unit responsible must document 
the reason for the excess and submit a plan of action to rectif y the situation. All limit breaches are reported to the 
relevant party within the limit structure. 

In other words, any Board limit excesses are reported to the Board of Directors and other relevant stakeholders (e.g., 
All Risk Committee and Executive Board). Similarly, All Risk Committee limit excesses are reported to the Executive 
Board, the All Risk Committee and other relevant stakeholders, including the business units. Excesses of lower-level 
limits are reported to the head of Market Risk.

The Group produces a range of internal market risk reports and prov ides input to other reports in which market 
risk figures are presented. The reports contain sufficient market risk information to create transparency about the 
Group’s market risk.

The Board of Directors and senior management receive regular reports that prov ide an understanding of the Group’s 
portfolio, main risk drivers, stress testing results and regulatory capital in order to support decision making. This 
also includes information on risk and regulatory capital attributed to various trading activ it ies and business units. 
Furthermore, regular detailed reporting (weekly and daily) prov ides granular metrics to senior management at C&I 
and Group Treasury for day-to-day risk management.

6.5 Data and systems

IT systems pertaining to market risk are highly integrated in the Group. Traders and customers book trades directly 
in the relevant trade-entry systems. The trade-entry systems are connected to the operational systems and enriched 
with additional static, market and reference data. The operational systems feed both risk and finance systems. The 
Group performs an extensive set of regular reconciliations across the system portfolio.

6.5.1 System integration
The Group’s front office trade-entry systems are designed to capture all trade types in which the Group is active. Only 
necessary trade-related data are entered into the trade-entry systems. Product, customer and other related static 
data are maintained in the Group’s Master Files. Trade data are automatically fed into the Group’s operational layers 
of other related systems (straight-through processing). Since all systems and their processes have been designed to 
support straight-through processing, only exceptions need to be manually handled. 

In addition, trades from systems configured for straight-through processing are regularly monitored in order to verif y 
trades that require manual intervention. The monitoring is part of the back office processes, and regular reports are 
sent to a broad group of stakeholders across the Group. An extensive programme of reconciliations between the 
Group’s internal systems and reconciliations against external accounts are performed on a regular basis.

Risk systems use the Group’s pricing models in order to ensure high-quality risk analytics. The architecture, spe-
cifically the linkage between front office trade-entry systems and risk and monitoring tools, also allows the Group to 
perform certain other activ it ies, for example intraday limit monitoring, at a high standard. 

6.6 Trading-related market risk

The trading-related activ it ies at C&I cover trading in fixed income products, derivatives, foreign exchange, money mar-
kets, debt capital markets, equities and commodities as well as emerging markets. C&I acts mainly as a market mak-
er processing large client flows. Fixed income products represent by far the largest notional-trading and position-tak-
ing volumes. C&I is the leading Nordic prov ider in this segment, with a strong presence in Scandinav ian and northern 
European products in both primary and secondary markets. The market-making activ it ies entail keeping an inventory 
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of assets to support the secondary market and short-term holdings of new issues at Capital Markets. As a result, the 
market-making activ it ies involve both outright market risk exposure and spread risk from imperfect hedges.

The table below shows the VaR calculated at a 95% confidence level and a one-day horizon for the trading-related 
activ it ies at C&I. The VaR estimates for the various risk types are calculated on a stand-alone basis, while the total 
VaR includes diversification ef fects.

Value-at-Risk for trading-related activities at C&I (confidence level of 95%, 1-day horizon)

At 31 December (DKK millions) 2015 2014

Bond spread risk 51 56

Interest rate risk 60 32

Foreign exchange risk 2 4

Equity risk 7 14

Diversification ef fects -62 -35

Total VaR 58 71

The Group reduced its trading-related market risk from DKK 71 million at the end of 2014 to DKK 58 million at the 
end of 2015. Throughout the period, the risk related chiefly to fixed income products, g iv ing rise to interest rate risk 
and bond spread risk. Because of substantial diversification, however, the two main risk factors hedged each other, 
resulting in a total VaR that was less than the sum of the stand-alone estimates.

Stand-alone interest rate risk rose in 2015 owing mainly to significantly higher market volatility during the first part 
of the year. Although market volatility increased, bond spread risk declined marginally because of a considerable re-
duction in bond holdings over the year. Foreign exchange risk and equity risk also fell because of reduced risk taking.

6.6.1 Other market risks
In addition to the types of transaction subject to market risk listed above, the Group also trades in and takes posi-
t ions in commodity instruments. Commodity risk is not included in the internal VaR model, but it is kept at an insignifi-
cant level and is also subject to limits.

6.7 Non-trading-related market risk

Most of the Group’s exposure to non-trading-related market risk orig inates from the Group’s funding and liquidity 
management activ it ies at Group Treasury. In addition, the Group holds a portfolio of unlisted shares that relates 
mainly to private equity funds and banking-related investments. These activ it ies involve mainly interest rate risk and 
bond spread risk as well as risk on unlisted shares.

6.7.1 Interest rate risk in the banking book
Non-trading-related interest rate risk is included in the Group’s overall interest rate risk calculations and thus in 
day-to-day monitoring and risk management. Non-trading-related interest rate risk is related primarily to the Group’s 
funding activ it ies, and it is hedged and treated according to fair value hedge accounting rules. The interest rate risk 
derives, to a lesser extent, from the Group’s banking activ it ies, which of fer fixed rate deposits, loans and other inter-
est rate products. The interest rate risk on the following remaining fixed rate items is thus not hedged in the account-
ing process but is managed on a daily basis:

• A legacy portfolio of fixed rate mortgage loans in Denmark (estimated according to historical prepayment rates) 
• Fixed rate loans and advances prov ided by Personal Banking and Business Banking in Finland, Northern Ireland 

and the Baltics
• Operating leases 
• Positions resulting from payments in advance on Realkredit Danmark loans (monthly payments that are not  

passed on to bondholders until the end of the quarter or year) 
• Positions related to asset/liability management
• Bonds in the hold-to-maturity portfolios
• Interest rate risk exposure on demand deposits (unencumbered core funds are modelled with an average maturi-

ty of 2.5 years)
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The Group’s total interest rate sensitiv ity in the banking book is shown in the table below.

Interest rate risk in the banking book (parallel yield curve shift of 100 basis points)

At 31 December (DKK millions) 2015 2014

+100bp -100bp +100bp -100bp

DKK -1,903 1,975 -1,105 1,155

EUR -1,004 1,033 -1,308 1,360

SEK -150 156 -10 10

GBP 20 -20 -12 15

NOK -4 4 -8 8

USD -1 1 1 -1

Other -2 2 -1 1

Total -3,044 3,151 -2,443 2,548

The interest rate risk in the banking book increased in 2015, mainly because of the acquisition of longer-dated bonds 
in order to increase the average maturity of the hold-to-maturity bond portfolio to match the risk on the liabilit ies 
more closely. The Group established this portfolio in 2013 in order to stabilise the Group’s net interest income by 
hedging its liabilit ies.

At the end of 2015, the book value of the hold-to-maturity bond portfolio totalled DKK 100 billion, against DKK 92 
billion at the end of 2014. Af ter the increase in average maturity, the interest rate risk in the portfolio rose to DKK 
2.8 billion on a 100 basis point increase in the y ield curve at the end of 2015. 

6.7.2 Investments in unlisted equities
For unlisted shares, the Group distinguishes between ordinary open positions (including position in associated 
companies), exposure to private equity funds (including exposure in the form of commitments), and banking-related 
investments. Banking-related investments consist of equity holdings primarily in financial infrastructure businesses.

At the end of 2015, the total value of the portfolio was about DKK 3.0 billion, against DKK 3.4 billion at the end of 
2014. The reduction was owing mainly to value adjustments and the sale of the Group’s shares in DADES A/S and 
Bluegarden Holding A/S.

6.8 Backtesting of the internal VaR model

Regulatory backtesting is conducted on a daily basis to document the performance of the internal VaR model. The 
backtesting procedure compares 1-day VaR calculated on trading book positions with the actual and hypothetical 
profit or loss.

Definition of actual and hypothetical profit and loss

Actual P&L is defined as the loss or gain from actual changes in the market value of the trading book when daily closing values are compared 
with the subsequent business day’s closing values (that is, intraday trades on the subsequent business day are included).

Hypothetical P&L is defined as the loss or gain calculated within the model framework resulting from keeping the portfolio unchanged for one 
business day (that is, no intraday trading is included, although market prices change).
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If the hypothetical or actual loss exceeds the predicted possible loss (VaR), an exception has occurred. Since the VaR 
figures used for backtesting are based on a confidence level of 99% (as in the calculation of regulatory capital), the 
expected number of exceptions per year is two to three. The backtest results for 2015 are shown in the chart below.
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The backtest of the internal VaR model showed two exceptions in the actual P/L in 2015 and three exceptions in the 
hypothetical P/L. All the exceptions occurred in H1 2015, before the internal VaR model was expanded to include 
bond spread risk. 

The exception in the hypothetical P/L in January was caused by the Swiss National Bank’s removal of the 1.20 CHF/
EUR cap, which sent the CHF 17% higher against the EUR. The exceptions in the actual and hypothetical P/L in Feb-
ruary were caused by a combination of widening spreads between DKK and EUR rates and widening credit spreads 
on bonds. The exceptions in the actual and hypothetical P/L in May were caused by a combination of relatively large 
increases at the long end of the y ield curves for EUR, NOK, SEK and DKK and widening credit spreads in the Danish 
mortgage bond market.
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7.1 Review of 2015

Af ter a strong start in the financial markets in 2015, sentiment deteriorated somewhat in Q2 because of the Greek 
situation, jittery Chinese equity markets and uncertainty about regulation. Monetary policy and buying programmes 
at central banks continued to support liquidity in the market, however.

All funding markets generally remained open to Danske Bank. The US CP market became more accessible to the 
Group af ter Moody’s upgraded its short-term rating in June. A five-year senior bond series for USD 1.0 billion marked 
our return to the domestic US medium-term market, and it was a key step in diversif y ing our funding base.

The main market movers for Danske Bank were the second-quarter earnings report, with an upward adjustment 
of the full-year guidance; the rating upgrade from Moody’s to A2 from A3; and the stable outlook from Standard & 
Poor’s. The rating upgrade was not a major market mover at the time, but anticipation of the decision played a big 
part in the general t ightening of our spreads.

The Group maintained its liquidity reserves throughout 2015 and adhered to its funding plan, including its plan for 
subordinated debt.

In the first half of the year, the Group took advantage of benign market conditions and continued to adjust its capital 
structure to the new requirements with the issue of EUR 750 million AT1 capital.

In 2015, Group Risk Management also conducted the second Internal Liquidity Adequacy Assessment (ILAA) in 
accordance with the forthcoming regulation from the European Banking Authority (EBA). The first ILAA report was 
submitted to the college of superv isors in 2014 and approved in 2015 as part of the SREP.

7.1.1 Rating situation
In November 2012, Danske Bank announced a strategic goal of improv ing its ratings to the A level, where they had 
been prev iously. The A/A/A2 ratings from Standard & Poor’s, Fitch and Moody’s, respectively, ensure both opera - 
t io nal and financial flexibility. The Group reached this goal at the end of July 2015.

This improvement came despite the fact that the rating agencies had removed expected extraordinary government 
support from bank ratings in Denmark when the Bank Recovery and Resolution Directive (BRRD) was implemented 
in Danish law.

In June 2015, Moody’s Investor Serv ice raised its long-term senior debt and deposit ratings for Danske Bank to A2 
from A3 and its short-term ratings to P-1 from P-2. The main driver behind the rating action was the introduction 
of its new “loss g iven failure” methodology, which was designed to capture bank balance sheet risks under the BRRD 
regime.

In July 2015, Standard & Poor’s affirmed its A long-term senior debt ratings and A-1 short-term rating. At the same 
time, it rev ised its outlook for Danske Bank to Stable from Negative af ter the implementation of its “additional loss 
absorbing capital” methodology, which was also designed to capture bank balance sheet risk af ter the introduction 
of the BRRD. Standard & Poor’s also cited the improved financial performance of the Group relative to its peers as a 
factor supporting its rating action.

Finally, in September 2015, Fitch Ratings affirmed its A long-term senior debt and deposit ratings and its F1 short-
term rating, stating that the Group’s improved financial performance had been expected and was already incorpo-
rated in the ratings. Fitch also removed all government support from Danske Bank’s ratings and lowered its Support 
Floor ratings to “No Floor” from “a-”. This had no ef fect on the Group’s rating, however, because its v iability rating of 
“a” (its stand-alone credit assessment) was higher. 
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Danske Bank’s ratings, end-2015

Rating agency Long-term rating Short-term rating Outlook Danske Bank’s covered  bonds

S&P A A-1 Stable AAA

Moody's A2 P-1 Stable Not rated

Fitch A F1 Stable AAA

Danske Bank’s and Realkredit Danmark’s covered bond ratings from both Standard & Poor’s and Fitch were un-
changed. 

In addition, Danske Bank Plc (Finland) is rated A/A-1/Stable by Standard & Poor’s and A2/P1/Stable by Moody’s. Dan-
ske Bank Plc’s covered bond programme also has an “Aaa” rating from Moody’s.

7.1.2 Funding 
In 2015, Danske Bank issued covered bonds for DKK 25.9 billion, senior debt for DKK 38.0 billion, and subordinated 
debt for DKK 5.6 billion. The Group redeemed DKK 61.9 billion of long-term debt.

At 31 December 2015, the total amount of outstanding long-term funding, excluding mortgage bonds and senior debt 
issued by Realkredit Danmark, was DKK 338 billion, against DKK 332 billion at the end of 2014.

Debt issuance, by quarter
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In 2016, Danske Bank will raise funding through medium- and long-term funding programmes. For long-term funding, 
the most important programmes are the European and the US medium-term note (MTN) and covered bond pro-
grammes, including a programme at the Bank’s subsidiary in Finland. Covered bonds are generally used for longer 
maturities, while senior funding is used for shorter maturities.
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Utilisation of long- and short-term programmes available, end-2015

(DKK billions)
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7.2 Liquidity risk management

7.2.1 Governance of liquidity risk management
The Group manages its liquidity on a daily basis, and liquidity risk is managed through a combination of risk indica-
tors, risk triggers and risk policy. Two documents lay the foundation for the Group’s liquidity risk management: (1) 
Liquidity Policy and Appetite and (2) Liquidity Instructions. The former document contains the overall principles and 
standards of the Group’s liquidity risk management. It covers both the liquidity risk profile and the governance struc-
ture. The latter document defines limits and the methods of calculation. Both documents are issued by the Board of 
Directors.

The Group Liquidity Risk Committee (GLRC) is the committee responsible for overseeing group-level liquidity risk 
management and funding. The GLRC is chaired by the chief risk officer (CRO) and consists of representatives of Group 
Risk Management, CFO Area, and the three business units. The GLRC has broad authority to challenge the way in 
which the Group manages its liquidity risk profile and funding position.

Group Treasury is responsible for Danske Bank’s liquidity and funding. This includes executing the funding plan and 
managing the liquidity reserve. Short-term liquidity is managed by FICC under the superv ision of Group Treasury.

Group Risk Management, headed by the CRO, oversees liquidity risk management at the group level and compliance 
with the liquidity risk appetite framework.

Danske Bank’s liquidity management is centralised and conducted on a consolidated basis to ensure regulatory com-
pliance at the group level as well as compliance with internal requirements. Regulatory compliance and the mainte-
nance of adequate liquidity reserves at subsidiaries are managed locally. Realkredit Danmark and Danica Pension 
conduct their own liquidity risk management. Realkredit Danmark, which issues mortgage bonds, is substantially 
self-financing, and its liquidity management is conducted separately from the rest of the Group’s. Danica’s balance 
sheet includes long-term life insurance liabilit ies and assets, and much of them are investments in readily market-
able bonds and shares. Both companies are subject to statutory limits on their exposures to Danske Bank A/S. In the 
following sections, “Group” refers to the banking units only; that is, it does not include Realkredit Danmark and Danica 
Pension.
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Liquidity risk appetite
Taking on liquidity risk is an integral part of the Group’s business strategy. The Board of Directors determines the 
overall approach to the liquidity risk appetite, including the Group’s liquidity risk exposure profile and liquidity risk 
limits.

Concerns addressed by the liquidity risk appetite

Key concern Explanat ion

Distance to default Management must have sufficient time to respond to events and developments in order to avoid financial or 
regulatory default.

Market reliance The Group’s reliance on wholesale funding and liquidity reflects its loan-to-deposit shortfall and maturity trans-
formation profile. Excessive reliance makes the Group vulnerable to investor sentiment, market stress and 
market dysfunction.

The Liquidity Policy states that the Group’s liquidity risk appetite is conservative and that the Group must maintain a 
strong liquidity and funding position. The liquidity risk appetite is an articulation in both general and specific terms of 
the Group’s desired risk profile, and it prov ides the overall framework and guidance for liquidity management.

7.2.2 Liquidity risk measures
Liquidity risk management focuses on the monitoring and management of all the Group’s liquidity risks – both short-
term and long-term risks.

Survival horizon
The Group’s short-term risk management is intended to ensure that the Group always has a liquidity reserve that, in 
the short term and medium term, is sufficient to absorb the net ef fects of known future receipts and payments from 
current transactions as well as unexpected volatility. To account for the potential risk of drawings under committed 
lines of credit, the Group factors in the unutilised portion of the facilit ies in the calculation of liquidity risk.

For liquidity management purposes, the Group distinguishes between liquidity in Danish kroner and liquidity in other 
currencies. This is because of the Group’s strong position in the Danish market and because the Group has a net 
deposit surplus in Danish kroner (deposits exceed lending) and a net deposit shortfall in other currencies (lending ex-
ceeds deposits). The net deposit surplus in Danish kroner is a valuable, stable funding source for the Group. Because 
of this discrepancy, the Group uses limits to manage short-term liquidity risk both for total liquidity and for liquidity in 
non-Danish currencies. In addition to limits set by the Board of Directors and the All Risk Committee, the GLRC has 
set overnight targets for each key currency.

Liquidity reserve
The Group must at all t imes maintain a liquidity reserve to cover the need for liquidity that may arise under both 
normal and stressed conditions.

The Group’s liquidity reserve is defined as the assets available to Danske Bank’s Group Treasury in a stressed  
si tuation. All assets must be unencumbered, and securities received in reverse repo transactions are included, while 
securities used as collateral for repo transactions are not.

The table below shows the nominal value of the Group’s liquidity reserve without haircuts. The haircuts applied to de-
termine the liquidity values for regulatory purposes are defined by regulators, whereas the haircuts used for internal 
stress testing purposes are defined on the basis of a set of parameters reflecting the specific scenario in question.
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Nominal value of the liquidity reserve available to the Group

At 31 December (DKK billions) Market value

Cash and holdings at central banks 55

Securities issued or guaranteed by sovereigns, central banks or multilateral development banks 124

Covered bonds (including mortgage bonds) 242

   Issued by other institutions 209

   Own issued 33

Other 31

2015 total 452

2014 total  399 

The liquidity reserve consists of liquid bonds, most of which fall into the level 1a and 1b categories under the LCR 
framework and are elig ible for repo transactions with central banks. Central bank elig ibility is v ital for intraday liquid-
ity needs and overnight liquidity facilit ies and also for defining liquidity in financial markets during stressed periods. 
Besides central bank elig ibility, the external credit rating is an important factor in determining the liquidity value of 
the assets in the reserve.

The minimum size of the reserve is determined by several requirements, including an LCR of at least 100%, certain 
minimal operational surv ival horizons, and liquidity levels determined by stress testing.

Stress testing
The Group conducts stress tests to measure its immediate liquidity risk and to ensure that it has sufficient t ime to re-
spond to potential crises. The stress tests are conducted for various scenarios, including three standard scenarios: a 
scenario specific to the Group, a general market crisis and a combination of the two. A “stress-to-failure” test is also 
conducted.

All stress tests are based on the assumption that the Group does not reduce its lending activ it ies. This means that 
existing lending activ it ies continue and require funding. The degree of possible refinancing of the Group’s funding base 
varies depending on the scenario in question as well as on the specific funding source. To assess the stability of its 
funding, the Group considers maturity and makes behav ioural assumptions.

In the scenarios, the Group uses the liquidity reserve to cover cash outflows. Scenario-specific haircuts are applied to 
the bond portfolio.

Additional contractual obligations
Through a number of mutually binding agreements, the Group is under an obligation to prov ide collateral if the fair 
value of current transactions changes to its detriment. The assets prov ided as collateral do not count as part of the 
Group’s liquidity reserve.

The table below shows the loss of liquidity for the Group under four scenarios involv ing downgrades of the Group’s 
long- and short-term debt. It also shows how much the Group would have to prepay under the contracts or prov ide 
in supplementary collateral under the various scenarios. The number in parentheses af ter the rating indicates the 
number of notches by which the rating is reduced from its current level in the scenarios.
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Loss of liquidity if the Group’s current ratings are downgraded, end-2015 

 
Moody’s 

(short-term)
S&P 

(short-term)
Fitch 

(short-term)
Moody’s 

(long-term)
S&P 

(long-term)
Fitch 

(long-term)

Supplementary 
collateral 

(DKK billions)

Present rating P-1 A-1 F1 A-2 A A -

Scenario 1 P-1 A-1 F1 A-3 (�1) A- (�1) A- (�1) 1.7

Scenario 2 P-2 (�1) A-2 (�1) F2 (�1) A-3 (�1) A- (�1) A- (�1) 2.2

Scenario 3 P-2 (�1) A-2 (�1) F2 (�1) Baa1 (�2) BBB+ (�2) BBB+ (�2) 2.5

Scenario 4 P-2 (�1) A-2 (�1) F2 (�1) Baa2 (�3) BBB (�3) BBB (�3) 3.2

Note: Scenario 1 is required by regulations and g ives insights about the ef fects of isolated rating changes, but it does not necessarily repre-
sent a realistic rating combination.

Market reliance
The Group monitors the diversification of its funding sources by product, currency, maturity and counterparty to 
ensure that its funding base prov ides the best possible protection even if financial markets come under pressure. The 
maturity profile of long-term funding is monitored particularly to ensure that the portions of long-term funding that 
mature within one year and one quarter are kept at an acceptable level.

Redemption profile of long-term funding, end-2015

(DKK billions)
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Retail deposits are a valuable, stable funding source for the Group. Most of the Group’s retail deposits are covered by 
a deposit insurance scheme, and despite financial crises and intensified competition, they have been very stable over 
t ime.

Wholesale funding is another important funding source, although its stability sometimes varies over time, especially 
when markets are strained.
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Breakdown of wholesale funding by contractual maturity

At 31 December (DKK billions) 0-1  
month

1-3  
months

3-12 
months

1-5 
years

> 5 
years

2015 
total

2014 
total

Deposits from credit institutions and central banks 247 60 27 3 0 336 368

CDs and CP 17 28 15 - - 61 26

Senior unsecured MTNs 0 7 25 79 2 113 103

Covered bonds - 7 21 138 54 221 212

Subordinated liabilit ies - - - 30 5 35 39

Total 264 102 88 250 61 766 747

Breakdown

  Secured 114 46 22 3 - 184 233

  Unsecured 150 56 66 247 61 582 514

Note: Wholesale funding is measured at nominal value as opposed to the treatment in section 7.1, where it is measured at amortised cost. 
Covered bonds issued to enhance the Group’s liquidity reserve are included. Repo transactions are not netted.

Danske Bank also analyses the surv ival horizon if it does not have access to funding markets. The market-reliance 
analysis assumes the following:

• The Group is cut of f from capital markets, and refinancing in the markets is not possible. That is, deposits from 
credit institutions, CDs and CP, covered bonds, senior unsecured MTNs and subordinated debt cannot be refinan-
ced at maturity.

• Most of the stable deposit base will remain available as a funding source, while some unstable deposits will run 
of f.

• A moderate reduction in business activ it ies will take place.
• Of f-balance-sheet items are included until their actual maturity dates.

Stress tests show that the Group’s liquidity reserve is sufficiently large to close any liquidity gap if all capital markets 
are closed and refinancing is impossible. The Group monitors its liquidity reserve continually to ensure a surv ival 
period of at least 12 months in this scenario.

Twelve-month liquidity
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Asset encumbrance
Asset encumbrance, or the percentage of assets pledged or mortgaged as collateral, and the resulting structural 
subordination of senior unsecured creditors and depositors, are drawing increased attention from regulators, rating 
agencies, investors and others.

The Group’s asset encumbrance comes mainly from three sources:

• Loans and securities serv ing as collateral for covered bond issuance. Covered bond issuance is a strategic long-
term funding measure that entails ring-fencing assets according to statutory regulation.

• Securities prov ided as collateral in repo and securities-lending transactions. The Group’s repo activ it ies consist 
of business-driven transactions that can be wound up relatively quickly and transactions for short- or long-term 
funding purposes. In repo transactions, the securities remain on the Group’s balance sheet, and the amounts 
received are recognised as deposits.

• Cash and securities prov ided as collateral for derivatives and clearing transactions when pledging or mortgaging 
collateral is an operational requirement to support business activ it ies.

Danske Bank’s asset encumbrance reporting follows the method described in the EBA’s “Implementing Technical 
Standards”. The table below shows the encumbrance of assets on the balance sheet and the encumbrance of collater-
al received, broken down by source of encumbrance. 

Asset encumbrance and encumbrance ratio

(DKK billions) Danske Bank A/S Danske Bank Group*

Assets on balance sheet

Derivatives  68  72 

Deposits (repos)  232  229 

Covered bonds  179  979 

   - portion from RD  -    776 

Other  23  38 

Total encumbrance  502  1,17 

Total assets  2,037  3,017 

Collateral received

Derivatives  22  20 

Deposits (reverse repos)  215  192 

Total encumbrance  237  212 

Total assets  486  452 

Asset encumbrance ratio 29% 44%

* Includes Realkredit Danmark.

In 2014, the Group implemented a policy to monitor the level of encumbrance and ensure that it does not increase 
significantly from the current level.

7.2.3 Regulatory measures
The year 2015 brought the important introduction of the Liquidity Coverage Ratio (LCR) from the Capital Require-
ments Directive and Capital Requirements Regulation (CRD IV/CRR); the measure orig inated from the 2010 Basel 
Accord (Basel III).

International regulations
New capital requirements regulation will establish a consistent and integrated regulatory framework for many as-
pects of bank management, including liquidity, and it will prov ide a uniform standard under a unified set of prudential 
rules. The LCR, which has received much attention, became binding for all EU credit institutions in October 2015. 
The components of the Net Stable Funding Ratio (NSFR) have been monitored since 2013 with a v iew to introducing 
a binding requirement in 2018.
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The LCR regulation stipulates that banks must have a liquidity reserve that ensures a surv ival horizon of at least 30 
calendar days in case of a severely stressed liquidity situation. The final requirement from the EBA allows Danish 
mortgage bonds to be classified as level 1 liquid assets, almost on par with Danish government bonds. Danske Bank 
has satisfied the LCR requirement since 1 October 2015.

Liquidity Coverage Ratio

At 31 December 2015
(DKK billions)

Danske Bank Group1 Danske Bank A/S

HQLA level 1  411  314 

HQLA level 2  14  14 

Limits due to cap  -    -   

A.  Liquid assets total  425  328 

Customer deposits2  98  76 

Market funding3  182  136 

Other cash outflows4  162  130 

B. Cash outf lows total  442  342 

Lending to non-financial customers  4  3 

Other cash inflows  98  52 

Limit on inflows  -    -   

C. Cash inf lows total  102  55 

Liquidity Coverage Ratio [A/(B-C)] 125% 115%

1 Includes Realkredit Denmark.
2  Includes retail deposits,  operational deposits, correspondent banking/prime brokerage accounts, and non-operational deposits covered by 

deposit guarantee.
3 Includes non-operational deposits, unsecured debt issuances, and secured funding.
4 Includes RD’s addit ional outflow requirement, equal to 2.5% of lending.

The NSFR is intended to ensure a sound funding structure by promoting an increase in long-dated funding. The NSFR 
regulation stipulates that at all t imes banks must have stable funding equal to the amount of their illiquid assets for 
one year ahead.

National regulations
Since October 2015, Danish national regulations have required that SIFI banks have an LCR of 100%. Banks that ful-
fil this requirement no longer need to meet the external national liquidity requirements in section 152 of the Danish 
Financial Business Act. The Danish FSA wishes to continue monitoring  the section 152 requirements as part of the 
Superv isory Diamond, however, until the Superv isory Diamond is rev ised.

Section 152 states that a credit institution’s liquidity reserve must equal or exceed both of the following:

• 15% of the debt obligations that, regardless of any disbursement conditions, the institution must pay on demand 
or at less than one month’s notice

• 10% of the institution’s total debt and guarantee obligations, excluding subordinated loan capital infusions that 
can be counted as part of the total capital

Liquidity includes cash on hand, fully secured and liquid demand deposits at other credit institutions and insurance 
companies, and holdings of secure, readily negotiable, unencumbered securities and credit instruments.



In 2010, the Danish FSA introduced the Superv isory Diamond, which includes benchmarks for liquidity and funding 
for the parent company. The benchmark for liquidity states that banks must have a liquidity ratio that is 50% above 
the regulatory requirements in section 152 of the Danish Financial Business Act. At the end of 2015, Danske Bank 
A/S’s liquidity ratio was 193% above the regulatory requirements and Danske Bank Group’s was 152% above.

The benchmark for funding (the “funding ratio”) stipulates that a bank’s lending may not exceed stable funding (depos-
its as well as issued bonds and subordinated debt with a maturity exceeding one year). This means that banks must 
have a funding ratio of less than 1.00. At the end of 2015, Danske Bank A/S’s ratio was 0.69.

7.3 Funds transfer pricing

The Group’s Funds Transfer Pricing (FTP) model for assigning internal funding prices adheres to the matched- 
maturity principle. The FTP charged on loans and awarded to deposits reflects the distinct characteristics of the 
indiv idual balance sheet items, with a focus on product and customer type, including maturity, currency, amortisation 
profile, modelled behav iour and underly ing interest rate risk. Credits are reduced by any charges against contingent 
commitments, such as expected stressed deposit run-of f, and specific charges apply to contingent commitments, 
such as committed facilit ies.

FTP links the balance sheet composition directly to the income statement, and it is a key component driv ing the 
Group’s overall funding position. FTP is fundamental in evaluating the profitability of the Group’s balance sheet com-
position, and it has therefore been embedded in the profitability analysis at the customer level in order to facilitate 
consistency between liquidity risk assessment, product pricing and balance sheet valuation.

The Group’s trading activ it ies at FICC and Capital Markets are also subject to FTP in a model that assigns term fund-
ing costs to trading and collateral management activ it ies in order to ensure LCR compliance. 
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Danske Bank Group is exposed to operational risk in the form of possible losses resulting from inadequate internal 
procedures, human or system errors, or external events. Operational risk includes legal risk and IT risk.

Model risk is a subtype of operational risk that is defined as the risk of losses resulting from decisions based mainly 
on output from internal models because of errors in the development, implementation or use of the models. 

Operational risk can of ten be associated with one-of f events, such as failure to observe business or working proce-
dures, defects or breakdowns of the technical infrastructure, criminal acts, fire and storm damage, and lit igation. 
Operational risk is thus non-financial risk.

The Group’s risk appetite and tolerance for operational risk, including operational risk thresholds, are set forth in sev-
en risk appetite statements based on the Basel II event categories: Internal fraud; External fraud; Employment prac-
tices and workplace safety; Clients, products and business practices; Damage to physical assets; Business disruption 
and system failures; and Execution, delivery and process management.

The Group’s operational risk management process involves a structured and uniform approach across the Group. It 
includes risk identification; risk assessments; and the monitoring of risk indicators, the control env ironment and risk 
mitigation plans for key operational risks in accordance with its risk appetite.

In its qualitative approach to operational risk management, Danske Bank Group has chosen to include the likelihood, 
consequence and reputational ef fects of an event and the adequacy of key internal controls in its assessment of 
whether a g iven operational risk event may materially af fect Danske Bank. This approach improves the basis for 
assigning priority to the key risks identified.

At the end of 2015, operational risks accounted for 8.7% of the Group’s total risk exposure amount. In 2015, the 
Group focused on the adequacy and timely implementation of key controls to mitigate group-wide operational risks. It 
also continued to expand day-to-day operational risk management at all subsidiaries, business units, support func-
tions and foreign branches. Additionally, the Group further strengthened its controls against card, online and pay-
ments fraud.

The chief risk officer is the chairman of the Operational Risk Committee. The committee’s general responsibilit ies are, 
on behalf of the Executive Board, to set the direction for the group-wide operational risk management framework and 
to oversee the implementation of the framework. Danske Bank’s Board of Directors is involved in important decisions 
about operational risks, including approv ing the Operational Risk Policy and the operational risk appetite and receiv-
ing notification of significant operational losses. The Board of Directors receives reporting on the Group’s operational 
risk profile at least once a year.

Each subsidiary, business unit and support function is responsible for the day-to-day monitoring of its operational 
risks and for reducing and preventing losses caused by operational risks.
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8.1 Policy

The Operational Risk Policy and operational risk instructions are approved by the Board of Directors and set the 
principles and standards of operational risk management in the Group. The Group’s Operational Risk Policy covers 
the following:

• The definitions of operational risk and operational risk appetite, the operational risk governance structure, and 
the objectives of the Group’s framework for operational risk management

• The methodology for the operational risk framework, including identif y ing, assessing, monitoring and managing 
the Group’s current and potential operational risk exposure

• Informing the Executive Board and Board of Directors of issues that involve the Group’s operational risks

The Group also has policies addressing security and outsourcing that are part of the operational risk management 
framework.

In addition, the Group has policies regulating other operational risk areas, such as a policy for using insurance as a 
risk mitigation measure.

8.2 Process, measurement and control

Once a year, the Group conducts a risk identification and assessment process at its subsidiaries, business units 
and support functions and compiles a list of the key operational risks. The subsidiaries, business units and support 
functions – in collaboration with the Group Operational Risk department – assess the likelihood, consequence and 
reputational ef fects of risk events before and af ter the implementation of key controls. Some of the largest risks fall 
into the Basel II event categories for operational risks: Execution, delivery and process management; Clients, prod-
ucts and business practices; and Business disruption and system failures.

The Group monitors its risk profile on an ongoing basis throughout the year. It manages operational risks in a process 
that includes strengthening key controls, risk mitigation and monitoring of risk indicators. Operational risk considera-
tions are included in the Group’s daily work in accordance with its risk appetite.

Danske Bank received and accepted one administrative fine from the Danish Financial Superv isory Authority (FSA) in 
2015 for failing to disclose securities holdings in a company in a t imely manner. Danske Bank discovered the error by 
itself and informed the FSA.
 
On 7 February 2014, the Danish Public Prosecutor for Serious Economic and International Crime (SØIK) brought 
accusations of price manipulation of a particularly serious nature against Danske Bank A/S. Danske Bank had found 
that in 2009 four employees from the banking operation and Realkredit Danmark had v iolated internal rules and had 
possibly manipulated prices. On 26 February 2015, all the accusations of price manipulation brought against Danske 
Bank A/S by SØIK were dropped. 

Business line management, subsidiaries and support functions are responsible for identif y ing and managing the 
risks inherent in the products, activ it ies, processes and systems for which they are accountable on the basis of the 
Group’s risk framework, since the local risk owners have expert knowledge about area-specific risks.

Group Operational Risk (part of Group Risk Management) is responsible for the independent oversight of operation-
al risk management and governance, for the establishment of the group-wide risk management framework, and for 
performing a controlling and rev iewing role in the operational risk identification and assessment process to ensure 
consistency in the framework applied.

The chart below shows the process from risk identification and assessment to the ongoing monitoring of the Group’s 
key operational risks.



Risk assessment process from risk identification to response

Unit Process

Business units, subsidiaries  
and support functions

Risk identification and assessment

Group Operational Risk
Compilation of list of key risks and  

determination of risk owner 

Operational Risk 
 Committee

Sign-of f on key risks

Risk owner
Identification of key 

controls
Documentation of business 

process and procedures
Identification of key risk  

indicators

Business units, subsidiaries  
and support functions

Performance of key controls Registration of losses

Group Operational Risk Rev iew and risk reporting escalation

The process starts with risk identification and assessment, which lead to the compilation of a list of the Group’s key 
operational risks, which is signed of f by the Operational Risk Committee. The adequacy of the control env ironment for 
each key risk is evaluated, and key risk indicators are identified as part of the ongoing monitoring of operational risks. 
Key risks are monitored, and their status is documented in a quarterly report to the Operational Risk Committee that 
includes significant indicators of changes in the Group’s risk profile, including loss data, risk management governance, 
audit remarks, and other relevant risk indicators.

The risk identification and assessment process is updated once a year. New operational risks may be identified, and 
risks that have become irrelevant are removed from the list of key risks.

The Group’s operational risk losses are recorded in a database. Losses are categorised according to the Basel II 
event categories for operational risk. Operational risk events that entail losses of DKK 10,000 or more are recorded.

Measured by the number of loss events, the two categories External fraud and Execution, delivery and process man-
agement accounted for most of the losses in 2015. External fraud accounted for 79%, and Execution, delivery and 
process management accounted for 20% of total loss events, against 73% and 23%, respectively, in 2014. A large 
portion of these risk events involves low financial costs. External fraud consists of events such as card fraud, eBank-
ing fraud, bank robberies, card skimming and document falsification. Execution, delivery and process management 
includes losses because of erroneously processed transactions and losses related to routine manual input.
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Breakdown of loss events

(%)
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Measured by amount, Execution, delivery and process management accounted for 48%, External fraud for 41%, and 
Clients, products and business practices for 5% of the total operational risk loss in 2015, against 39%, 48% and 
8%, respectively, in 2014.

Breakdown of loss amounts
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8.3 Group compliance

Group Compliance at Danske Bank Group is an independent function that is responsible for assessing and monitoring 
whether the Group complies with applicable laws, regulations and ethical standards as well as being responsible for 
prov iding adv ice to the Group on the mitigation of compliance risks.

On 1 January 2015, Group Compliance was split of f from Group Legal and became a centralised function  with 
group-wide responsibility for compliance. 

This change was intended to strengthen the compliance culture in the Group and to support the Group’s pursuit of its 
v ision of becoming the most trusted financial partner.   

Group Compliance is headed by the chief compliance officer, who reports to the Group CFO with a dotted reporting 
line to the Group CEO and the Audit Committee of Danske Bank’s Board of Directors.  

Group Compliance’s operating model reflects Danske Bank Group’s operating model. It entails a div ision of roles and 
responsibilit ies into separate units of compliance specialists for Personal Banking, Business Banking, Danica Pension 
and Danske Capital. Group Compliance also has units of compliance specialists for Group functions, for Financial 
Crime (anti–money laundering, countering terrorism financing and sanctions), and for the compliance framework and 
compliance awareness and training.  

Group Compliance is now organised and operates in such a way that it meets the high standards of the European 
banking industry. The combination of a centralised function and specialists in each of the Group’s business areas 
enables Group Compliance to develop the proper awareness and understanding of compliance  among managers and 
employees in the Group in an ef fective manner.

Compliance organisation

Corporates 
&

Institutions

Group
Functions

Northern 
Ireland

Personal 
Banking and

Business 
Banking 

Danica Danske
Capital

Group Financial Crime

Thomas Borgen, CEO

Henrik Ramlau-Hansen, CFO

Head of Group Compliance

Audit  Committee 

Board of Directors

Group Compliance Office

Specialist compliance units

Danske Bank Group has a risk management and control system based on three lines of defence. Group Compliance 
is part of the second line of defence and fulfils its responsibilit ies in coordination with other second line units in the 
Group, primarily Group Risk Management. 

First-line units own the compliance risks associated with their functions.
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Group Compliance’s key activ it ies are the following:

• Identif y ing and assessing compliance risks  
• Prov iding adv ice on risk mitigation to compliance risk owners in the first line of defence  
• Monitoring the adequacy of risk mitigation and controls  in the first line of defence
• Reporting on the compliance risk management and control env ironment at Danske Bank Group (Danske Bank A/S 

and subsidiaries) directly to the Executive Board, the Audit Committee of the Board of Directors and the Board of 
Directors

• Involvement in selected major projects, such as the compliance with new legislation at Danske Bank Group

To meet the increasing requirements from regulators, the Group has launched a compliance certification programme 
to be conducted under the auspices of the International Compliance Association in association with the University of 
Manchester, and it will be of fered to most of the employees in Group Compliance. 

In 2015, Group Compliance focused on building its organisation and compliance framework, and this work will contin-
ue throughout 2016. Group Compliance contributes to the Group AML programme. One of the contributions in 2015 
was issuing a new AML directive, which will be implemented in 2016. The superv isory authorities conduct ongoing 
inspections of compliance with anti–money laundering laws that can lead to superv isory actions. Group Compliance 
was also involved in the Group MiFID II Implementation Project, and this involvement will continue throughout 2016.

In 2015, a college of regulators led by the Danish Financial Superv isory Authority conducted an inspection of Group 
Compliance. The inspection occasioned no reprimands, penalties or orders.
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Danske Bank Group’s insurance risk consists of all risks at the companies of the Danica group. The main risks are 
market risk and life insurance risk. Market risk involves the risk of losses on investments of Danica’s own equity 
(“own investments”) and the risk of losses on investments of customer funds from insurance policies with guaran-
teed returns. The risk of losses on policies concerns mainly Danica Traditionel insurance policies. Life insurance risk 
involves life insurance and pension products, and it is af fected by changes in longev ity, mortality, disability, crit ical 
illness and the like.

In 2015, the financial markets generally saw rising equity prices and volatile interest rates. Low interest rates kept 
Danica’s bonus potential of paid-up policies low and lef t little room for risky assets in Danica’s investment portfolio. To 
improve its investment returns, Danica changed its investment approach, implementing a new strategy that included 
managing much of the investment portfolio in-house. Danica’s Risk Management staf f monitors and conducts stress 
tests involv ing interest rates as well as equities, bond spreads and other factors on a daily basis to manage the risk 
of losses for Danica’s own equity.

9.1 How Danica’s results affect the Group’s income statement

Danske Bank owns Danica, and Danske Bank’s financial results are af fected by Danica’s financial position through the 
“Net income from insurance business” item in the financial highlights. This item consists mainly of the risk allowance 
and the investment return on Danica’s equity capital. If there is a shortfall in the investment return that cannot be 
absorbed by the collective bonus potential and the bonus potential of paid-up policies, funds will be allocated from 
equity. The funds allocated will be transferred to a shadow account, and the booking will be deferred until a year when 
the technical basis permits.

The risk allowance is the annual return that Danica Pension may book from its with-profits business. As of 1 Janu-
ary 2016, it can be booked to income if it does not exceed the sum of all indiv idual and collective buf fers. If the risk 
allowance for the year cannot be booked, it is lost – that is, from 2016, it can no longer be transferred to the shadow 
account. The remaining shadow account at year-end 2015 may still be booked to income over a five-year period. If it 
cannot be booked, it will be written of f over the next five years.

According to the Contribution Principle, which states that policyholders’ funds must be ring-fenced in groups with 
generally the same technical rate of  interest, insurance risk and expenses, Danica has indiv idual investment and 
hedging strategies for each group. The risk allowance is also determined for each group indiv idually.

9.2 Key risk factors

As shown in the table below, the key risk factors for Danica are market risks, life insurance risks, operational risks 
and business risks. They are discussed in the section below.

Main risk factors af fecting Danica Pension

Market risks Life insurance risks Operat ional risks Business risks

Interest rate
Equity
Credit spread
Currency
Liquidity
Counterparty
Concentration

Longev ity
Mortality
Disability
Concentration

IT
Legal
Administrative
Fraud
Model

Reputation
Strategy

Insurance risk at Danica is related mainly to life insurance and pension products and to a lesser extent to insurance 
against crit ical illness and health insurance. Most of the risk on life insurance and pension products derives from 
with-profits policies in Denmark, with unit-linked policies in Denmark, Sweden and Norway accounting for a smaller 
share.
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Two types of life insurance product in Denmark

With-profits policies 

Danish with-profits policies have a guaranteed benefit based on a technical rate of interest (currently 0.5%). The policyholders earn interest at 
a rate that is set for each year at the discretion of the life insurance company and that can be changed at any time. 

The dif ference between the actual (set) rate of interest and the return on policyholders’ sav ings in a given year is added to the collective bonus 
potential and can be used as a buf fer.

At Danica, the with-profits policies are called Danica Traditionel.    

Unit-linked policies

Unit-linked policies are policies in which investments are allocated to the policyholders, who can decide how to invest their pension sav ings 
themselves or let the life insurance company invest the sav ings. 

For unit-linked policies, the policyholders receive the actual return on their investments rather than a fixed rate of interest. The policyholders 
carry the entire investment risk unless a guarantee is attached to their policies. 

Danica of fers two types of guarantee to holders of unit-link policies: a minimum 0% return guarantee in Danica Balance and a watermark-based 
guaranteed benefit in Danica Link.

Risks related to unit-linked business are considered minor because most of the risks are carried by the policyholders 
or hedged by means of financial derivatives.

Danica’s foreign activ it ies account for about 15% of its total prov isions, and they of fer mainly unit-linked products 
without guarantees. The risk on these activ it ies is thus very small. The remainder of this section concerns Danica’s 
activ it ies in Denmark. The table below shows the trend in life insurance prov isions.

Danica’s policies broken down by business segment

With-profits contracts

Unit-linked

Health and 
accident 

insurance Other
At 31 December 2015  
(DKK billions)

New  
customers

Low  
guarantee

Medium 
guarantee

High 
 guarantee

Collective bonus potential 1.1 0.2 0.7 1.3 - - 0.3

Bonus potential of paid-up policies 0.9 0.1 0.1 0.0 - - -

Other prov isions 39.1 18.7 14.7 71.7 111.3 8.8 1.5

Prov isions for insurance and  
investment contracts 41.1 19.0 15.5 73.0 111.3 8.8 1.7

With-profits contracts

Unit-linked

Health and 
accident 

insurance Other
At 31 December 2014  
(DKK billions)

New  
customers

Low  
guarantee

Medium 
guarantee

High  
guarantee

Collective bonus potential 0.5 0.2 0.9 0.5 - - 0.3

Bonus potential of paid-up policies 0.6 0.1 0.1 0.1 - - -

Other prov isions 41.9 21.4 15.7 83.7 96.7 8.9 1.5

Prov isions for insurance and  
investment contracts 43.0 21.7 16.7 84.3 96.7 8.9 1.8
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9.3 Control and management

Danica’s board of directors defines the overall principles for Danica’s risk management, and management monitors 
Danica’s risks to ensure compliance with these principles. In addition, Danica’s board of directors approves Danica’s 
investment strategy and follows up on the results. Management prepares the specific investment plans.

9.3.1 Market risks

With-profits business
Losses can arise on policies with guarantees because of changes in interest rates, exchange rates, equity prices, 
the value of alternative investments, property values, credit spreads and market liquidity and as a result of issuer or 
counterparty defaults that cause changes in the fair value of Danica’s assets and liabilit ies. Liabilit ies carry interest 
rate risk owing to the guarantees issued. For example, if market interest rates drop, the market value of liabilit ies 
increases.

Danica’s liabilit ies are calculated by discounting expected cash flows at rates defined by the Danish FSA. The FSA’s 
discount curve includes the following constituents: the EUR swap rates, a 250-day mov ing average of the Danish-Ger-
man government y ield spread, and a Danish mortgage bond spread. It is not possible to hedge the liabilit ies without a 
significant element of basis risk.

Since the Danish bond market is not large enough and does not have the necessary duration to allow Danica to hedge 
the liabilit ies, Danica must invest in non-Danish fixed income instruments. The bond portfolio therefore consists of a 
broad range of fixed income assets: Danish and other European government bonds, Danish mortgage bonds, Danish 
index-linked bonds and a well-diversified portfolio of global credit bonds. This means that Danica is exposed to chang-
es in y ield spreads between other European government bonds and EUR swap rates, for example. Interest rate risk 
that is not covered by the bond portfolio is hedged by means of financial derivatives. Danica conducts internal stress 
tests to ensure that it can withstand significant losses on its equity and credit exposure and substantial changes in 
interest rates. 

At the end of 2015, about 71% of the bond portfolio consisted of government and mortgage bonds of high quality (AA 
to AAA ratings from the international rating agencies) or unrated mortgage bonds whose issuers have similarly high 
ratings. Only 11% of the portfolio was invested in non-investment-grade bonds. 

Early transfer or surrender by policyholders may force Danica to sell some of its funds and thus expose Danica to 
the risk of low sales prices. Danica reduces this liquidity risk by investing a large part of its funds in liquid bonds and 
shares.

Concentration risk and counterparty credit risk are limited because of internal investment restrictions and the use 
of collateral agreements for financial derivatives. Most bonds in Danica’s portfolio are denominated in DKK and EUR, 
and almost all non-euro currency risk is hedged.

Unit-linked business
Approximately 80% of unit-linked policies have no financial guarantees. For these policies, the policyholders bear all 
the investment risk. 

For the rest of the unit-linked policies, which consist mainly of Danica Balance policies, the policyholders have an 
investment guarantee. The guarantees do not apply until the time of retirement and are paid for by an annual fee. 
Danica manages the risk on these Danica Balance guarantees by adjusting the allocation of equities and alternative 
investments for each indiv idual policy. The adjustments ensure that the investments can withstand a substantial 
decline in equities and alternative investments without mov ing the guarantee “into the money”. Because of these 
hedging and risk management strategies, Danica considers the investment risk on guarantees in unit-linked products 
to be minor.

Danica’s own investments
Not only are policyholders’ sav ings exposed to market risk; Danica’s own investments are also exposed to market 
risk, as are investments related to health and accident insurance.

Danica’s board of directors has set a separate investment strategy for its own investments, which are made primarily 
in short-term Danish bonds. The investments related to health and accident insurance follow essentially the same in-
vestment strategy as the one used for customer funds allocated to with-profits policies, since the benefits are similar.
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9.3.2 Life insurance risks
Life insurance risks are linked to longev ity, mortality, disability, crit ical illness and similar factors. For example, an 
increase in longev ity lengthens the period during which benefits are payable under certain pension plans. Similarly, 
changes in mortality, illness and recoveries af fect life insurance and disability benefits. Longev ity, or increased life 
expectancy, is the most significant life insurance risk factor for Danica.

Danica subjects its life insurance risks to ongoing actuarial assessment in order to calculate insurance liabilit ies and 
make relevant business adjustments. For life insurance policies, Danica calculates the insurance liabilit ies according 
to expected mortality rates based on empirical data from its insurance portfolio. The rates reflect a possible future 
increase in life expectancy and a safety margin to cover uncertainty about expected mortality. 

For health and personal accident policies, Danica calculates insurance liabilit ies on the basis of expectations of future 
recoveries and re-openings of old claims. The expectations are based on empirical data from Danica’s insurance 
portfolio. To mitigate life insurance risk, Danica uses reinsurance for large indiv idual policy exposures and the risk of 
losses due to disasters.

9.3.3 Operational risks, business risks and model risk
Danica manages operational risk through internal controls and standard operating procedures that are updated reg-
ularly to reflect the current business env ironment. Danica systematically rev iews its business areas to minimise the 
risk of financial losses due to sanctions, claims and reputational damage resulting from non-compliance with legis-
lation, rules and standards. Danica closely monitors the competition in all relevant markets to ensure that its prices 
are competitive and its customers are satisfied. Danica also monitors model risk by comparing model results with 
actual market results on an ongoing basis. 

9.4 Stress testing

To ensure that insurance companies in Denmark have sufficient capital to withstand significant changes in the mar-
ket, the Danish FSA requires that they report the results of a set of stress tests commonly known as the red traffic 
light scenario. 

The red traffic light scenario tests the ef fect of changes in interest rates, equity prices, property prices, exchange 
rates and counterparty credit risk. A company is said to have red light status if its total capital is less than 1% of its 
life insurance prov isions when it is subjected to all the stresses in the red traffic light scenario at the same time. If a 
company has red light status, the Danish FSA will become involved in its financial management.

Collective bonus potentialCapital buffer Bonus potential of paid-up policiesSolvency requirement

Actual
capital

Red traffic
light scenario

(DKK billions)

Red traffic light scenario for the Danica Group
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The tables below show the ef fect on Danica’s total capital, as well as on the collective bonus potential and the bonus 
potential of paid-up policies (the capital buf fer), caused by each of the stress tests in the red traffic light scenario. 
(Risks posed by changes in mortality and disability are not part of the scenario but are shown as supplementary 
information.)

Sensitivity analysis for Danica 

At 30 June 2015 (DKK billions)
Change in collective 

bonus potential

Change in bonus 
potential of  

paid-up policies
Change in 

capital base Total

Interest rate increase of 0.7 of a percentage point -0.9 1.5 -0.1 0.5

Interest rate decline of 0.7 of a percentage point -0.5 -0.7 0.1 -1.1

Decline in equity prices of 12% -1.7 0.0 -0.1 -1.8

Decline in property prices of 8% -1.2 0.0 -0.3 -1.5

Foreign exchange risk (VaR 99.5%) -0.2 0.0 0.0 -0.2

Loss on counterparties of 8% of RWA -1.3 0.0 -0.2 -1.5

Decrease in mortality of 10% -1.6 0.0 -0.1 -1.7

Increase in mortality of 10% 1.6 0.0 0.0 1.6

Increase in disability of 10% -0.1 0.0 0.0 -0.1

At 31 December 2014 (DKK billions)
Change in collective 

bonus potential

Change in bonus 
potential of  

paid-up policies
Change in  

capital base Total

Interest rate increase of 0.7 of a percentage point 0.1 1.6 -0.1 1.6

Interest rate decline of 0.7 of a percentage point 1.9 -0.1 0.0 1.8

Decline in equity prices of 12% -1.3 -0.5 -0.1 -1.9

Decline in property prices of 8% -1.3 0.0 -0.3 -1.6

Foreign exchange risk (VaR 99.5%) -0.3 0.0 0.0 -0.3

Loss on counterparties of 8% of RWA -1.3 -0.1 -0.3 -1.7

Decrease in mortality of 10% -1.0 0.0 -0.7 -1.7

Increase in mortality of 10% 1.6 0.0 0.0 1.6

Increase in disability of 10% -0.1 0.0 0.0 -0.1

For example, a 12% decline in equity prices results in a total loss of DKK 1.8 billion. The buf fer absorbs DKK 1.7 
billion, and the remaining loss of DKK 0.1 billion is covered by equity.
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9.5 Capital requirement

Danica is subject to the capital requirement specified in the solvency rules for insurance companies. At 31 December 
2015, Danica’s regulatory capital requirement was DKK 7.9 billion, against DKK 8.4 billion at the end of 2014.

In addition to the regulatory capital requirement, which is a risk measure based on volume, Danica must meet its 
solvency need, which is a risk-based capital requirement that supplements the regulatory capital requirement. All 
Danish insurance companies are required to maintain total capital equal to or greater than the larger of the regu-
latory capital requirement and the solvency need. At 31 December 2015, the solvency need was DKK 10.1 billion, 
against DKK 10.4 billion at the end of 2014.

Danica calculates its solvency need in a standard model based on Solvency II for the stress testing of all relevant risk 
factors, including equity prices, property prices, interest rates and longev ity. The solvency need is calculated as the 
total capital requirement af ter stress testing, adjusted for the use of the collective bonus potential and the bonus 
potential of both paid-up and non-paid-up policies. This model was introduced on 1 January 2014 by the Danish FSA 
as a pre-implementation of Solvency II. 

Solvency II
On 1 January 2016, the new Solvency II regulations were implemented in Europe. The discount curves for the market 
valuation of liabilit ies will be published by the European Insurance and Occupational Pensions Authority (EIOPA) on a 
monthly basis. The Solvency II interest rate curve is similar to the Danish curve, but some of the technical changes in 
the construction of the curve introduce further volatility. Danica will mitigate this volatility through its strong interest 
rate management practices. Danica’s SII standard model is ready for use and can calculate the solvency need on a 
daily basis. Danica’s Risk Management department calculates the ef fects of the new discount curve continually and is 
prepared for changes in volatility.

Altogether, Danica is well prepared for the new rules. 
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10.1 Pension risk

Pension risk arises from Danske Bank Group’s liability for defined benefit pension plans that were established for 
current and former employees. 

For accounting purposes, defined benefit pension plans are valued in accordance with IFRSs (IAS 19). Before making 
the year-end valuation of the pension obligations, the Group conducts a full rev iew of the assumptions and parame-
ters underly ing the valuation of the pension plans.

10.1.1 Pension plans 
The Group’s defined benefit pension obligations consist of pension plans in Northern Ireland, the Republic of Ireland 
and Sweden as well as a number of small pension plans in Denmark. In addition, the Group has unfunded defined 
benefit pension plans that are recognised directly on the balance sheet. All the plans are closed to new members. The 
table below gives an overv iew of the various plans.

Overview of the Group’s pension plans

At 31 December 2015 Northern Ireland Ireland Denmark Sweden

Pension plan for new employees
Defined  

contribution Cash balance
Defined  

contribution
Defined  

contribution

Status of defined benefit pension plan
Closed to new 

members in 2004
Closed to new 

members in 2008
Closed to new 

members
Closed to new  

members in 2013

Gross liability (DKK millions)  10,024  3,860  1,602  1,423 

Assets at fair value (DKK millions)  11,079  4,569  1,800  1,593 

Net assets (net liabilit ies) (DKK millions)  1,055  708  199 170

Number of members: Active  920  62  5  1,033 

Deferred  1,858  1,274  -  1,322 

Pensioners  2,067  527  189  581 

Total  4,845  1,863  194  2,936 

Note: In Norway, Finland and the Balt ics, the Group operates defined contribution plans under which it pays fixed contributions into a sepa-
rate, legally independent entity and af terwards has no further obligations. Af ter winding up the Norwegian defined benefit plan in 2005, the 
Group still has an early retirement pension obligation. The obligation amounted to DKK 29 million at 31 December 2015.

More than half of the Group’s pension obligations are attributable to the Danske Bank Northern Ireland pension plan. 
The plan was closed to new members in 2004, and all new employees have since been enrolled in a defined contribu-
tion plan. Af ter a comprehensive rev iew of pension benefits carried out by the Group in 2007, the defined benefit pen-
sion plan was subject to a number of benefit changes, including a change in the future accrual basis from final salary 
to career average. The plan was changed again in 2012, with adjustments to the revaluation of pensions in payment.
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Future benefit accruals under the Danske Bank Ireland plan were seized in 2010, when all employees were trans-
ferred to a so-called “cash balance” plan. The defined benefit plan had been closed to new entrants since 2008.

The cash balance plan can be thought of as a defined contribution plan with guaranteed investment returns. Employer 
and employee contributions are invested on behalf of each member, and the investment return is guaranteed at the 
outset.

The Group’s Swedish defined benefit plan was closed to new members in 2013 and replaced by a collectively nego-
tiated defined contribution pension plan established by the Swedish banking association and the employees’ union. 
Employees had prev iously been elig ible to join a “hybrid” defined benefit plan in which benefits accrue on a final-salary 
basis up to a certain level of earnings and on a defined contribution basis above this level.

The Danish pension obligations reflect a number of plans that have been closed to new members for many years. 
Because of the maturity of the plans, pensioners account for the vast majority of plan members.

10.1.2 Control and management
The Group’s defined benefit plans are funded mainly by contributions from the Group and indiv idual contributions 
from employees. Each pension plan is managed by a separate board of directors that tends to the members’ interests 
in accordance with the prevailing articles of association and prov isions.

A key element of the Group’s risk management strategy is maintaining a relatively close match between the assets 
and liabilit ies of each plan. According to this strategy, the Group uses derivative instruments to mitigate interest rate 
risk. 

Because of the complexity of the pension obligations, the Group does not use its normal limit structure when moni-
toring pension risk. Instead, it manages market risk on pension plans according to special follow-up and monitoring 
principles called “business objectives”.

The Group has established procedures to be followed in case of dev iations from these objectives. The All Risk Com-
mittee has defined risk targets for the Group’s pension funds. To follow up on the objectives, the Group prepares quar-
terly risk reports that analyse the indiv idual plans’ net obligations calculated on the basis of swap rates, sensitiv ity 
analyses and the VaR measure. It sets specific limits for the acceptable levels of risk exposure.

At the end of 2015, VaR was DKK 2,384 million (end-2014: DKK 2,879 million).

The Group’s aggregate net pension obligation at the end of 2015 was DKK -2,107 million (that is, it had net pension 
assets of DKK 2,107 million), against DKK -1,412 million a year before. 

Defined benefit pension plans

At 31 December (DKK millions) 2015 2014

Present value of unfunded pension obligations 164 188

Present value of fully or partly funded pension obligations 16,770 17,933

Fair value of plan assets 19,041 19,533

Net pension obligation -2,107 -1,412

The Group’s total net pension assets amounted to DKK 2,107 million. This figure is calculated as the sum of indiv idual 
plans that have net pension assets (DKK 2,337 million) less the sum of indiv idual plans with net pension liabilit ies 
(DKK 230 million). 

10.1.3 Liability recognition
The Group’s defined benefit pension plan agreements contain prov isions stipulating the pension benefits that the 
indiv idual employee will be entitled to receive on retirement. The Group’s obligation is thus recognised as a balance 
sheet liability subject to valuation. As the pension benefit will typically be payable for the rest of the employee’s life, 
this increases the Group’s uncertainty about the amount of future obligations since the liability and pension expenses 
are measured actuarially.



To value the liabilit ies, the actuary receives indiv idual details about the plan’s current, retired and deferred members. 
Data relating to changes in membership since the preceding valuation are also supplied so that a reconciliation of the 
membership numbers can be carried out and actual experience can be tested against the assumptions of the preced-
ing valuation.

Various assumptions need to be made. Some are financial (e.g., the discount rate used to calculate the net present 
value of the pension cash flows and rates of salary and pension increases); and some are demographic (e.g., rates of 
mortality, ill health, early retirement and resignation). The actuary also requires details about the assets held by the 
plan. These details consist of market values of assets and market-based y ields for valuing liabilit ies, among other 
things.
 
The Group uses a number of calculation methods to determine its pension obligations.  Each serves a specific pur-
pose, for example compliance with the local authorities’ minimum funding requirements and the compilation of the 
consolidated accounts. These methods include the following valuations:

• The actuarial valuation, which assesses the pension fund’s financial status according to local solvency rules and 
determines the amount of Group cash contributions to be paid in order to satisf y regulatory funding principles. 
Typically, this involves using a prospective benefits funding method based on the total prospective serv icing of the 
existing members, allowing for salary increases until retirement, resignation or death, as appropriate. The future 
serv ice contribution rate is adjusted to allow for any past serv ice surplus or deficit.

• The financial reporting valuation, which determines the Group’s pension obligations according to IFRSs, including 
the Group’s pension costs and balance sheet liability. IFRSs use an accrued benefit funding method that deter-
mines the cost of prov iding the benefits earned in the year af ter the valuation date. Pension obligations are recog-
nised at fair value on the balance sheet.

• The risk management valuation, which assesses the market risk of the Group’s pension obligations and prov ides 
the basis for the Group’s general risk monitoring and quarterly follow-up on business objectives.

The Group calculates market risk on defined benefit plans on a quarterly basis. The risk is expressed partly as VaR 
at a confidence level of 99.97% and a one-year horizon. In this scenario, equity price volatility and the correlation 
between interest rates and equity prices are set at values reflecting normal market data. The duration of the pension 
obligations is reduced by half to take into account inflation risk. This is a widely accepted proxy that is also used by 
the Danish FSA, among others. The calculations are subject to ongoing rev iew in order to ensure that the values of 
the volatility and correlation parameters are set appropriately.

Danske Bank uses the VaR model when adv ising life insurance and pension customers. The model discounts expect-
ed future pension payments at a “risk-free” swap rate rather than at the high-quality corporate bond y ield currently 
used under IFRSs. The model also incorporates actuarial assumptions about longev ity, salary growth and inflation in 
the calculation. The assets in the plan portfolio as well as their duration and the convexity are included in the model 
as well.

In addition, for each pension plan, the calculations include the sensitiv ity of the net obligation to changes in interest 
rates, equity prices and life expectancy (see the table below).

Sensitivity analysis of net obligation

(DKK millions) Change Ef fect, 2015 Ef fect, 2014

Equity prices -20% -866 -1.137

Interest rates +1/-1% +722/-479 +681/-380

Life expectancy +1 year -396 -563

Pension obligations are measured in the Group’s solvency calculation at fair value. Pension risk is covered by the 
ICAAP, and it is measured by VaR at a confidence level of 99.9% and a one-year time horizon.
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10.2 Business risk 

Business risk is the risk that income will not be able to cover losses caused by events af fecting the Group’s profit 
before loan impairment charges, market losses and operational losses. Business risk exists throughout the Group. 
It reflects possible changes in general business conditions such as market env ironment, customer behav iour, the 
Group’s reputation and technological progress to which the Group may not be able to adjust quickly enough.

The Group believes that capital for business risk should serve as a buf fer only when income cannot cover losses aris-
ing from other risk types. This is known as the “absolute loss” approach. Unexpected losses arising from other risk 
types are already covered by capital allocated for credit, market and operational risks. 

The method used to calculate economic capital for the Group’s business risk takes place in two stages. First, the 
quarterly earnings before credit, market, and operational losses over the past five years are used to estimate the 
likelihood of a loss based on current earnings, the historical volatility of the earnings, and expected losses from other 
risk types. The second step entails an additional strategic risk estimate of the ef fects of possible future events. For 
this purpose, the Group has identified strategic scenarios that could cause the largest declines in earnings.

As the Group expands into new areas of business and technology, it considers the cost of failure in these areas, in 
terms of both the cost of the failed business and the possible reputational ef fect on the rest of the business.

When the Group’s earnings were stressed according to the absolute loss approach, the result was still positive, 
and no capital was required for business risk. The assessment that there was no need for business risk capital was 
endorsed by the Danish FSA in 2015.
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Aliquam interdum bibendum
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet,  
consectetur adipiscing elit. Etiam 
non egestas dui. Cras at felis 
quam. Nam ultricies ante eu leo 
sodales blandit. Fusce v itae tellus 
orci. Quisque non ligula pharetra, 
consequat mi ac, scelerisque  
ligula. Aenean iaculis necligulaeu 
ultrices. Pellentesque et eros 
rhoncus, euismod lectus nec, 
scelerisque neque. Pellentesque 
laoreet feugiat auctor. Fusce  
lacinia egestas justo, sit amet 
luctus nulla ultrices nec.

Aliquam interdum a mi at biben-
dum. Maecenas sed sollicitudin 
ante. Pellentesque consequat odio 
vel iaculis grav ida. Donec sit amet 
tortor vel augue porta congue ac 
ut sapien. Nam consequat lectus  
neque, at vestibulum urna tincid-
unt facilisis. Nullam ut egestas 
augue. In ex nulla, rutrum in 
tempus non, facilisis nec est. 
Aenean nulla ante, porttitor nec 
ligula eget, luctus tristique justo. 
Nam varius, ipsum porta porttitor 
facilisis, turpis tortor laoreet  
lectus, a lacinia risus nisi sed 
sapien. Praesent vulputate orci id 
ligula efficitur aliquam. In fringil-
la volutpat egestas. Nam quis 
tristique lacus, a eleifend elit. 
Phasellus imperdiet neque vel nisi 
commodo consectetur. Vivamus 
fringilla, turpis facilisis convallis 
mattis, nisl est tristique dolor, ut 
efficitur lectus nisl id odio. Nulla 
facilisi. Aenean dictum.

In hac habitasse platea dictumst. 
Integer massa mi, ornare in 
convallis sed, interdum eget erat. 
Integer feugiat, dui non convallis 
ullamcorper, felis erat bibendum 
metus, quis t incidunt metus ligula 
v itae magna. Pellentesque a dui 
convallis, commodo ligula eu, 
congue turpis. Ut ultrices dictum 
tellus, id vestibulum ex tincidunt 
neque semper odio, a sodales orci 
erat et odio. Cras finibus nisi ut ri-
sus lobortis dictum. Nam congue, 
mi eu posuere vehicula, risus orci 
pulv inar dui, scelerisque rutrum 
purus risus vel tellus. Nam lobor-
tis mattis odio eu bibendum. Ut 
tempus hendrerit sapien, eget ul-
trices diam hendrerit in. Phasellus 

facilisis nunc mi, sit amet dictum 
nulla auctor quis. Aenean sed 
metus dui. Pellentesque dictum 
cursus dui et faucibus. Nunc con-
vallis molestie sagittis. Praesent 
ullamcorper est eros, in porta odio 
dapibus quis. Donec et condimen-
tum tortor, a pellentesque nisi. 
Suspendisse maximus, elit quis 
euismod lobortis, urna neque 
blandit diam, a iaculis lacus odio 
quis quam. Pellentesque quis 
tortor grav ida, mattis elit sit amet, 
dictum turpis. Etiam cursus vari-
us tincidunt. Vestibulum posuere 
augue turpis, sed pellentesque 
sapien imperdiet in. Donec finibus 
feugiat sapien vel efficitur. Pel-
lentesque cursus feugiat nulla et 
sollicitudin. Sed maximus magna 
ut elit lacinia, quis tempor nisi eu-
ismod. Vivamus blandit lacus mi, 
sed dapibus risus fringilla eget. 
Phasellus laoreet dolor vel enim 
pharetra pharetra.

Cras dictum quis diam a auctor. 
Curabitur in vehicula diam. Mauris 
eleifend dolor at diam sodales, ac 
porttitor erat t incidunt. Suspen-
disse nec risus ut enim v iverra 
sagittis. Curabitur sapien sapien, 
posuere eu magna non, place-
rat aliquet massa. Sed at Etiam 
condimentum consequat augue, at 
sodales leo mollis at.

Pellentesque a dui convallis,  
commodo ligula eu, conguturpis.  
Ut ultrices dictum tellus, id  
vestibulum ex tincidunt bibendum. 
Pellentesque eleifend, dolor at 
grav ida fringilla, mauris neque 
semper odio, a sodales orci eratet 
odio. Cras finibus nisi ut risus 
lobortis dictum. Nam congue, mi 
eu posuere vehicula, risus orci 
pulv inar dui, scelerisque rutrum 
purus risus vel tellus.

Nam lobortis mattis odio eu  
bibendum. Sed mollis tellus at  
dictum mattis. Etiam euismod 
ipsum tortor, nec commodo neque 
commodo eget. Fusce facilisis 
augue quis purus convallis  
sodales. Morbi turpis nisi, sodales 
ac metus sit amet, pellentesque 
dignissim ligula. Aenean ut dui 
nisi. Ut pellentesque, nisl vel luc-
tus posuere, erat erat grav ida nisi, 
et rhoncus elit urna id lorem. Sed 
vulputate neque in nunc dapibus 
sagittis. Nulla efficitur, ante eu vo-
lutpat ultrices, est velit t incidunt 
velit, quis congue odio tellus non 
ante. Nulla faucibus risus eros, a 
pharetra nulla maximus ut. Nulla 
quam libero, elementum sit amet 
suscipit eget, finibus ac quam.  
vel velit convallis iaculis. Phasellus 
condimentum nibh eu porta con 
condimentum locus derit.

Fusce ut lorem ac quam.
Nulla porttitor est tincidunt  
est tiam molestie lorem et nul 
la lobortis eleifend. Curabitur 
hendrerit leo leo, nec luctus 
magna pulvinar et.

Fusce ut lorem ac quam.
Nulla porttitor est tincidunt 
est fringilla placerat. Etiam 
molestie lorem et nulla lobor-
tis eleifend. Curabitur hendre-
rit leo leo, nec luctus magna. 
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Additional tier 1(AT1)  capital
Additional t ier 1 capital consists of loans that form part of t ier 1 capital. This means that it can be used to cover a 
loss of shareholders’ equity. 

Advanced internal ratings-based approach [A-IRB]
The advanced internal ratings-based approach entails using parameters that are based on internal and statistical 
data for PD, LGD and CF. 

Allowance account
The allowance account comprises all impairment charges against loans at amortised cost, loans at fair value, 
amounts due from credit institutions and central banks, loan commitments, and guarantees. The total allowance 
account includes total accumulated indiv idual impairment charges plus total accumulated collective impairment 
charges.

Asset encumbrance
Asset encumbrance is defined as the percentage of a counterparty’s assets pledged as collateral.

Bond spread risk
A bond spread reflects the additional net return required by an investor on securities with a g iven credit quality and 
liquidity compared with the return on liquid securities without credit risk or a reference rate (such as a swap rate). 
Bond spread risk thus measures the change in a bond’s market value due to changes in the market’s assessment of 
credit quality and liquidity.

Business risk
Business risk is the risk that income will not be able to cover losses caused by events af fecting the Group’s profit 
before loan impairment charges, market losses and operational losses.

Business unit
The Group’s banking operations are organised in three business units – Personal Banking, Business Banking and 
Corporates & Institutions – each of them spanning all of the Group’s geographical markets. Other business units in 
the Group include Danica Pension and Danske Capital.

Collateral
Collateral is assets prov ided as security by a debtor to safeguard the interests of the creditor. The Group uses a 
number of measures to mitigate credit risk, including collateral, guarantees and covenants, and the main method is 
obtaining collateral. Collateral is monitored and re-evaluated by adv isers, internal or external assessors, and auto-
matic valuation models. Danske Bank’s Collateral System supports the process of reassessing the market value to 
ensure that the Group complies with regulatory requirements. The market value of collateral is subject to a haircut. 
The haircut reflects the risk that the Group will not be able to obtain the estimated market value upon the sale of an 
asset in a distressed situation. The amount of the haircut depends on the collateral type. For regulatory purposes, the 
Group also uses a downturn haircut.

Collective impairment charges
Collective impairment charges are impairment charges calculated for loans with similar credit characteristics, for 
example when the expected cash flow from a customer group deteriorates but no adjustment has been made to the 
credit margin. The charges are based on changes in customers’ rating classifications over time. Collective impair-
ment charges are calculated as the dif ference between the carry ing amount of the loans in the portfolio and the pres-
ent value of expected future cash flows. Management makes judgements to adjust the collective impairment charges 
if the Group becomes aware of market conditions on the balance sheet date that are not fully reflected in the Group’s 
models.

Commodity risk
Commodity risk is the risk of losses caused by changes in commodity prices.

Company-specific equity risk
Company-specific equity risk is an unsystematic risk that af fects only a small group of assets of a particular com-
pany. It thus arises from equity exposure to a specific company as opposed to equity market risk, which arises from 
general changes in the equity market.
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Conversion factor
A conversion factor expresses the percentage of an unutilised facility or credit line that will be converted into utilised 
exposure at the time of default. It thus represents an estimate of the exposure at default (EAD).

Common equity tier 1 (CET1) capital 
CET1 capital consists of shareholders’ equity af ter certain statutory supplements and deductions. 

Common equity tier 1 capital ratio
The CET1 capital ratio is defined as CET1 capital as a percentage of the total risk exposure amount (REA).

Concentration risk
Concentration risk is the risk of losses arising as a result of a large exposure to a single asset type, a client group 
or region, among other things. The Group has implemented a set of frameworks to manage concentration risk. The 
frameworks cover single-name concentrations, industry concentrations and geographical concentrations.

Counterparty credit risk
Counterparty credit risk is the risk of losses resulting from a customer’s default on over-the-counter (OTC) deriva-
tives contracts and securities-financing instruments.

CRD
The European Union’s Capital Requirements Directives (2006/48/EC and 2006/49/EC), including amendments 
(CRD II and CRD III). In Denmark the rules are incorporated in the Danish Financial Business Act and associated 
executive orders, including the Executive Order on Capital Adequacy, and the Executive Order on the Calculation of 
the Capital Base. The rules in CRD II and CRD III have been rev ised (CRD IV 2013/36/EU) as a consequence of the 
implementation of Basel III. CRD IV was implemented in Denmark in March 2014.

CRR
The European Union’s Capital Requirements Regulation (No. 575/2013) is based on the Basel III guidelines. The rules 
took ef fect on 1 January 2014.

Credit risk
Credit risk is the risk of losses arising because debtors or counterparties fail to meet all or part of their payment 
obligations. The Group uses collateral, guarantees and covenants to mitigate credit risk.

Credit exposure
Credit exposure consists of balance sheet items and of f-balance-sheet items that carry credit risk. Most of the ex-
posure derives from direct lending activ it ies, including repo transactions; counterparty risk on OTC derivatives; and 
credit risk from securities positions.

Credit exposure from lending activities
Credit exposure from lending activ it ies derives from loans and advances, repo loans, amounts due from credit insti-
tutions and central banks, guarantees and irrevocable loan commitments.

Cure probability
Cure probability is the probability that a customer in default will return to performing status and the Group therefore 
will not need to recognise any losses.

Default
Customers are designated as being in default when they have a material credit facility that is 90 days past due or 
when the Group assesses that they are unlikely to comply with their payment obligations to the Group.

Defined benefit pension plans
In defined benefit plans, the pension agreement contains a prov ision stipulating the pension benefit that the employee 
will be entitled to receive on retirement. The benefit is typically stated as a percentage of the employee’s salary im-
mediately before retirement, but it can also be a percentage of the average salary during the entire period of employ-
ment. The pension benefit will typically be payable for the rest of the employee’s life, and this increases the employer’s 
uncertainty about the amount of the future obligations.
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Defined contribution pension plans
A defined contribution plan is a post-employment benefit plan under which the employer pays fixed contributions into 
a separate entity and has no further obligations. The pension entitlement accumulated by the employee depends on 
the size of the contributions agreed upon, the performance of invested pension funds and associated expenses.

Exposure at default (EAD)
Exposure at default is the expected utilisation of a g iven credit facility at the time of default of a borrower, and it is 
used in the calculation of regulatory capital. 

Economic capital
Economic capital is the amount of capital, calculated with the Group’s internal models, required to cover unexpected 
losses over the next year. The calculation of economic capital takes into account all relevant types of risk, including 
concentration and migration risks, as well as diversification within the indiv idual risk types. The aggregation across 
risk types does not take into account the potential benefit from diversification among various risk types.

Equity market risk
Equity market risk is the risk of losses caused by changes in equity prices due to general market changes af fecting a 
large number of assets or the entire market (i.e., it is a systematic risk).

Forbearance measures
Forbearance measures are concessions made for a debtor facing or about to face financial difficulties. The Group has 
implemented the European Banking Authority’s (EBA’s) definition of loans subject to forbearance measures, which 
states that a minimum two-year probation period must pass from the date forborne exposures are considered to be 
performing again. The Group adopts forbearance plans to assist customers in financial difficulty. Concessions granted 
to customers include interest-reduction schedules, interest-only schedules, temporary payment holidays, term ex-
tensions, cancellation of outstanding fees, waiver of covenant enforcement and settlements. Forbearance plans must 
comply with the Group’s Credit Policy. Forbearance leads to objective ev idence of impairment (OEI), and impairments 
relating to forborne exposures are handled according to the principles described in the Group’s basis of preparation 
for the measurement of loans.

Foreign exchange risk
Foreign exchange risk is the risk of losses on the Group’s foreign currency positions caused by changes in exchange 
rates.

Foundation internal-ratings based approach (F-IRB]
The foundation internal-ratings based approach entails using internal and statistical data only for PD, while LGD and 
CF are set forth in the CRD. 

Gross credit exposure
Gross credit exposure is credit exposure before the deduction of any indiv idual impairment charges.

ICAAP
The Group’s Internal Capital Adequacy Assessment Process (ICAAP) includes an evaluation of the capital needed 
under Pillar II. In the ICAAP, the Group identifies and measures its risks and ensures that it has sufficient capital in 
relation to its risk profile. The process also ensures that adequate risk management systems are used and further 
developed. As part of the ICAAP, the Group calculates the solvency need and performs stress tests to ensure that it 
has sufficient capital to support the chosen business strategy. Once a year, the full ICAAP report is submitted to the 
Board of Directors for approval, and the report is updated quarterly in a condensed format for approval.

IFRSs
International Financial Reporting Standards.

Impairment
Impairment is the reduction in the value of an asset from the value stated on the company’s balance sheet. If objec-
tive ev idence of impairment (OEI) of a loan exists, and the ef fect of the impairment event or events on the expected 
cash flow is reliably measurable, the Group determines an impairment charge indiv idually. Loans without OEI are 
included in an assessment of collective impairment at the portfolio level. An impairment charge equals the dif ference 
between the carry ing amount of the indiv idual loan and the present value of the most likely future cash flows from 
the loan. For collectively assessed loans, collective impairment charges are calculated as the dif ference between the 
carry ing amount of the loans of the portfolio and the present value of expected future cash flows.
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Impairment charges stated in basis points (bp)
Year-to-date loan impairment charges annualised relative to net loans and guarantees at the beginning of the period.

Incremental risk
Incremental risk is the risk of losses caused by the default or credit rating migration of bond issuers and CDS enti-
t ies.

Individual impairment charges
Indiv idual impairment charges are charges booked for indiv idual customers. If a customer facility is past due 90 
days or more, the customer is considered to be in default and an impairment charge is recognised for the customer’s 
total exposure. Significant loans and amounts due are tested indiv idually for impairment at the end of each reporting 
period. Loans without objective ev idence of impairment (OEI) are included in a collective assessment of the need for 
impairment charges. The collective assessment also includes customers with OEI but without a need for impairment. 

Inf lation rate risk
Inflation rate risk is the risk of losses caused by changes in the traded future inflation rates.

Insurance risk
Insurance risk is defined as all types of risk at Danica Pension, including market risk, life insurance risk and opera-
tional risk.

Interest rate risk
Interest rate risk is the risk of losses caused by changing y ields in the financial markets.

Leverage ratio
The leverage ratio is defined as tier 1 capital as a percentage of total exposure calculated according to the CRR. The 
leverage ratio does not take into account that various items on credit institutions’ balance sheets may have dif fering 
degrees of risk.

Liquidity risk
Liquidity risk is the risk of losses arising because funding costs become excessive, lack of funding prevents the Group 
from maintaining its business model, or lack of funding prevents the Group from fulfilling its payment obligations.

Loss given default (LGD)
Loss g iven default is the expected loss on an exposure calculated as the percentage of the expected facility utilisation 
that will be lost if a customer defaults. Downturn LGD is calculated by making a downturn adjustment that reflects the 
most severe economic conditions in the estimation period.

Market risk
Market risk is the risk of losses because the fair value of financial assets, liabilit ies and of f-balance-sheet items var-
ies with market conditions.

Model risk
Model risk is defined as the risk of losses resulting from decisions based mainly on output from internal models be-
cause of errors in the development, implementation or use of the models.

Non-performing loans (NPL)
The Group defines non-performing loans as facilit ies with objective ev idence of impairment for which indiv idual 
impairment charges have been booked. For non-retail exposures with any non-performing loans, the entire amount 
of the customer’s exposure is considered to be non-performing. For retail exposures, only impaired facilit ies are 
included in non-performing loans. The Group’s definition of non-performing loans dif fers from the EBA’s definition by 
excluding fully covered exposures in default and performing forborne exposures under probation but more than 30 
days past due.

NPL coverage ratio
The NPL coverage ratio is defined as accumulated indiv idual impairment charges relative to gross NPL net of collat-
eral (af ter haircuts). 

Net credit exposure
Net credit exposure is gross credit exposure less indiv idual impairment charges.
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Objective evidence of impairment (OEI) of loans 
Objective ev idence of impairment exists if any of the following events has occurred:

1. The borrower is experiencing significant financial difficulty.
2. The borrower’s actions, such as default on or delinquency in interest or principal payments, lead to a breach of the 

contract.
3. The Group, for reasons relating to the borrower’s financial difficulty, grants the borrower a concession that the 

Group would not otherwise have granted.
4. It is likely that the borrower will enter into bankruptcy or another form of financial restructuring.

Operational risk
Operational risk is the risk of losses resulting from inadequate internal procedures, human or system errors, or 
external events. Operational risk includes legal risk and IT risk.

Option risk
Option risk is defined as the risk of losses caused by changes in the market’s assessment of the implied volatility of 
underly ing market parameters such as interest rates, equity prices and foreign exchange rates.

Past due
A payment is considered past due if it has not been made by its due date.

Pension risk
Pension risk is the risk that the Group will be liable for additional contributions to defined benefit pension plans for 
current and former employees. Pension risk includes risks of the following:

• Lower-than-expected returns on invested funds
• Changes in actuarial assumptions, including the assumptions about the discount rate and inflation, that cause an 

increase in the pension obligations
• Longer-than-expected longev ity among members

Probability of default (PD)
Point-in-time (PIT) probability of default represents the PD within the next 12 months. This type of PD is cyclical and 
tends to fluctuate with the underly ing business cycle. Through-the-cycle (TTC) PD measures the average annual de-
fault rate over the business cycle and tends not to fluctuate much with the underly ing business cycle.

Risk exposure amount (REA)
The total risk exposure amount (formerly designated as “risk-weighted assets”) is calculated for credit risk, market 
risk and operational risk in accordance with the Danish FSA’s rules on capital adequacy.

Risk policies
The Board of Directors has adopted overall risk policies regulating the scope of risk-taking by the Group. On the basis 
of the overall risk policies, detailed risk policies and procedures are prepared for the various business areas.

SIFI
Systemically important financial institution.

Solvency II
The new risk-based solvency regime for European insurance companies.

Solvency need
The solvency need is the amount of capital that is adequate in terms of size and composition to cover the risks to 
which an institution is exposed. 

Solvency need ratio
The solvency need as a percentage of the total risk exposure amount (REA).

Standardised approach
The term “standardised approach” refers to banks’ use of external ratings to quantif y the required capital for credit 
risk. Depending on the external ratings, the risk is subject to a risk weight of either 0%, 20%, 50%, 100% or 150%. 
For exposures for which an external rating is not available, standard risk weights of 100% for corporates and of 75% 
for retail customers apply. If covered by elig ible collateral, risk weights are reduced to 50% or 35%. Elig ible collateral 
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is restricted to real estate and financial collateral. Unlike the IRB approaches, the standardised approach does not 
allow the use of internal models or parameters.

Tier 1 capital (T1)
Tier 1 capital consists of shareholders’ equity af ter certain statutory supplements and deductions and additional t ier 
1 capital less statutory deductions.

Tier 1 capital ratio
Tier 1 capital as a percentage of the total risk exposure amount (REA).

Tier 2 capital (T2)
Tier 2 capital consists of subordinated debt subject to certain restrictions.

Tier 2 capital ratio
Tier 2 capital as a percentage of the total risk exposure amount (REA).

Total capital 
Total capital consists of t ier 1 and tier 2 capital, less certain deductions. Tier 2 capital may not account for more than 
half of the total capital (see section 3 for full descriptions of both types).

Value-at-Risk (VaR)
Value-at-Risk is a risk measure used to calculate risk exposure over a defined period at a g iven confidence level.

Write-of f
A write-of f is the removal of a balance sheet item from the accounts. Loans that are considered uncollectible are 
written of f. Write-of fs are debited to the allowance account. Loans are written of f af ter the usual collection procedure 
has been completed and the loss on the indiv idual loan can be calculated. If the full loss is not expected to be realised 
until af ter a number of years, for example in the event of administration of complex estates, the Group recognises a 
partial write-of f that reflects the Group’s claim less collateral, estimated div idend and other cash flows.

Wrong-way risk (WWR)
Wrong-way risk is defined as the additional risk deriv ing from an adverse correlation between counterparty credit 
exposure and the credit quality of the counterparty.
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12.1 Management Declaration

According to section 435(1) of the Capital Requirements Regulation (CRR), Danske Bank must publish a declaration 
and a risk statement approved by its management body (the Board of Directors):

• Board Declaration: a declaration approved by the management body on the adequacy of the risk management 
arrangements of the institution prov iding assurance that the risk management systems put in place are adequate 
with regard to the institution‘s profile and strategy.

• Risk Statement: a concise risk statement approved by the management body succinctly describing the institu-
tion’s overall risk profile associated with the business strategy. This statement shall include key ratios and figures 
prov iding external stakeholders with a comprehensive v iew of the institution‘s management of risk, including how 
the risk profile of the institution interacts with the risk tolerance set by the management body.

Board Declaration

In accordance with the responsibilit ies of the Board of Directors as stipulated in the Danish Executive Order on Management and Control 
of Banks, Danske Bank’s Board of Directors assesses the Group’s indiv idual and overall risks on an ongoing basis and at least once a year 
in the form of a comprehensive report from the Executive Board. It is the Board of Directors’ assessment that the Group has adequate risk 
management arrangements in place with regard to the Group’s risk profile and strategy.

Risk Statement

Danske Bank is a Nordic universal bank of fering a full range of banking serv ices in the international financial markets to our home market 
customers. As such, we have a diversified business model spread across several industries, customer types and countries.

At the end of 2015, the Group’s total solvency need amounted to 10.7% of the total risk exposure amount (REA). 

Credit risk is managed in accordance with the Credit Risk Appetite, which encompasses credit quality (as measured by expected loss) and 
credit risk concentrations (limits on single names, industries and geographical regions). 

The Group’s market risk consists mainly of interest rate risk and bond spread risk. Market risk is managed in accordance with risk limits 
set in the Market Risk Instructions and the levels indicated in the part of the Market Risk Appetite relating to trading. 

The Group manages its liquidity on a daily basis by means of risk indicators and risk triggers defined in the Liquidity Instructions and the 
Liquidity Policy and Appetite, which define the overall principles and standards of liquidity management. The Group maintained its liquidity 
reserve throughout 2015 and adhered to its funding plan. At the end of 2015, the liquidity coverage ratio was 125.1%, well above the 
regulatory requirement. The Group achieved its rating targets of A/A/A2 (S&P/Fitch/Moody’s) at mid-2015. 

Operational risk management involves a structured and uniform approach across the Group entailing risk identification, risk assessment, 
monitoring of risk indicators, risk mitigation and event follow-up. Events related to execution, delivery and process management errors 
and events related to external fraud accounted for the majority of losses.

In accordance with its business strategy, the Group has set capital targets: a total capital ratio of at least 17% and a common equity tier 
1 (CET1) capital ratio of at least 13%. With substantial capital in excess of both the regulatory requirements and the internal targets, the 
Group considers itself well capitalised. At the end of 2015, the Group had the following capital ratios: a CET1 ratio of 16.1% and a total 
capital ratio of 21.0%.
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